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1 Introduction 

1.1 RNA viruses 
 

Viruses are the smallest self-replicating entities on earth (reviewed in (1)). The Russian 

biologist Dmitry Ivanovsky reported in 1892 for the first time that extracts from infected 

tobacco leaves were still infectious after passing through a filter which was small enough to 

retain bacteria (reviewed in (1)). He worked on the now known tobacco mosaic virus (TMV). 

Several years later in 1898, the Dutch biologist Martinus Beijerinck repeated these experiments 

and discovered that the filtrate could only multiply in dividing cells. He called the infectious 

particle contagium vivum fluidum (soluble living germ) and invented the first time the term 

‘virus’. Since this discovery at the end of the 19th century, our understanding of viruses has 

developed dramatically (reviewed in (1,2)).  

Viruses have shaped the history of their hosts. All known living organisms have viral parasites 

and viruses cause a number of severe diseases in eukaryotes. For example, in humans, they are 

responsible for the common cold or serious influenza outbreaks, chickenpox, herpes, polio, 

Ebola, and the acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS). Also some types of cancer are 

linked to viruses, such as to the Epstein-bar virus (EBV) or the human papilloma virus (HPV) 

(reviewed in (1)). 

Since viruses have no own metabolism, they hijack subcellular machineries of invaded cells to 

replicate and produce viral particles in an infective form (virions) to disseminate their genes. 

Viruses are encapsulated by a protein shell (non-enveloped, such as adeno virus) and sometimes 

by an additional host cell-derived lipid membrane (enveloped, such as influenza virus). They 

come in two flavors, those that have a genome of DNA and those with an RNA coding genome. 

Both nucleic acids can be used by different viruses in double-stranded or single-stranded 

manner. Further classification of RNA viruses according to the sense or polarity of their RNA 

into negative-sense (-) and positive-sense (+), or ambisense RNA viruses is possible. The RNA 

of positive-sense viral RNA is similar to messenger RNA (mRNA) and can therefore be 

immediately translated by the host cell. In contrast, negative-sense viral RNA is complementary 

to mRNA and must be converted to positive-sense RNA by an RNA polymerase before 

translation (3). Therefore, the purified RNA of a negative sense virus is not infectious by itself, 

because it has to be converted to a positive sense RNA for replication by a viral reverse 

http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/dvrd/spb/mnpages/dispages/ebola.htm
http://www.hopkins-aids.edu/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sense_%28molecular_biology%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sense_%28molecular_biology%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MRNA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Translation_%28genetics%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RNA_polymerase
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transcriptase. Viruses with an ambisense genome carry both nucleic acid strands encoding for 

proteins (reviewed in (1)). 

This doctoral thesis deals with single-stranded (-) RNA viruses of the orthomyxovirus family 

such as the Thogoto (THOV) and Dhori (DHOV) virus. Therefore, a short overview of the 

negative-strand RNA viruses is given in the following chapter. 

 

1.2 Negative-strand RNA viruses (NSV) 

 

NSV are a group of viruses that comprise a broad spectrum of human pathogens including, 

influenza, Ebola, mumps, measles and hantaviruses. Besides humans, they can also infect 

vertebrates, arthropods and plants. Virus families with an RNA genome that infect vertebrates 

outnumber those with DNA genomes by about two to one, and among viruses infecting plants, 

this number is even higher. This displays the evolutionary success of RNA usage as genetic 

material. However, the high error rates of RNA transcription limits the genome size to about 

30 kb or less (reviewed in (1)).  

NSVs are divided into two groups: NSVs with a segmented (s) or non-segmented (ns) genome 

(Figure 1). The order Mononegavirales (insinuating to the monopartite and single-stranded 

genomes) comprise families of nsNSVs which contain a single genomic segment with 5-10 

genes sequentially arranged. This order contains four families, which are Bornaviridae (e.g. 

borna disease virus (BDV)), Filoviridae (e.g. ebola virus), Paramyxoviridae (e.g. measles virus, 

mumps virus) and Rhabdoviridae (e.g. rabies virus, vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV)) (reviewed 

in (4)). Segmented NSVs (sNSVs) contain two or more segments. They are grouped in the order 

Multinegavirales which contains three families; Arenaviridae (e.g. lassa virus), Bunyaviridae 

(e.g. hanta virus, rift-valley fever virus) and Orthomyxoviridae  (reviewed in (4)). The next 

chapter will introduce the members of the orthomyxovirus family in more detail. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genome
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Figure 1: Unrooted phylogenetic tree of the known NSVs.  

Representative human pathogens/diseases (except for the genus ophiovirus) in each of the families are 

indicated in parentheses. Ophioviruses represent a genus rather than a family. The diagonal dashed line 

separates non-segmented from the segmented NSVs. Arenaviruses have two genomic segments, 

bunyaviruses have three, ophioviruses three or four (depending on the virus) and orthomyxoviruses six to 

eight. Figure was adopted from (5). 

 

1.3 The Orthomyxoviridae family 

 

Orthomyxoviruses (orthos, Greek for ‘straight’; myxa, Greek for ‘mucus’) are enveloped 

viruses. The members of the Orthomyxoviridae family are negative-sense, single-stranded, and 

segmented RNA viruses (sNSV). Segmentation of their genome allows a remarkable 

evolutionary advantage of these viruses, such as high genetic flexibility and adaptability to new 

host species due to ‘mixing’ events between different subtypes and mutants by a mechanism 

called reassortment. The reassortment process is sometimes occurring when two similar viruses 

infect the same cell. The combination of genetic material can lead to a novel virus with new 

fatal properties for the host and cause epidemics or even worldwide pandemics (6). 

The Orthomyxoviridae family comprises seven genera or types (6): the influenza virus A, B 

and C (IFAV, IFBV and IFCV), the Thogoto virus (THOV), the Johnston atoll virus, the 

Quaranfil virus, and the Infectious Salmon Anemia (ISA) virus (Figure 2) (6). The THOV genus 

contains 6 distinct viruses or species: the Dhori virus (DHOV) and its subtype Batken virus 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greek_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mucus
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(BKNV), as well as the species Araguari virus, Aransas Bay virus (ABV), Bourbon virus 

(BOUV), Jos virus (JOSV) and Upolu virus (UPOV) (6). The genus ISA virus, with the species 

ISAV, is very distinct from influenza viruses A, B, and C. 

 

 

Figure 2: Phylogenetic relationships within the family Orthomyxoviridae.  

The phylogeny is based on the sequence alignment of the PB1 domain of the polymerase. The tree was mid-

point rooted and bootstrap values (1000 replicates) are indicated on the branches. Figure adopted from (6). 

 

The first three genera contain viruses that cause influenza in vertebrates, including avian 

species, humans, and other mammals. ISA viruses infect salmon, and Thogoto viruses are 

arboviruses and infect vertebrates and invertebrates, such as ticks and mosquitoes (6). 

The THOV and DHOV are structurally and genetically very close related to the best studied 

member of the orthomyxovirus family, the influenza virus. The next three chapters give an 

overview on the architecture and replication cycle of the influenza virus. 

 

 

 

 

1.3.1 The influenza virus (IFV) 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Influenza
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mammal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salmon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arbovirus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vertebrate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Invertebrate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tick
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mosquito
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1.3.1.1 Historical introduction 

 

The influenza virus represents a global threat to humanity, and seasonal influenza epidemics 

are responsible for thousands of deaths annually (7). The influenza virus is the most common 

cause for human respiratory infections in humans. They cause high morbidity and mortality, 

especially in the elderly, infants and people with chronic disease. Outbreaks have occurred at 

least since the Middle Age or even since ancient times (8). Influenza causes approximately 

200,000 hospitalizations and 36,000 deaths in a typical endemic season in the United States 

(US) (9). Beside the annual winter outbreaks, pandemic IFAVs occasionally emerge. There 

have been approximately 14 pandemic IFAV outbreaks since 1510. In the past 120 years, there 

were pandemics in 1889, 1918 (Spanish flu), 1957 (Asian flu), 1968 (Hong Kong flu), 1977 

(Russian flu), and 2009 (Swine flu) (8). The worst pandemic in 1918, the Spanish flu, lead to 

675,000 deaths in the US and up to 50 million worldwide (10). The following pandemics in 

1957 and 1968 caused approximately 70,000 and 34,000 deaths in the US, respectively (9). 

Most recently, the swine flu (pH1N1) in 2009 caused approximately 270,000 hospitalizations, 

and 13,000 deaths in the US (11).  

 

1.3.1.2 The architecture of the influenza virus 

 

Viruses are sophisticated macromolecular assemblies. They are very efficient in using a limited 

number of proteins to fulfill their life-cycle within the infected host cell. Viruses carry the entire 

molecular machinery necessary for the efficient packaging of viral genomes, the escape from 

an infected cell, the survival and transfer to a new host cell (adaptation), and the attachment, 

invasion/penetration, and initiation of a new replication cycle. 

Influenza viruses are enveloped viruses, with a host cell-derived lipid membrane. In addition to 

IFAV, there are two other types of influenza viruses, namely the influenza B (IFBV) and C 

(IFCV) virus. IFAV and IFBV are more similar to each other than to IFCV, and only IFAV 

poses a significant risk of zoonotic infections, host switch, and the ability for pandemic 

outbreaks (reviewed in (1)). IFAV genomic RNA is segmented into eight segments, which 

encode at least 10 open reading frames (ORFs) (Figure 3): Hemagglutinin (HA), Neuraminidase 

(NA), Nucleoprotein (NP), Matrix protein 1 (M1), Matrix protein (M2), the Non-structural 

proteins 1 and 2 (NS1, NS2, also known as nuclear export protein, or NEP), and the 
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heterotrimeric polymerase complex composed of three proteins, the polymerase acidic protein 

(PA), the polymerase basic protein 1 (PB1), and the polymerase basic protein 2 (PB2) (12).  

 

Figure 3: Schematic model of IFAV particle. 

Two surface glycoproteins, hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA), and the M2 ion-channel protein 

are embedded in the viral envelope, which is derived from the host plasma membrane. The 

ribonucleoprotein complex comprises a viral RNA segment associated with the nucleoprotein (NP) and 

three polymerase proteins (PA, PB1 and PB2). The matrix (M1) protein is associated with both 

ribonucleoprotein and the viral envelope. A small amount of non-structural protein 2 is also present, but its 

location within the virion is unknown. Figure adapted from (13). 

 

The HA protein is a type I glycosylated integral membrane protein (e.g. the C-terminus is 

positioned towards the cytosol) and functions as a viral receptor-binding and a membrane fusion 

protein. HA recognizes sialic acids (SA), and in particular the most common SA N-acetyl 

neuraminic acid, displayed on epithelial host cell glycoproteins. IFAVs adapted to birds have 

an HA receptor-binding specificity for α2-3-linked SA, while HAs from IFAVs adapted to 

humans have higher specificity for α2-6-linked SA (9). For initiation of virus infection, HA 

binds sialic acid receptors on the surface of the host cell, leading to virus internalization by 

endocytosis. The endosomal acidic pH leads to a conformational change in HA, which causes 

fusion of the viral membrane with the endosome and release of the vRNPs into the cytoplasm 

(9). 

NA is a type II integral membrane glycoprotein (e.g. the N-terminus is positioned towards the 

cytosol). Its sialidase enzymatic activity cleaves host cell SA allowing release of newly 

produced virions, and SA on viral glycoproteins to prevent aggregation of nascent viral particles 

(9). There are 18 HA (H1-18) and 11 NA (N1-11) subtypes which are used as antigenic 

differentiation markers for the classification of IFAV (14). HA and NA are major antigenic 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cytosol
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targets of the humoral immune response to IAV. Furthermore, important antiviral drugs like 

oseltamivir and zanamivir target the NA protein. 

The main function of the NP is to encapsulate the virus genome into the RNPs for RNA 

transcription, replication and packaging, and it is also involved in the trafficking of the RNPs 

between the cytoplasm and the nucleus (15). The regulation of the movement of the parental 

virion and of the export of newly assembled viral RNPs from the host cell nucleus is performed 

by the M1 protein, which forms a coat inside the viral envelope (16). The M1 protein also keeps 

the vRNPs attached to the inner layer of the virus. Furthermore, M1 interacts with cytoplasmic 

domains of the surface glycoproteins. The M2 protein is a proton channel integral to the viral 

envelope and mediates the acidification of the viral interior, thereby facilitating the dissociation 

of M1 from the viral NP, which is a crucial step for the unpacking of the viral genome (17). M2 

is the target of the adamantane class of antiviral drugs (9). NS1 regulates the transport of viral 

mRNA and other polyadenosine (polyA) containing mRNA from the nucleus and likely 

suppresses the interferon response after virus infection (18,19). The NS2 protein is responsible 

for the nuclear export of viral RNPs (vRNPs) (20). For replication and transcription of viral 

RNA in the host cell nucleus, a heterotrimeric polymerase complex composed of PA, PB1 and 

PB2 is formed with the assistance of viral NPs. The heterotrimeric polymerase is bound to a 

short hairpin structure at the 3’ and 5’ untranslated regions (UTRs) of each RNA segment. PB1 

is a RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp). PB2 functions in mRNA synthesis by binding 

host mRNA caps. These 7-methylguanylate caps (m7G) are of great importance for stability and 

maturation of mRNA in eukaryotes. PA is necessary for a functional polymerase complex, 

including endonucleolytic cleavage of host RNAs (9). The polymerase complex lacks a 

proofreading activity resulting in a high gene mutation rate, which is a crucial evolutionary 

advantage of the influenza virus (21).  

The next chapter provides a more detailed description of the function of the here mentioned 

viral proteins in the influenza virus life-cycle. 

 

 

 

1.3.1.3 Influenza virus replication cycle 
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To ensure the survival of a virus, they have to transport the viral genome from an infected to an 

uninfected host cell. To express, replicate and spread the viral genome, viruses have evolved a 

variety of strategies during evolution dependent on their host range. 

The influenza virus replication cycle, as depicted in Figure 4, starts with binding to cellular 

sialic acid receptors by the HA protein and subsequent membrane fusion (Figure 4a) in 

endosomal vesicles.  

 

 

Figure 4: The IFAV replication cycle. 

All the components participating in the IFAV life cycle are described in the text above. CPSF-Cleavage and 

polyadenylation specificity factor. Figure adapted from (22). 
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The three viral proteins PA, PB1 and PB2, together with viral NPs, form the vRNPs. Low 

endosomal pH triggers conformational rearrangements of HA and therefore the fusion with the 

endosomal membrane. The M2 protein additionally facilitates the influx of protons (H+) into 

the virus and triggers dissociation of the M1 protein from the vRNPs (Figure 4b) (22). The 

vRNPs are released into the cytoplasm and transported into the nucleus initiated by the nuclear 

localization signals (NLS) on the NPs (23). In the nucleus, the viral mRNA synthesis is initiated 

by cleaved 5′-capped RNA fragments from host pre-mRNAs. The PB2 subunit of the 

polymerase binds to 5’-capped host pre-mRNA (24), and the endonuclease domain of PA 

cleaves the pre-mRNA 10-13 nucleotides downstream of the cap (25) (Figure 4c). The cleaved 

3’ end of the capped RNA segment is used for viral mRNA transcription (26). This ‘cap 

snatching’ occurs on nascent pre-mRNAs. After the viral mRNA is transported into the 

cytoplasm for translation of HA, NA and M2, these proteins are processed in the endoplasmic 

reticulum (ER) and glycosylated in the Golgi apparatus, and subsequently transported to the 

cell membrane (22) (Figure 4d). As a viral defense against the host cell, the NS1 protein 

suppresses the production of host mRNA (including interferon- mRNAs) by inhibiting the 3’-

end processing of host pre-mRNAs (27) (Figure 4e). Viral mRNA does not need to be 3’-end 

processed by the host cell machinery, in contrast to host pre-mRNA. Consequently, the viral 

mRNA (vRNA) is transported into the cytoplasm, while the host mRNA export and translation 

is inhibited (22). In addition to the capped RNA-primed mRNA synthesis, the viral polymerase 

also replicates the (unprimed) vRNA in the following steps: 1. (-)vRNA, 2. (+)copy(c)RNA, 3. 

(-)vRNA. For both replication steps, the NPs are necessary and are present on the vRNA and 

cRNA (28) (Figure 4f). The M2-NS2 complex mediates the export of vRNPs into the cytoplasm 

via a NS2-CRM1 (Exportin-1) interaction (20). The cellular vRNPs are incorporated into new 

viruses and bud off after reaching the cell membrane. The HA and NA proteins of the newly 

produced viruses carry terminal sialic acids. The NA cleaves theses moieties and release the 

virus from the cell surface (22) (Figure 4g). The newly generated virus particles are now ready 

to infect new host cells.  

The Thogoto and Dhori virus are also members of the orthomyxovirus family and were subject 

of this doctoral thesis. They are introduced in more detail in the following chapter. 
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1.3.2 Thogoto- and Dhori virus  

 

Like influenza A, B and C, Thogoto (THO) and Dhori (DHO) viruses belong to the family of 

Orthomyxoviridae (see also 1.3). DHOV is a member of the genus THOV (Figure 5). Both 

THOV and DHOV infect humans and livestock in Europe, Asia, and Africa. They represent a 

group of arboviruses, tick-borne viruses (transmitted by arthropod vectors) and show similar 

morphologic and genetic architecture compared to influenza. Both were first isolated in the 

1960ies, THOV in the Thogoto forest near Nairobi, Kenya (29), and DHOV from Hyalomma 

dromedarii ticks, collected from camels in Dhori, Gujarat State, India (30).  

 

 

Figure 5: Phylogenetic tree of the genus THOV within the Orthomyxoviridae family. 

A neighbor-joining method was applied with 2,000 bootstrap replicates for grouping analysis. Values at 

nodes are bootstrap values. GenBank accession numbers are in brackets. Scale bars indicate number of 

amino acid substitutions per site. Analysis was performed on the basis of the viral NP. Figure was adapted 

from (31). 

 

THOV infection cause febrile illness and abortions in sheep. Humans infected with THOV 

show symptoms with involvement of the central nervous system such as meningitis and 

neuromyelitis optica. A laboratory accident in the 1980ies showed that DHOV can infect 

humans via the aerosol rout causing febrile illness and encephalitis (32). DHOV is highly 

pathogenic in mice and has been used as a model system for the influenza virus (33) 

The genome of THOV has 6 segments of single-stranded, negative sense RNA, while that of 

DHOV comprises 7 segments. Both NPs are of similar size of around 52 kDa. RNA sequencing 

indicate that the ends of the RNAs are complementary, just as in influenza (34). Furthermore, 

the sequence of the heterotrimeric polymerase segments (PA, PB1 and PB2), and of the NP 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmission_%28medicine%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthropod
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vector_%28epidemiology%29
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segment of THOV and DHOV are similar to influenza as well (35). In contrary, the only 

glycoprotein of THOV and DHOV is unrelated to influenza but has sequence similarity to the 

baculovirus glycoprotein gp64, indicating an adaptation to the arthropod host (36). 

In 2014, a new member was identified in the THOV genus, the bourbon virus, isolated from a 

man from Bourbon County, Kansas, USA, who became ill after being bitten by ticks, and 

subsequently died (31). It is the first known THOV to be associated with human disease in the 

United States and shows the importance of Orthomyxoviridae research.  

The next chapter provides a structural overview of the previously mentioned NPs, from 

segmented negative-strand RNA viruses (sNSVs), which are essential for transcription and 

replication of the virus.  

 

1.4 Structural overview of sNSV nucleoproteins (NPs) 

 

Most viruses have RNA genomes that are replicated and transcribed into mRNA by a viral 

encoded RdRp. The RdRp catalyzes the replication of RNA from an RNA template. In contrast 

to the DNA-dependent RNA polymerase which catalyzes the transcription of RNA from a DNA 

template (reviewed in (1)). A prominent feature of (-)RNA genomes is that they are never free 

of proteins, e.g. they are always decorated with multiple copies of a nucleoprotein (NP) forming 

together with the polymerase the ribonucleoprotein particles (RNPs) (reviewed in (4)). The viral 

NPs are remarkable multifunctional in nature. Besides encapsulating RNA into RNPs for 

transcription and replication of the virus, they are able to discriminate between the viral RNA 

(vRNA) and viral mRNA or cellular RNA, to protect the viral genome from degradation and to 

avoid dsRNA formation. Interaction with viral or cellular proteins at the cytoplasmic surface of 

the plasma membrane promotes further packaging of these RNPs into infectious progeny 

virions (37).  

Structural information regarding RNA-free NP and NP-RNA complexes of nsNSVs was 

obtained during the last years, including the families Rhabdoviridae, Paramyxoviridae and 

Bornaviridae (38-41). The RNA-bound NP structures of VSV and rabies virus provided first 

insights how RNA encapsulation is performed for nsNSRVs. Structural information has now 

also been extended to sNSVs from the families Arenaviridae, Bunyaviridae and 

Orthomyxoviridae (42-47). However, for the Orthomyxoviridae family, no RNA-bound NP 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bourbon_virus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bourbon_County,_Kansas
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structures are available yet. Structural models of NPs can promote a functional understanding 

of these families. Hence, a brief structural overview of NPs from sNSVs is given in this chapter.  

In the last few years, additional sNSV NP structures have become available (Figure 6). In 

contrast to nsNSV NPs, which all have a similar fold (4), sNSV NPs are structurally more 

diverse. Furthermore, three NP structures are now available from the Orthomyxoviridae family, 

including influenza A (44,45), B (46) and infectious salmon anaemia virus (47). 

 

 

Figure 6: Structural comparison of sNSV NPs.  

Crystal structures of sNSV NPs shown in cartoon representation. The polypeptide chain is colored 

according to the rainbow from the N- (blue) to the C-terminus (red). The black dotted line indicates the 

RNA-binding groove. Please note that the Lassa virus NP has an additional C-terminal domain with 

exoribonuclease activity involved in immune suppression (48). The N-terminus of influenza B and the 

infectious salmon anaemia virus NP is not involved in RNA binding (46,47). CCHF - crimean-congo 

hemorrhagic fever virus. Figure was adopted from (49).  

 

The overall structure of these proteins is mainly α-helical and globular, containing a positively 

charged RNA-binding groove (indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 6) between an upper and 

lower lobe. All NPs have further extensions such as C-terminal and/or N-terminal arms 

(phlebovirus, orthobunyavirus), an internal/C-terminal tail loop (orthomyxoviruses), mobile 
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subdomains (CCHFV) or entire domains (Lassa virus), whose conformational flexibility 

regulates RNA binding and therefore RNP formation/assembly (49). 

Crystal structures are available for monomers (IFAV NP, R416A (50), oligomers (RVFV, (51)) 

or oligomers in complex with RNA. Surprisingly, in the monomeric form, the RNA-binding 

groove is often filled by parts of the C-terminal tail loop (IFAV NP, R416A, Figure 7A) or by 

an N-terminal extension (RVFV) (Figure 7B). For Lassa virus, the RNA-binding groove is 

occupied by internal residues in the apo form; upon RNA binding, this auto-inhibited state is 

opened up, ready for assembly into RNPs (Figure 7C). In the auto-inhibited state, the NPs have 

a low RNA-binding affinity. In infected cells, the transition into the active, extended state of 

the RNP is probably facilitated by RNA binding (cooperativity) and/or polymerase interaction 

(49). Small RNAs can trigger NP oligomerization. However, NPs are also able to oligomerize 

without RNA since the apo forms of IFAV NPs crystallized as trimers (44,45), of IFBV NP as 

tetramer (46) and of ISAV NP as a dimer (47). A functional role of these small oligomers in 

vivo is still under debate.  

 

 

Figure 7: Gating mechanism of sNSV NP-RNA binding coupled to RNP assembly. 

(A) Orthomyxoviruses: The monomeric (PDB code: 3ZDP) H1N1 NP structure is shown in cyan (cartoon 

representation), and the trimeric (PDB code: 2IQH) structure was superimposed and is shown in surface 

representation (indicated by 3X). In the trimeric structure, the C-terminal tail loop (green dashed line, 

residues 394-429) is protruding into the neighboring protomer, whereas in the monomer, parts of the tail 

loop is blocking the RNA-binding groove (red dashed line). (B) Bunyaviruses (phlebovirus): Same 

representation like in (A). In the hexameric structure (PDB code: 30V9), the N-terminal arm (in green) 

binds above the RNA-binding site. However, in the monomeric structure the N-terminal arm blocks the 

RNA-binding groove with helix α1 (in red). (C) Arenaviruses: Same representation like in A and B. The 

complete Lassa virus NP in the apo form (PDB code: 3T5Q) shows an internal region (in red, residues 115-

163) occupying the RNA-binding groove. Upon binding to RNA (PDB code: 3T5Q, in cartoon), these 

residues open up (in green, residues 115-163) allowing the NP further to assemble into RNPs. The 

electrostatic surface is indicated by its scale values in kBT at the bottom for each panel, and the putative 

RNA-binding groove is indicated by the dashed line. The figure was modified from (49) 
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The nucleocapsids (Ns) of the Mononegavirales (nsNSVs) order are long, flexible and helical 

oligomeric structures, whereas RNPs of sNSVs mainly form irregular, flexible, supercoiled 

structures (Figure 8). Recent crystal structures showed that the arms/tail of the N proteins of 

nsNSVs, which mediate oligomerization, are less flexible compared to the hinges in the arms 

of NPs of sNSVs. Structural differences between nsNSV and sNSV NP assemblies can thus be 

explained in large part by the flexibility of the terminal arms that mediates their oligomerization 

(reviewed in (4)).  

 

 

Figure 8: Negatively stained electron micrographs of NSVs nucleocapsids/RNPs. 

Nucleocapsids and RNPs isolated from rabies virus (A), measles virus (B), influenza (C, D, E) and rift valley 

fever virus (F). The measles nucleocapsids (B) were produced recombinantly. C is prepared at 150 mM 

NaCl, whereas D and E was prepared at 15 mM NaCl. All images have the same magnification shown under 

E. Figure was modified from (4). 

 

Recently, native and recombinant RNPs of Influenza virus were visualized using cryo-EM 

(52,53). The ~20 Å resolution structure of recombinant Influenza virus RNPs from Moeller et 

al. (Figure 9A) established a double-helical model with two antiparallel strands leading away 

and to the polymerase, which is located at one end of the RNP. A loop-region is located at the 

other end. The double-helical stem region has 4.9 NPs per turn and a rise of 32.6 Å between 

two neighboring NPs (Figure 9A). In contrast, Arranz et al. visualized native RNPs at 18 Å 

resolution with a rise step per monomer of 28.4 Å and a rotation angle of -57° to -64°, forming 

helical RNPs with approximately 12 NPs per turn (Figure 9B). However, in both RNPs, the 

NPs are arranged in a twisted and antiparallel fashion. It should be noted that Arranz et al. 

proposed a left-handed helix where the body domain of NP mainly facilitates the inter-protomer 

interaction, while Moeller et al. proposed a right-handed helix where the head domain of NP is 

likely to stabilize the RNP via inter-NP contacts. 
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Figure 9: Molecular architecture of IFAV RNPs. 

(A) Cryo-EM reconstruction of recombinant RNP (53). The heterotrimeric polymerase (PA, PB1, PB2) is 

shown in red, NPs in green and RNA in blue. The NP protomer is fitted into the EM map on the right panel. 

The NP strands are antiparallel, as indicated by the arrows. 1. Looped-end, 2. Central filament region, 3. 

RNA-polymerase end. (B) Cryo-EM reconstruction of a native RNP (52). The heterotrimeric polymerase 

(PA, PB1, PB2) is shown in orange and green, and is located at the right end. The two opposite-running NP–

RNA strands are colored in blue and pink, respectively. The NP and RNA (yellow) are fitted into the EM 

map on the right panel. The NP strands are antiparallel as indicated by the arrows (upper right image). 

Figure was modified from (52) and (53). 

 

1.5 Innate immune response against viruses 

 

The recognition of pathogenic/viral patterns in mammalian cells is a prerequisite for a rapid and 

effective defense response. These pathogenic associated molecular patterns (PAMPSs) include 

single-stranded and double stranded viral nucleic acids. Host specific pattern-recognition 

receptors (PRRs) detect these PAMPs in the cytoplasm and within endosomes (54,55). Five 

classes are now known to play a role in detecting these components: 1. A family of 

transmembrane proteins named Toll-like receptors (TLRs, specially TLR3, TLR7, TLR8 and 

TLR9), 2. Retinoic acid-inducible gene I (RIG-I)-like receptors (RLRs, such as melanoma 

differentiation-associated gene 5 (MDA5) and retinoic acid-inducible gene I (RIG-I)), 3. 

Nucleotide-binding and oligomerization leucine-rich proteins (NLRs), 4. Absent in melanoma 
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2 (AIM2-) like receptors and 5. DNA sensors (DNA-dependent activator of IRFs (DAI), IFNγ-

inducible protein 16 (IFI16), DEAH box protein 9 (DHX9), DHX36, DDX41, and cGAS-

STING (Cyclic GMP-AMP synthase-Stimulator of IFN genes) (56,57). Interestingly, different 

RNA viruses are recognized by different RLRs. RIG-I for example is responsible for detecting 

Paramyxoviridae, Orthomyxoviridae, Rhabdoviridae, and some Flaviviridae family members. 

MDA5 however, recognizes Picornaviridae family members. The West Nile virus and 

Reovirus are detected by both RIG-I and MDA5 (58).  

Binding of these PRRs to PAMPs activates a downstream cascade, triggers the expression of 

virus-response genes and pro-inflammatory cytokines (like type I interferons (IFNs), IL1, 

IL18) and restricts viral replication (Figure 10). The IFNα/β receptor (IFNAR), a heterodimer 

composed of IFNAR1 and IFNAR2, activates the type I IFN signaling (59). Upon type I IFN 

binding to IFNAR, signal transduction via the Janus kinase (JAK) and signal transducer and 

activator of transcription (STAT) proteins takes place, resulting in nuclear translocation of the 

transcription factor complex IFN-stimulated gene factor 3 (ISGF3; composed of IFN-regulatory 

factor 9 (IRF9) and phosphorylated STAT1 and STAT2). As a consequence, hundreds of IFN-

stimulated genes (ISGs) are activated (60,61). Among these genes are the protein kinase R, the 

2’5’-oligoadenylate synthase, IFN-induced proteins with tetratricopeptide repeats (IFIT), IFN-

induced transmembrane (IFITM) proteins (55), Immunity-related GTPases (IRGs, also known 

as p47 GTPases) (56), guanylate binding proteins (GBPs) (56), SAM domain and HD domain-

containing protein 1 (SAMHD1) (62) or antiviral Mx proteins. The expressed proteins restrict 

the invaders at different stages including entry into host cells, protein translation, replication, 

assembly of new virus particles and spread. Investigating the antiviral mechanism of the IFN-

induced Mx proteins was part of the present work, therefore a more detailed description of these 

proteins is given in the next chapters. 
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Figure 10: Pathogenic RNA and DNA detection in mammalian cells. 

DNA is found in the cytoplasm and in endosomes during viral or bacterial infection or after the phagocytosis 

of dead cells. Upon viral infection, cytosolic DNA sensors, such as DNA-dependent activator of IRFs (DAI), 

IFNγ-inducible protein 16 (IFI16), DEAH box protein 9 (DHX9) and DHX36 recognize viral DNA such as 

CpG-A and CpG-B DNA in the cytosol and trigger the MYD88- and IRF7-dependent response. DNA 

binding by cGAS, DAI or IFI16 results in stimulator of IFN genes (STING)-dependent activation of IRF3 

and NF-κB. The RNA polymerase III transcribes this DNA to generate short RNAs containing a 5ʹ-ppp 

motif, which are ligands for RIG-I. Additionally, endosomal receptors such as the Toll-like receptors 

(TLRs), including TLR3, TLR7 and TLR9 (recognize CpG DNA) detect viral DNA within the endosomal 

membrane. Viral RNA is recognized by cytosolic RIG‑I‑like receptors (RLRs), such as melanoma 

differentiation-associated gene 5 (MDA5, recognizes long dsRNA) and retinoic acid-inducible gene I 

(RIG‑I). The interaction of RLRs with mitochondrial antiviral signaling protein (MAVS) recruits the 

TANK-binding kinase 1 (TBK1) and IκB kinase-ε (IKKε), or the IKKγ (also named NEMO), IKKα and 

IKKβ, which results in the activation of IFN-regulatory factor 3 (IRF3) and nuclear translocation of nuclear 

factor-κB (NF-κB). The adaptor proteins TRIF and MYD88 interact with TLRs at endosomal membranes, 

leading to the activation of IRF3 or IRF7. Activated IRF3, IRF7 and NF-κB bind to the interferon-β (IFNB) 

promoter inducing transcription. The secreted IFNβ binds to the IFNα/β receptor leading to paracrine type 

I IFN signaling, which induces hundreds of IFN-stimulated genes (ISGs). Phosphorylated IRF3 can 

independently transcribe IFIT and IFITM genes without IFN signaling. IκB, NF-κB inhibitor. Figure was 

adapted from (56). 
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1.6 Mx proteins in innate immune system 

1.6.1 Historical introduction of MxA 

 

Mx proteins are key mediators of the IFN-induced innate antiviral response in vertebrates (63). 

In 1962, Jean Lindenmann discovered that the inbred mouse strain A2G is resistant to influenza 

virus doses that are lethal to other inbred strains (64). After this initial observation, he later 

showed that this innate resistance in A2G mice was linked to only one single dominant locus. 

He named it the myxovirus resistance (Mx)-gene, due to the resistance of the mice to 

orthomyxoviruses (64). This gene was expressed in a variety of cells ranging from macrophages 

to hepatocytes (64). Later it was shown that Mx-mediated virus-resistance was induced by type 

I (α/β) and type III (λ) interferons (IFNs) (65). After virus infection, the murine Mx1 protein is 

rapidly expressed in the nuclei of cells where virus replication occurs and blocks viral spread 

(66). Soon, it was revealed that Mx1 was the first member of a small gene family present in all 

vertebrate species (Figure 11) (67).  

In the late 1980s, a second murine Mx protein was identified and named Mx2 (68). Mx2 is 

localized in the cytoplasm and has no antiviral activity against influenza virus (69). The human 

Mx-genes are named Mx1 and Mx2 which code for MxA and MxB protein, respectively. 

Recently, it was shown that the human MxB protein restricts (IFN-α-mediated) the human 

immunodeficiency virus type-I (HIV-1) and other primate lentiviruses but not 

orthomyxoviruses (70-72). 
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Figure 11: Phylogenetic tree of Mx proteins. 

Currently known vertebrate Mx proteins can be classified into five subgroups according to sequence 

similarities: Scale bar represents genetic distance (amino acid substitutions per site). The following 

sequences were used for the alignment: African green monkey (agm) Mx1 (73), agm Mx2 (KJ650325), 

bovine Mx1 (P79135), bovine Mx2 (AF355147), canine Mx1 (AAF44684), canine Mx2 (AF239824), chicken 

Mx (Q90597), cotton rat Mx1 (DQ218274), cotton rat Mx2 (DQ218273), duck Mx (P33238), equine Mx1 

(Q28379), equine Mx2 (XP_001491517), feline Mx1 (XM_006935878), halibut Mx (AAF66055), human MxA 

(A33481), human MxB (M30818), mouse Mx1 (NP_034976), mouse Mx2 (NP_038634), Myotis davidii Mx1 

(XM_006754325), Myotis Mx2 (XM_006754324), porcine Mx1 (P27594), porcine Mx2 (AB258432), Pteropus 

alecto Mx1 (XM_006916729), Pteropus Mx2 (XM_006916730), rainbow trout Mx1 (AAA87839), rat Mx1 

(NP_775119), rat Mx2 (NP_599177), salmon Mx (NP_001117165), turkey Mx (EF575607, partial sequence), 

woolly monkey Mx1 (JX297236), and zebrafish Mx (AF533769). Figure was adopted from (74). 
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1.6.2 Structural overview of Mx proteins 

 

Mx proteins are large GTPases and sequence alignment indicates they belong to the dynamin 

superfamily, a class of mechano-chemical enzymes which are responsible for nucleotide-

dependent membrane remodelling (63). Human MxA assembles into tetramers, shows low 

affinity binding to guanine nucleotides, concentration-dependent oligomerization and 

assembly-stimulated GTPase activation comparable to dynamins (75,76). Mx proteins are 

composed of an N-terminal GTPase (G) domain, a middle domain (MD), and a C-terminal 

GTPase effector domain (GED) but they are lacking the pleckstrin homology (PH) and prolin-

rich domain present in dynamin (63) (Figure 12).  

 

 

Figure 12: Structure of human Mx GTPases. 

Structure-based domain and ribbon-type representation of MxA (A, PDB code: 3SZR) and MxB (B, PDB 

code: 4WHJ) monomers. The N- and C-termini are labelled. The unresolved loop L4 in the stalk is indicated 

by an orange box, and the flexible N-terminus indicated by a purple box. BSE: Bundle signalling element. 

 

The crystal structure of nucleotide-free MxA shows an extended three-domain architecture 

(75,76). The globular G domain at one end of the molecule consists of six β-sheets surrounded 

by α-helices. The G domain is connected to the stalk built as a four-helix bundle (consisting of 

MD and GED). The connection between G domain and stalk is mediated by a bundle signalling 

element (BSE) which forms an extended structure in the center of the MxA molecule. It is 

composed of three helices, which are derived from widely dispersed sequence regions of MxA, 

and thus serves as an ideal sensor of transmitting the conformational changes from GTP binding 

and hydrolysis to the stalk (77). Hinge 1 and 2 at the flanking ends of the BSE provide 
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flexibility, and conformational freedom. Beside the stalk, which is the central oligomerization 

interface, the BSE plays also a crucial role in stabilizing oligomer formation (stalk-BSE 

interface) (75,76). The 40 amino acid long loop L4 (amino acid 533-572), located at the tip of 

the molecule (Figure 12A, indicated by the orange dashed box) comparable to the location of 

the PH domain of dynamin, binds negatively charged liposomes and mediates viral target 

recognition (73,78,79). Human MxB shares 63% sequence identity with MxA. Recently, also 

the crystal structure of human MxB was solved (Figure 12B) and shows a very similar overall 

fold except of the N-terminal flexible extension (Figure 12), indicated by the purple dashed 

box), comprising the NLS of MxB (80,81).  

 

1.6.2.1 The GTPase domain 

 

The GTPase (G) domain of the dynamin superfamily members including Mx proteins is the 

catalytic heart, generating the power required to perform its biological function. The G domain 

is the most conserved domain among dynamin homologs, and MxA shares 40% sequence 

identity to other dynamin superfamily members (82). Dynamin-related GTPases are 

characterized by low nucleotide affinities, and a low basal GTPase activity (63). For example 

the GTPase activity was experimentally determined to be around 1-5 min-1 for dynamin, MxA 

and hGBP1 at 37°C (75,83,84). Therefore, these proteins do not require any nucleotide 

exchange factors like small GTPases of the Ras superfamily. Comparable to Ras-like GTPases, 

large G proteins comprises five motifs in the GTPase domain (G1-G5) for nucleotide binding 

(85). The G1 motif or P-loop (phosphate-binding loop, consensus: GxxxxGKS/T) in close 

proximity to the β-phosphate of the bound nucleotide stabilize a crucial Mg2+ with the 

serine/threonine residue, important for GTP hydrolysis. A threonine from G2 together with an 

aspartate from G3 (consensus: DxxG) participates in Mg2+ coordination and additionally 

contacts the γ-phosphate. GTP and GDP are differentially coordinated in G2 and G3, leading 

to nucleotide-induced conformational changes in the surrounding regions. They are accordingly 

named switch I and switch II, respectively. A guanine base specific aspartate is found in the 

N/TKxD consensus of the G4 motif. Finally, the G5 motif interacts via several contacts with 

the guanine base and/or ribose. 
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1.6.2.2 Functional role of G domain dimerization  

 

In contrast to small G proteins which regulate cellular signaling events, for example the Ras 

superfamily, large G proteins such as dynamin superfamily members are involved in cellular 

trafficking of vesicles, remodeling of cellular membranes or participate in antiviral defense 

mechanisms in a mechano-chemical fashion (reviewed in (86)).  

Most G proteins display an intrinsically slow GTPase rate, which can be greatly stimulated by 

interaction with so called GTPase activating proteins (GAPs), like it is the case for small G 

proteins. In the context of the hetero-dimeric complexes together with the G protein, GAPs 

provide residues to stabilize regions within the catalytic center of small G proteins including  

flexible loops (switch regions) or the nucleotide itself (reviewed in (86)).  

In contrast, large G proteins carry all elements that are required for GTPase activation and 

stabilization of active site residues internally in the G domain (87). Accordingly, large G 

proteins are known to activate themselves by homo-dimerization of their G domains. Activation 

of the GTP hydrolysis is achieved by stabilizing the flexible switch regions containing residues 

crucial for catalysis (Figure 13). As a consequence, the GTPase activity is greatly enhanced 

(87). Head-to-head homo-dimerization in dynamin, dynamin-1-like protein (DNM1L) and 

MxA G domains is mediated by a highly conserved interface across the nucleotide-binding site, 

the so-called G interface (77,88,89) (Figure 13). 

Subsequently, GTP hydrolysis triggers a large scale conformational movement of the adjacent 

BSE domain, as shown for dynamin and MxA (77,88), that may act as a power stroke required 

for the cellular function of dynamin and MxA.  

The understanding of the molecular basis for G domain dimerization and the functional 

consequences have been studied for a variety of GTPase in the last years, and some of them are 

briefly introduced in the following. 
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Figure 13: Dimerization-dependent GTPase activation of MxA and dynamin. 

(A) GDP-bound homo-dimeric structure of a stalkless MxA construct (77) (PDB code: 4P4T) and the 

stabilizing G interface contacts viewed from the top and bottom. (B) GDP-AlF4
--bound homo-dimeric 

structure of a G domain minimal BSE construct of dynamin 1 (88) (PDB code: 2X2F) and the stabilizing G 

interface contacts in the same views as (A). The additional subscript (O or N) represent the interaction of a 

main chain carbonyl or nitrogen, and the superscript signifies the respective G domain protomers. Dashed 

lines indicate hydrogen-bonds. 

 

For the antiviral MxA protein, for example, the observed assembly and tubulation of lipids (78) 

led to a model where MxA forms rings around viral target structures (90). In this model, the G 

domains dimerize across adjacent rings, thereby mediating inter-ring contacts via the G 

interface (75,76). However, the visualization of these structures is experimentally challenging 

and has not been achieved to date. Similarly, the G domains in dynamin are thought to dimerize 

across helical turns formed around lipid tubes (88). Dynamin was shown to have a stalk-

mediated assembly on the neck of clathrin-coated vesicles (91). The assembled GTP-bound G 

domains dimerize across adjacent helical turns and the power stroke during GTP hydrolysis 

may result in a sliding mechanism of the adjacent filaments, leading to constriction of the 

membrane template (92).  

The dynamin G domain, fused to a truncated version of the BSE (GTPase-GED (GG) fusion) 

was crystallized in the presence of the GTP hydrolysis transition state mimic GDP-AlF4
- (88) 

(Figure 13B). The structure revealed the catalytic machinery of both basal and assembly-

stimulated GTPase activities of dynamin 1. Extensive interactions across the dimer interface 
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were found to stabilize the artificial GG dimer, including dual coordination of the guanine base 

in cis and in trans by the G4 loop (residues 205–216) which contains the conserved G4 element 

(205TKLD208). The G4 element imparts nucleotide specificity via Asp208 interactions with the 

guanine base in cis, and upon dimerization Asp211 from the adjacent monomer form additional 

hydrogen bonds with the guanine base in trans. Furthermore, additional cis- and trans-

stabilizing loops are used for stabilization of the GG dimer. In contrast to small G proteins, 

dynamin 1 contains a Na+ to neutralize the negative charge arising between the β- and γ-

phosphate oxygen during catalysis. A similar head-to head dimerization mode was also 

observed for septin GTPases (93) and septin-related GTPases, such as immunity-associated 

proteins (GIMAPs) (94).  

Similarly to dynamin, a truncated LG domain (Large GTPase domain) construct of the IFN-

induced antiviral guanylate-binding protein-1 (hGBP-1) crystallized in the presence of GDP-

AlF3 in a head-to-head fashion (Figure 14A) (84).  

 

 

Figure 14: G domain dimerization of dynamin related GTPases and the SRP receptor. 

(A) The GDP-AlF3-bound LG domain dimer of hGBP1 (84) (PDB code: 2B92). (B) Structure of atlastin 

bound to GMP-PNP (95) (PDB code: 4IDP). (C) The GDP-AlF4
--bound dimeric structure of the SRP-SR 

GTPases Ffh and FtsY (96) (PDB code: 2CNW). Note that the SRP-SR structure dimerizes in a head-to-tail 

fashion. 
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The resulting G interface involves the P-loop, the two switch regions which are stabilized in 

the dimer, and other loop regions, including the G4-loop contacting the guanine base in trans.  

Atlastins are GTPases involved in the fusion of ER tubules in higher eukaryotes and which are 

closely related to the GBPs, tethering of opposing ER tubules may be facilitated by G domain 

dimerization as well (97,98). An atlastin 1 construct, including the G domain and the three helix 

bundle, showed a similar head-to-head dimerization via the G interface when bound to 

GMPPNP (95) (Figure 14B). Both G domains provide an ‘arginine finger’ (Arg48 in hGBP 1 

and Arg77 in atlastin 1) from the P-loop into the active site to neutralize the negative charge 

occurring at the β- and γ-phosphate oxygen in the transition state.  

Besides the above introduced head-to-head association of the G domain, also the signal 

recognition particle (SRP) GTPase dimerizes via the SRP receptor (SR) GTPase during 

cotranslational targeting of proteins to the membrane (96,99) (Figure 14C). Here, two members 

of this protein family dimerize in a head-to-tail style, leading to activation of their GTPase 

machineries. The bacterial homologs Ffh and FtsY face each other with their nucleotides bound 

in an antiparallel orientation within the G domains. Using mutants with nucleotide specificity 

altered from GTP to xanthosine 5’-triphosphate (XTP), Egea and colleagues proved that G 

domain dimerization is an essential step in activating the entire GTPase machinery (96,99). 

In addition to the GTPase-derived energy generation within the G domain, the formation of 

high-order assemblies is a crucial step in performing antiviral function of the human MxA 

protein (75,76). Beside the main oligomerization interface within the stalk, a second interface 

between stalk and BSE plays a central role in oligomer formation. The next chapter gives a 

brief description of these two interfaces. 

 

1.6.2.3 Oligomerization via the stalk 

 

In the crystal structures of the full-length MxA (76) as well as in the isolated stalk (75), each 

monomer is assembled in a criss-cross pattern with three distinct interaction sites (Figure 15). 

Within this arrangement, all G domains are located on one side of the oligomer, whereas the 

putative membrane or virus binding sites loop L4 is located on the opposite side. The symmetric 

interface 2 in the centre of the stalks is responsible for MxA dimerization mainly by 

hydrophobic interactions (Figure 15A), whereas interface 1 and interface 3 (including loop L2) 

mediate contacts between MxA dimers during the formation of tetramers and higher oligomers. 
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In addition to these central interfaces within the stalk, the BSE interacts with the stalk of an 

adjacent parallel MxA monomer via a number of polar interactions (Figure 15B). Mutations 

within the stalk-BSE interface result in increased GTPase activity, and interfere with the 

antiviral activity, indicating a role of controlling the GTPase activity and antiviral function of 

MxA (76).  

 

 

Figure 15: Oligomerization interfaces of MxA. 

(A) Side view of an MxA filament represented by six monomers. The oligomerization interfaces are 

highlighted in grey boxes (B) Putative G domain-G domain dimerization sites (G interfaces) and 

intermolecular interactions between stalk and the BSE of two parallel monomers are highlighted in grey 

boxes. 

 

1.6.3 Antiviral mechanism of MxA and MxB 

 

Upon expression, different Mx proteins associate at distinct intracellular sites, and their 

antiviral function is influenced to some extent by their localization (Table 1) (74). It was shown 

that cytoplasmic Mx proteins transiently associate with intracellular membranes, e.g. with coat 

protein I (COPI)-positive membranes of the smooth endoplasmic reticulum (sER)/Golgi-

intermediate compartment (100,101). A lysine-rich stretch in loop L4 of MxA was shown to 

contact negatively-charged lipids, leading to oligomerization and liposomes tubulation (78). 
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Membrane binding of Mx proteins may be an important feature for inhibiting viruses that 

replicate on membrane sites, such as bunyaviruses, positive-strand RNA viruses, the African 

swine fever virus (double-stranded DNA virus, ASFV), and poxviruses (102-104). Membrane 

binding could also stabilize intracellular Mx pools after IFN induction, and protect them from 

degradation (105). It may also have general functions, such as intracellular protein transport 

and sorting, as shown for MxB's involvement in regulating nucleocytoplasmic transport and 

cell-cycle progression (106). However, the physiological role of membrane binding is still not 

fully clear to date. 

 

Mx protein Localizati

on 

Virus Virus family Reference 

Human MxA Cytoplasm THOV, IFAV 

LACV, RVFV, Hantaan virus 

Puumala virus, Tula virus, 

Dugbe virus, Crimean-Congo 

hemorrhagic fever virus 

VSV 

Measles virus, 

Human parainfluenza virus 

Coxsackievirus B 

SFV 

Reovirus 

HBV 

ASFV 

Monkey pox virus 

Orthomyxoviridae 

Bunyaviridae 

 

 

 

Rhabdoviridae 

Paramyxoviridae 

 

Picornaviridae 

Togaviridae 

Reoviridae 

Hepadnaviridae 

Asfarviridae 

Poxviridae 

(107-110) 

(111,112) 

(113,114) 

(114,115) 

 

(110,116) 

(117) 

(118) 

(119) 

(120) 

(121) 

(122,123) 

(103) 

(102) 

Human MxB 

(78 kDa) 

Nuclear 

pore 

HIV-1 Retroviridae (70-72) 

Human MxB 

(76 kDa) 

Cytoplasm - -  

Mouse Mx1 Nucleus THOV, DHOV, IFAV,  

BKNV 

Orthomyxoviridae (67,124-

127) 

Mouse Mx2 Cytoplasm VSV 

Hantaan virus 

Rhabdoviridae 

Bunyaviridae 

(128,129) 

(128) 

Table 1: Antiviral profile and localization of human and mouse Mx proteins. 

SFV: Semliki forest virus, ASFV: African swine fever virus. Table was modified from (74). 

 

 

 

Mx proteins have a broad antiviral activity as shown in Table 1, and they block viruses at 

different steps in their life cycle (Figure 16). The antiviral activity of mouse and human 
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Mx1/MxA strongly depends on (1) GTP binding and hydrolysis, (2) an intact bundle signaling 

element (BSE), and (3) oligomerization via the stalk (75,76,130,131). In contrast, inhibition of 

the hepatitis B virus by human MxA does not require GTPase activity (122). Comparison of 

simian MxA orthologs revealed that the loop L4 was subject to strong positive selection during 

primate evolution, in addition to ‘hot spots’ at the flexible N-terminus (73). The C-terminal part 

of the loop L4 was shown to be a major antiviral specificity determinant; in particular Phe561 

differentially determined antiviral activity against orthomyxoviruses: Swapping loop L4 

between Mx proteins demonstrated its central role for antiviral activity (73,79).  

 

 

Figure 16: Antiviral activity sites of Mx proteins during different viral infections. 

(A) Incoming vRNPs are blocked by the human MxA protein in the cytoplasm. Secondary transcription 

and replication of IFAV genomes are inhibited by interfering with synthesis and/or nuclear import of newly 

synthesized viral components. In contrast, mouse Mx1 acts in the nucleus and inhibits primary 

transcription. (B) VSV replicates in the cytoplasm where MxA inhibits primary transcription of incoming 

viral nucleocapsids. (C) In LACV (bunyaviruses, three RNA segments), early viral transcription leads to 

the synthesis of N. MxA sequesters N into perinuclear complexes, thereby blocking replication of the viral 

genome by the polymerase. (D) For HIV-1, the RNA genome on nucleocapsids is reverse-transcribed in the 

cytoplasm. The resulting pre-integration complex (PIC) is then transported into the nucleus, where the 

proviral DNA integrates into the host genome. MxB does not block reverse transcription but prevents 

uncoating, nuclear uptake and/or stability, or the integrase activity of the PIC, thus preventing 

chromosomal integration of proviral DNA. sER, smooth endoplasmatic reticulum. Figure was modified 

from (74). 

 

In contrast, only the long 78 kDa isoform (+NLS) containing the flexible N-terminus of MxB 

was demonstrated to restrict HIV-1, but not the isoform lacking the NLS or loop L4 deletion 

mutants (70-72,132-134). Amino acids 37-44 downstream of the NLS, and in particular amino 

acid 37 was found to be a major specificity determinant (134). The short 76 kDa isoform lacking 
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the HIV-1 targeting sequence has not yet been shown to be antiviral active, but it is capable of 

forming hetero-oligomers with the long 78 kDa isoform, which may indicate a regulatory 

function (135). Transferring the N-terminal extension of MxB onto the human MxA or mouse 

Mx1 resulted in an Mx protein active against HIV-1 (133).  

The viral target structures of MxA are still poorly investigated. The nucleocapsids of the THOV 

are known to be a target of the human MxA protein (108). The association might be 

cooperatively facilitated by assembled vRNPs (108,125,136). The polymerase subunit of IFAV 

PB2, which is associated with NPs, may serve as an additional target (125). 

However, these results do not exclude the presence of other unknown cellular factors. 

Additional cellular host factors were shown to be crucial for binding of MxA to measles virus, 

IFAV, and Semliki Forest virus (SFV) (109,117,120,137). Also MxB may perform its antiviral 

activity by interacting with host cyclophilin A and proteins involved in the nucleocytoplasmic 

transport (71).  

Host adaptation (viral mutations) of viral strains can provide hints which viral structures are 

targeted by Mx proteins. Human influenza strains are less sensitive to MxA inhibition than 

avian strains, and the sensitivity determinant was shown to be the NP (138,139). In particular, 

a few surface-exposed residues on the body domain of the NP have been demonstrated to be 

responsible for this MxA-resistance (140). Grafting these human residues to avian IFAV NP 

increased MxA-resistance and additionally weakened general replication fitness, indicating that 

crucial functional sites are targeted by MxA (140).  

A model was proposed, where MxA oligomerize around vRNPs, resulting in ring formation 

and activation of GTPase activity by G domain association of adjacent rings (75-77,141,142). 

Conformational changes caused by GTP hydrolysis could lead to mislocalization of the vRNPs 

into aggregates (104), disruption of functional properties (125), or inhibition of nuclear import 

(109). In analogy, MxB might bind the capsid (core) of HIV-1 (132). However, GTP binding 

or hydrolysis by MxB seems not to be crucial to perform its antiviral activity against HIV (70-

72,133). 
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1.7 Scope of this work 

 

Myxovirus resistance (Mx) GTPases are induced by interferons and inhibit multiple viruses 

including influenza, Thogoto virus (THOV), and the human immunodeficiency viruses. They 

have the characteristic domain architecture of dynamin-related proteins with an amino-terminal 

GTPase (G) domain, a bundle signaling element (BSE), and a carboxy-terminal stalk 

responsible for self-assembly and effector functions. Human MxA is localized in the cytoplasm 

and is partly associated with membranes of the smooth endoplasmic reticulum (ER). It shows 

a protein concentration-dependent increase in GTPase activity, indicating regulation of GTP 

hydrolysis via G domain dimerization. However, the exact mechanism of GTP hydrolysis and 

the function of GTP binding and hydrolysis for the antiviral activity have not been characterized 

so far. To clarify the role of GTP binding and the importance of the G domain interface 

for the catalytic and antiviral function of MxA, I performed a thorough biochemical 

characterization in the first part of this doctoral thesis. Based on a structure-based mutagenesis, 

residues crucial for nucleotide-binding and dimerization were analyzed. The closely related 

human MxB protein is a potent restriction factor for HIV-1 and other lentiviruses, in addition 

to its already known involvement in regulating nucleocytoplasmic transport and cell-cycle 

progression. However, the role of GTP binding and hydrolysis in restricting HIV-1 is still under 

debate. Consequently, I analyzed the GTPase activity of MxB in absence and presence of 

MxA to deduce possible differences to MxA. A biochemical characterization of MxB might 

shed more light on their differential antiviral spectrum. 

The tick-born transmitted THOV NP was identified as a target of the MxA GTPase. In viral 

particles, the NP is encapsulating the viral RNA and together with the viral polymerase they 

form the viral ribonucleoparticles (vRNPs), which are essential for transcription and replication 

of the virus. The second part of this thesis focuses on a basic biochemical characterization of 

the THOV and DHOV NP to understand the mechanism of RNA binding and oligomerization. 

To better understand the structural features of orthomyxovirus RNP formation, I solved the 

atomic structure of the THOV NP.  

Finally, the atomic model of the THOV NP helps to identify putative interaction sites with the 

human MxA protein, and provides a structural model for other ortomyxoviruses, including 

influenza viruses. 
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2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 Materials 

 

2.1.1 Instruments 

 

All instruments used during the present study are listed in Appendix A. 

 

2.1.2 Chemicals 

 

Chemicals from the following companies have been used: Fluka (Neu-Ulm, Germany), Roth 

(Karlsruhe, Germany), Calbiochem (Darmstadt, Germany), Merck (Darmstadt, Germany), Jena 

Bioscience (Jena, Germany), Qiagen (Hilden, Germany), Amersham (Piscataway, USA), 

Riedel-de-Haen (Seelze, Germany), Roche (Mannheim, Germany), Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, 

Germany), and Avanti (Alabaster, USA). A detailed list of all chemicals can be found in 

Appendix B. 

 

2.1.3 Enzymes 

 

DNAase I     Roche  (Mannheim, Germany) 

DpnI  New England Biolabs (Frankfurt am Main, 

Germany) 

Pfu DNA polymerase    Stratagene (La Jolla, USA) 

T4 DNA ligase    New England Biolabs (Schwalbach, Germany) 

PreScissionTM protease    GE Healthcare (München, Germany) 

Restriction enzymes    New England Biolabs (Schwalbach, Germany) 

 

2.1.4 Kits 

 

NuPAGE© SDS Sample Buffer (4x)   Invitrogen (Karlsruhe, Germany) 

NuPAGE© MOPS SDS Buffer Kit   Invitrogen (Karlsruhe, Germany) 

NuPAGE© Novex 4-12% Bis-Tris   Invitrogen (Karlsruhe, Germany) 
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QIAprepTM Spin Miniprep Kit   Qiagen (Hilden, Germany) 

QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit   Qiagen (Hilden, Germany) 

GeneAmp© dNTPs     Roche Molecular Systems (Branchburg, USA) 

Quick Start™ Bradford Protein Assay  Bio-Rad (München, Germany)  

Quik Change® SDM Kit    Stratagene (La Jolla, USA) 

Mark12TM unstained standard   Invitrogen (Karslruhe, Germany) 

Unstained standard     Fermentas (St. Leon-Rot, Germany) 

2-Log DNA ladder     NEB (Frankfurt am Main, Germany) 

JBS Magic Triangle Phasing Kit  JBS (Jena, Germany) 

 

2.1.5 Crystallization screens and tools 

 

Crystallization screens and other consumables such as 24-well and 96-well plates, glass cover 

slides or micro bridges were used from Hampton Research (Aliso Viejo, the USA), Jena 

Bioscience (Jena) and Qiagen (Hilden). 

 

The Classics Suite     Qiagen (Hilden, Germany) 

The Classics Lite Suite    Qiagen (Hilden, Germany) 

PACT Suite     Qiagen (Hilden, Germany) 

ComPAS Suite    Qiagen (Hilden, Germany) 

The JSCG+ Suite     Qiagen (Hilden, Germany) 

The PEG I+II Suites     Qiagen (Hilden, Germany) 

MPD Suite      Qiagen (Hilden, Germany) 

The ProComplex Suite    Qiagen (Hilden, Germany) 

JBScreen Plus HTS    Jena Bioscience (Jena, Germany) 

Additive ScreenTM    Hampton Research (Aliso Viejo, USA) 

 

2.1.6 Microorganisms 

 

E.coli TG1  K12, supE, hsdΔ5, thi, Δ(lac-proAB), F‘[traD36, proAB+, 

lacq, lacZΔM15] (Promega, Mannheim, Germany) 

E.coli BL21 (DE3) Rosetta   F- ompT hsdsSB (rB- mB-) gal dcm (DE3) pRARE 
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(CmR) pRARE containing the tRNA genes argU, argW, 

ilex, glyT, leuW, proL, metT, thrT, tyrU and thrU 

(Novagen, Darmstadt, Germany) 

 

2.1.7 Vectors 

 

pSKB-LNB  pET28a + N-terminal PreScissionTM cleavage site, KanR, 

(O. Daumke, MDC Berlin) 

pGEX-6P1     AmpR, (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, USA) 

 

2.1.8 cDNA clones 

 

The cDNA for human (Homo sapiens) MxA and MxB was derived from ImaGenes Berlin, 

Germany. 

The cDNA for the THOV-, DHOV-NP as well as H5N1-, H1N1 (1918)-, H1N1 (2009)-NP was 

derived from Prof. Dr. Georg Kochs, Institute of Virology, Universitätsklinikum, Freiburg. 

 

2.1.9 Media and antibiotics 

 

Luria-Bertani (LB) 10 g/L Bactotryptone, 10 g/L NaCl, 5 mM NaOH, 5 g/L 

yeast extract  

 

Terrific Broth (TB)  12 g/L Bacto Tryptone, 24 g/L Bacto-yeast-extract, 4 g/L 

glycerol, 17 mM KH2PO4, 72 mM K2HPO4 

 

M9 minimal medium 5.7 g/L Na2HPO4, 1.5 g/L KH2PO4, 1 g/L NH4Cl, 0.5 g/L 

NaCl 

 

Ampicillin sodium salt  1000x stock was 50 mg/mL in H20, Roth (Karlsruhe) 

 

Chloramphenicol  1000x stock was 34 mg/mL in EtOH, Roth (Karlsruhe) 

 

Kanamycinsulfate  1000x stock was 10 mg/mL in H2O for liquid cultures and 

50 mg/mL in H2O for plates, Roth (Karlsruhe) 
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2.1.10 Buffers 

 

5x Pfu buffer  

New England Biolabs (Frankfurt am Main) 300 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 0.1 mM 

EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 500 µg/mL BSA, 50 % 

glycerol 

 

TSS buffer 85% LB-Medium, 10% PEG 3350, 5% DMSO, 50 

mM MgCl2, pH 6.5 

 

10x TBE buffer stock (1L) 108 g Tris.base, 55 g boric acid, 9.3 g Na2EDTA 

pH 8.0 

 

Resuspension buffer (Lysis buffer)  50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 400 mM NaCl, 250 μM 

Pefabloc, 1μg/mL DNAseI, 5 mM MgCl2, 30 mM 

Imidazole, 2.5 mM β-Mercaptoethanol 

 

Equilibration buffer    20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 400 mM NaCl, 5 mM

      MgCl2, 30 mM Imidazole,  

2.5 mM β-Mercaptoethanol 

 

Wash buffer 1 20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 800 mM NaCl, 5 mM 

MgCl2, 30 mM Imidazole, 2.5 mM β-

Mercaptoethanol, 10 mM KCl, 1 mM ATP 

 

Wash buffer 2  20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 400 mM NaCl, 5 mM 

MgCl2, 80 mM Imidazole, 2.5 mM β-

Mercaptoethanol 
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Elution buffer 20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 400 mM NaCl, 5 mM 

MgCl2, 300 mM Imidazole, 2.5 mM β-

Mercaptoethanol 

 

Gel filtration buffer  20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 150 mM (150 mM, 300 

mM or 500 mM) NaCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 2 mM DTT 

 

Oligomerization Assay buffer 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 150  mM NaCl, 2 mM 

MgCl2 

 

HPLC running buffer  10 mM TBAB, 100 mM potassium phosphate  

pH 6.5, 7.5 % (v/v) acetonitrile 

 

GTPase buffer 50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM 

MgCl2, 5 mM KCl 

 

ITC buffer 50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM 

MgCl2, 5 mM KCl 

 

CD spectroscopy buffer 150 mM NaF, 10 mM Na2HPO4 pH 7.4 

 

EM buffer 20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl 

 

2.2 Molecular biology methods 

 

2.2.1 Polymerase chain reaction 

 

The amplification of DNA fragments was conducted using the Pfu polymerase according 

to standard procedures (143). 
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2.2.2 Restriction digest 

 

DNA was digested by using restriction enzymes according to the manufacture’s protocol (New 

England Biolabs, Frankfurt am Main, Germany). 

 

2.2.3 Agarose gel electrophoresis 

 

1 % (w/v) agarose gels were prepared and electrophoretic experiments performed according to 

standard protocols (143) using 1x TBE buffer and 0.3 µg/mL ethidium bromide. 

2.2.4 Purification of separated DNA 

 

DNA was cut out from the agarose gel and purified using the QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit, 

(Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.  

 

2.2.5 Ligation 

 

Insert and plasmid were spectrometrically quantified at  = 260 nm. 10 ng of vector was ligated 

with a six fold molar excess of insert overnight at 4°C using T4 ligase (New England Biolabs, 

Schwalbach, Germany) following the manufacturer’s protocol. 

 

2.2.6 Competent E. coli cells 

 

Competent cells were prepared according to (144). 1 L LB-Medium was inoculated with 10 mL 

preculture and grown at 37°C until an OD600 of 0.4. Bacteria were incubated on ice for 20 min, 

pelleted for 5 min at 1,200 g at 4°C and resuspended in 100 mL ice-cold sterile TSS buffer, 

flash frozen and stored at -80°C. 

 

2.2.7 Transformation 

 

Bacteria were transformed using the heat shock method according to the standard protocol 

(143). After insertion of the desired cDNA into the vector, E. coli TG1 was transformed with 

the ligation batch. Vectors were amplified and isolated. Finally, the expression-optimized 
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bacteria strain E. coli BL21 (DE3) Rosetta has been transformed with the isolated plasmids 

carrying the insert of interest. 

 

2.2.8 Bacterial storage 

 

Overnight cultures grown in selective (Rosetta: Kanamycin and Chloramphenicol; TG1: 

Kanamycin) LB-medium at 37°C were mixed 2:1 (v/v) with 50 % glycerol and bacteria stocks 

were stored at -80°C. 

 

 

2.2.9 Site directed mutagenesis 

 

Site-directed mutagenesis was carried out using cloned Pfu DNA polymerase (Stratagene, La 

Jolla, USA) according to the protocol described by (143). Reactions were carried out with and 

without DMSO. 

Modifications are: 

ddH2O      20/ (15) μl 

(DMSO)     (5 µl) 

5x Pfu buffer      10 μl 

dNTP’s (2mM each)     5 μl 

desired Primer (10 pmol/μl)    á 5 μl 

desired plasmid (MiniPrep DNA)   4 μl 

Pfu polymerase (2.5 U/μl)    1 μl 

 

Temperature program used for point mutations: 5’’ 95°C [1’’ 95°C, 1’’ corresponding primer-

annealing temp. 56°C, 4’’ 72°C] x 31, 10’’ 72°C.  

Temperature program used for deletion constructs  1’’ 95 °C [1’’ 95°C, 1’’ corresponding 

primer-annealing temp. 58°C, 4’’ 72°C] x 29, 10’’ 72°C.  

 

Selection of point mutants was carried out via DpnI digestion. 
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2.2.10 Constructs and point mutants used in this study 

 

Protein Mutation Vector Remark 

hsMxA M527D pSKB-LNB  

hsMxA M527D+K83A pSKB-LNB  

hsMxA M527D+T103A pSKB-LNB  

hsMxA M527D+V185Y pSKB-LNB  

hsMxA M527D+D250N pSKB-LNB  

hsMxA M527D+D253N pSKB-LNB  

hsMxA M527D+D250N+D253N pSKB-LNB  

hsMxA M527D+G255E pSKB-LNB  

hsMxA M527D+V268M pSKB-LNB  

hsMxB M574D pSKB-LNB  

hsMxB ΔN85+M574D pSKB-LNB  

hsMxB ΔN85+ΔL4+M574D pSKB-LNB  

hsMxB ΔN85+ΔL4 pSKB-LNB  

hsMxB ΔN85+ΔL4+T151A pSKB-LNB  

IFAV H5N1 NP Wild type pSKB-LNB  

IFAV H1N1 1918 NP Wild type pSKB-LNB  

IFAV H1N1 2009 NP Wild type pSKB-LNB  

THOV NP Wild type pSKB-LNB  

IFAV H5N1 NP Wild type pGEX-6P1 Insoluble 

IFAV H1N1 1918 NP Wild type pGEX-6P1 Insoluble 

IFAV H1N1 2009 NP Wild type pGEX-6P1 Insoluble 

THOV NP Wild type pGEX-6P1 Insoluble 

THOV NP Wild type pSKB-LNB  

THOV NP 

THOV NP 

THOV NP 

THOV NP 

THOV NP 

Δ7 

Δ14 

Δ22 

Δ67-79 

Δ188-196 

pSKB-LNB 

pSKB-LNB 

pSKB-LNB 

pSKB-LNB 

pSKB-LNB 

 

 

 

Insoluble 

THOV NP Δ188-196+Δ378-387+EE415-416AA pSKB-LNB  

THOV NP EE415-416AA pSKB-LNB  

DHOV NP Wild type pSKB-LNB  

DHOV NP Δ28 pSKB-LNB  

DHOV NP Δ76-86 pSKB-LNB Insoluble 

DHOV NP Δ194-200 pSKB-LNB  

DHOV NP Δ28+Δ194-200 pSKB-LNB  

DHOV NP EFEE420-224AAAA pSKB-LNB  

Table 2: Detailed list of all constructs used in this work. 

Construct description: e.g. Δ7, the first 7 amino acids from the N-terminus are missing; Loop L4 in MxB 

corresponds to amino acid 580-609. Full-length (fl) MxA (662 amino acids), (fl) MxB (715 amino acids), (fl) 

THOV NP (454 amino acids), (fl) DHOV NP (458 amino acids), (fl) IFAV (H1N1/H5N1) NP (498 amino 

acids). 
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2.2.11 Isolation of plasmid DNA 

 

Isolation of the plasmids was carried out using the QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit according to the 

manufacture’s protocol. 

 

2.2.12 DNA sequencing 

 

Analysis of the sequencing samples was processed by Eurofins MWG (Ebersberg, Germany) 

or Source Bioscience (Berlin-Buch, Germany). 

 

2.2.13 Sequence alignment 

 

Sequences alignment was performed using the ClustalOmega algorithm (145) and subsequently 

modified using Genedoc. 

 

2.3 Biochemical methods 

 

2.3.1 Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) 

 

Protein separation of different molecular weight was performed according to (146) using a 

denaturing gradient SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) kit (Invitrogen, 

Karlsruhe) and NuPAGE© MOPS SDS Buffer Kit Invitrogen (Karlsruhe) at a neutral pH (147) 

according to the manufacture’s protocol . 

 

2.3.2 Viral NP over-expression and solubility test 

 

The over-expression of the wild type NPs was tested by growing a 5 mL overnight LB E. coli 

BL21 (DE3) Rosetta culture supplemented with the desired antibiotics at 37°C carrying the 

desired plasmid. This preculture was used to inoculate (1:100) a 100 mL TB medium 

supplemented with the respective antibiotics (1:1000).Cells were grown under shaking to an 

OD600 of 0.5 at 37°C and 30 min before induction with 40 µM isopropyl-β-D-

thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) temperature was decreased to 18°C for overnight expression (18 

h). Bacteria were collected by centrifugation at 4500 rpm for 15 min and pellets were 
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resuspended in ice-cold 25 mL resuspension buffer per pellet from 1 L bacteria culture. Cells 

were disrupted by passing the resuspension three times through a microfluidizer 

(Microfluidics). The lysate was centrifuged at 40.000g and 4°C for 45 min in an Optima L-100 

K ultracentrifuge using a type 35 rotor. The supernatant was filtered through a 0.2 μm filter. 

Samples were taken from the non-induced (NI), induced (I), supernatant (S) and pellet (P) 

fraction for SDS-PAGE analysis (see also 2.3.1). 

 

2.3.3 Large scale protein over-expression and purification 

 

Human wildtype and mutants of MxA (Expasy accession P20591), MxB (Expasy accession 

P20592) as well as viral THOV- (Expasy accession P89216) and DHOV-NPs (Expasy 

accession D6PT87) were expressed as N-terminal (6x) His-fusions followed by a PreScissionTM 

cleavage site in E. coli BL21 (DE3) competent Rosetta cells (Novagen) from pSKB-LNB 

(pET28a+PreScissionTM cleavage site) vector.  

Bacterial cultures were grown and expressed in analogy to 2.3.2, except 6-12L TB medium 

supplemented with the respective antibiotics was used. After filtration of the soluble cell extract 

(0.2 µm), the supernatant was applied to a Ni2+-NTA column (GE-Healthcare) equilibrated with 

equilibration buffer. The column was extensively washed with wash buffer 1, and afterwards 

with wash buffer 2. Following protein elution by elution buffer, the protein was incubated 

overnight at 4°C in the presence of 250 μg GST-tagged PreScissionTM protease to cleave the N-

terminal His6 tag. The cleaved protein was concentrated and applied to a Superdex 200 16/60 

(GE) gel filtration column equilibrated with gel filtration buffer. PreScissionTM protease was 

removed using a GST column. Fractions containing the desired protein were pooled, 

concentrated (Amicon centrifugal filter) and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored in small 

aliquots at -80°C. Samples were taken from all purification steps for SDS-PAGE analysis (see 

also 2.3.1). 

 

2.3.4 Expression of selenomethionine (SeMet) incorporated protein 

 

For the expression of SeMet-labeled THOV NPΔ188-196 and subsequent structure determination, 

the medium was prepared as follows. M9 medium plus 1 mM MgSO4, 0.1 mM CaCl2, 0.4% 

glucose, 1 g/L NH4Cl, and vitamin mix containing 1 mg/L riboflavin, 1 mg/L niacin amide, 0.1 

mg/L pyridoxine monohydrochloride and 1 mg/L thiamine. M9 minimal medium supplemented 

with the respective antibiotics was inoculated with an overnight LB culture of the respective 
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clone in a 1:100 dilution. Cells were grown to an OD600 of 0.5 at 37°C, followed by addition of 

an amino acid mix containing L-lysine, L-phenylalanine, L-threonine (100 mg/L each), L-

isoleucine, L-leucine, L-valine (50 mg/L each). 30 min before induction with 40 µM IPTG, 50 

mg/L L-selenomethionine (Calbiochem-Novabiochem, Schwalbach) was added to suppress 

endogenous bacterial methionine biosynthesis and to incorporate SeMet (148). The culture was 

cooled to 20°C and protein expression was done overnight. Harvesting of the cells and 

purification was performed in the same way as for the native protein (see also 2.3.2 and 2.3.3). 

 

2.3.5 Protein concentration determination 

 

The extinction coefficient of different protein constructs was determined online at the Expasy 

homepage (https://web.expasy.org/prot/param/) according to (149) and protein concentration 

was subsequently determined at a wavelength λ = 280 nm.  

As an alternative for protein concentration determination, for example in case that nucleotide 

contaminations existed, Quick Start™ Bradford Protein Assay from Bio-Rad was used and 

measured at λ = 595 nm. 

 

2.3.6 Protein storage 

 

Purified proteins in gel filtration buffer were aliquoted (25 µL) and flash frozen in liquid 

nitrogen for subsequent storage at -80°C. 
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2.3.7 Circular dichroism spectroscopy (CD) 

 

CD-spectroscopy is a powerful method to evaluate the secondary structure, folding and stability 

of an expressed protein. The method is based on the unequal absorption of left (LCPL)- and 

right (RCPL)-handed circularly polarized light by a molecule containing one or more chiral 

chromophores showing in the following basic equation: 

 

𝛥𝐴 = 𝛥𝐴𝐿𝐶𝑃𝐿 − 𝛥𝐴𝑅𝐶𝑃𝐿  (𝑀
−1𝑚−1) 

Equation 1: Absorption difference of left (LCPL)- and right (RCPL)-handed circularly 

polarized light. 

 

UV CD-spectroscopy was carried out to investigate the secondary structure content of the 

purified wt THOV NP and qualitative comparison with the IFAV NP. Spectra were recorded 

on a qCD Chirascan spectrometer (Applied Photophysics) from 190 to 260 nm in a 0.1 cm cell. 

Proteins were dialyzed overnight using the CD spectroscopy buffer (see 2.1.10). 200 µL of a 

0.2 mg/mL protein solution was used for the measurements. Measurements were performed in 

triplicate and baseline-corrected by subtraction of the buffer. 

 

2.3.8 Nucleotide detection via reverse-phase HPLC 

 

Reversed phase high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) assays were carried out 

according to (150) nucleotide separation. The principle of the assay is based on the basis of the 

interaction between the hydrophobic static phase from the column and the ion pair of nucleotide 

and tetrabutylammonium bromide (TBAB) in the mobile phase. Depending on the number of 

phosphates, a variable number of TBAB ions are bound by the nucleotide which increases the 

retention time (tR) on the column. Peak integration was used for quantification of the kinetic 

study of nucleotide hydrolysis. 

To check if the purified protein was already loaded with nucleotide from E. coli, 40 µM protein 

sample (in GTPase buffer) was applied on a HPLC system and separated via a reversed-phase 

column via a reversed-phase Hypersil ODS-2 C18 column. During the assay, the sample was 

running with a buffer containing 100 mM potassium phosphate (pH 6.5), 10 mM TBAB, 7,5% 
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acetonitrile. Denatured proteins were adsorbed at a C18 guard column. Nucleotide peaks were 

detected by measuring absorption at 254 nm and compared with standard nucleotide samples 

(40µM). 

 

2.3.9 Nucleotide binding assay 

 

Nucleotide binding was detected using isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC). ITC directly 

measures endothermic or exothermic reactions of a macromolecule-ligand interaction. ITC data 

provides a full thermodynamic profile of this interaction including the stoichiometry of the 

interaction (n), the association constant (KA), the Gibbs free energy (ΔG), enthalpy (ΔH), 

entropy (ΔS), and the heat capacity of binding (ΔCp). 

Nucleotide dissociation constants (KD) were determined at 8°C on a VP-Isothermal Titration 

Calorimetry (VP-ITC) system (MicroCalTM, GE Healthcare, Freiburg). 1 mM nucleotide in 

ITC Buffer (see 2.1.10) was titrated in 8 µL steps into a reaction chamber containing 50 µM of 

MxAM527D (or the indicated M527D mutants) in the same buffer. For the MxAK83A mutant, an 

iTC200 (Microcal) was used with 200 µM protein and 4 mM guanosine 5'-O-[gamma-thio] 

triphosphate (GTPγS). The resulting heat change upon injection was integrated over a time 

range of 240 sec, and the obtained values were fitted to a standard single-site binding model 

using Origin®. 

 

2.3.10 RNA/DNA binding assay 

 

To elucidate the binding/reaction mechanism of the wt THOV NP binding to single-stranded 

(ss) RNA or ssDNA, a thermodynamic profile (ΔG, ΔH and –TΔS) was calculated according 

to the equation of the Gibbs free energy: 

 

𝛥𝐺(𝑝, 𝑇) = 𝛥𝐻 − 𝑇𝛥𝑆 

Equation 2: The Gibbs free energy can be partitioned into its enthalpic, ΔH, and entropic, 

TΔS, contributions. T is the temperature and p the pressure. 
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Single-stranded RNA and ssDNA binding affinity for the THOV and DHOV NP were 

determined and analyzed in analogy to 2.3.9, with the exception of using 10 µM of protein and 

150 µM of RNA or DNA. 

 

2.3.11 Nucleotide hydrolysis assay 

 

GTPase activities of human MxA and MxB mutants were determined at 37°C in GTPase buffer 

(see 2.1.10). Saturating concentrations of GTP or xanthosine 5'-triphosphate (XTP) (1 mM) 

were used for each reaction (multiple turnover assay). Reactions were initiated by the addition 

of protein to the final reaction solution. For the heteromeric stimulation reactions, the 

concentration of MxAM527D was kept constant at 2.5 µM, and increasing concentrations of the 

indicated MxA mutants were added. At different time points, reaction aliquots were 20-fold 

diluted in GTPase buffer and quickly transferred into liquid nitrogen. Separation of different 

nucleotides was achieved according to 2.3.8. Nucleotide peaks were detected by measuring 

adsorption at 254 nm and compared with standard nucleotide samples. GTP and hydrolysis 

product GDP in the samples were quantified by integration of the corresponding absorption 

peaks. Rates derived from a linear fit to the initial rate of the reaction (<40% GTP hydrolyzed) 

were plotted against the protein concentrations and the kobs values were calculated. For data 

analysis, the program GraFit5 (Erithacus Software) was used. 

 

2.3.12 Analytical gel filtration  

 

MxA mutants were analysed using an FPLC Akta Purifier (GE Healthcare) equipped with a 

Superdex 200 10/300 column in the absence or presence of nucleotides. The running buffer 

contained 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl2, but no nucleotides. The 

mutants were pre-incubated for 15 min with 2 mM GDP/xanthosine 5'-diphosphate (XDP), 2 

mM AlCl3 and 20 mM NaF at 4°C in gel filtration buffer. 50 µL of a 2 mg/mL protein solution 

was subsequently applied to the column. A flow rate of 0.5 mL/min was used. Chromatograms 

were recorded at  = 280 nm. For MxB as well as for the THOV and DHOV NPs, the same 

parameters were used as for MxA, except that no nucleotide was used. 
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2.3.13 Right angle light scattering (RALS) 

 

A coupled RALS system and Refractive Index detector (Malvern) was connected in line to an 

analytical gel filtration column Superdex 200 10/300 to determine absolute molecular masses 

of the applied proteins. Gel filtration buffer was used as running buffer (see 2.1.10) with a flow 

rate of 0.5 mL/min. For each protein sample, 50 μL of a 2 mg/ml or 4 mg/mL solution were 

applied. Data analysis was performed with the provided software (Omnisec). 

 

2.3.14 Analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) 

 

Oligomeric state determination of the NPs was performed by AUC in gel filtration buffer 

(150 mM NaCl) using a XLI type analytical ultracentrifuge (Beckman) equipped with 

ultraviolet absorbance optics. Samples were measured in an An-50 Ti rotor at a wavelength of 

280 nm with a radial spacing of 0.003 cm. The protein was used in a concentration of 0.5 mg/mL. 

Sedimentation velocity experiments were carried out at 35000 r.p.m., 10 °C using two-channel 

cells with a 12 mm optical path length and a 400 μL sample volume. For the estimation of the 

partial specific volume �̅� from the amino acid composition as well as the density ρ and viscosity 

η of the buffer, the program Sednterp (http://bitcwiki.sr.unh.edu/index.php/Main_Page) was 

used. Data were then analyzed with the program Sedfit (151) using a continuous c(s) 

distribution model. Theoretical sedimentation coefficients for a trimeric protein species were 

calculated using the following equation: 

 

𝑠20,𝑤 = 
𝑀𝑤 × (1 − 𝜌20,𝑤 × �̅�)

𝑁𝐴 (
𝑓
𝑓0

) 6𝜋𝜂20,𝑤 × √
3𝑀𝑤�̅�
𝜋𝑁𝐴

3

 

Equation 3: Theoretical sedimentation coefficient in aqueous solution. 

ρ20,w and η20,w are the density and viscosity of water at 20°C, respectively, NA Avogadro’s constant and MW 

and f/f0 the molecular weight and frictional ratio, respectively.  

 

Using the equation 1, a frictional ratio of about 1.3 for the THOV/DHOV NPs in a trimeric 

state was calculated. Frictional ratios were calculated using the molecular weight of 52 kDa for 
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the wt THOV NP and wt DHOV NP. Using this frictional ratio of 1.3, a sedimentation 

coefficient of 7.5 was calculated for a protein with a molecular mass of 52 kDa. 

 

2.3.15 Electron microscopy (EM) 

 

To visualize the architecture of THOV and DHOV NPs bound to ssRNA, NPs at a final 

concentration of 1 mg/mL were incubated with an in vitro transcribed 8-kb single-stranded (ss) 

RNA comprising a Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) expression construct (152) at a final 

concentration of 0.2 mg/mL (5:1, NP:ssRNA) or 0.1 mg/mL (10:1). Protein and ssRNA was 

diluted in EM buffer (see 2.1.10). NPs without ssRNA and the native vRNPs isolated form 

THOV (obtained from Prof. Dr. Georg Kochs, Freiburg, Germany) were visualized at a final 

concentration of 0.2 mg/mL. 10 µL of these solutions were spotted onto carbon-coated grids. 

Preparations and measurements were performed at room temperature. The sample was stained 

with 2 % uranyl acetate and analyzed using a Zeiss EM910 electron microscope at 

magnifications between 50 and 70k. 

 

2.3.16 Oligomerization assay 

 

Oligomerization assays were carried out at 1 mg/mL protein concentration. Samples were 

incubated at room temperature for 10 min in a buffer containing 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 150 

mM NaCl and 2 mM MgCl2 or the indicated NaCl concentration. After ultracentrifugation at 

75.000 rpm, 25°C for 10 min, equivalent amounts of supernatant and pellet were loaded on 

SDS–PAGE. 

 

2.3.17 Homology modeling  

 

For homology modeling also known as comparative modeling or knowledge-based modeling 

the fully automated protein structure homology-modeling server, accessible via the ExPASy 

web server was used (153). This procedure develops a three-dimensional model of the "target" 

protein from a protein sequence based on known structures of homologous proteins 

("template"). For the MxA G domain, the calculated model was then superimposed to the 
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recently solved GDP-AlF4
--bound GG dimer of human dynamin 1 (88) using COOT 

(Crystallographic Object-Oriented Toolkit) (154). For the THOV NP model, the crystal 

structure of the IFBV NP (PDB code: 3TJ0, (46)) was used. 

 

2.3.18 Other assays and techniques 

 

Other assays and techniques whose outcome appears in chapter 3.1.4 and 3.1.5, including cell- 

and virus-based assays, influenza A and THOV virus minireplicon system, Western blot 

analysis and immunofluorescence analysis were performed in our collaborator's lab in Freiburg 

(group of Prof. Dr. Georg Kochs, Ph.D. student Laura Graf). A detailed description of these 

assays and techniques can be found in (75). 

 

2.4 Crystallographic and computational methods 

 

2.4.1 Crystallization 

 

Protein crystallization of highly purified native and selenomethione-substituted protein was 

performed at 10 mg/mL. Stored protein (-80°C) was gently thawed and prior crystallization 

setup centrifuged at 13200 rpm, 4°C for around 20 min.. The protein was diluted in gel filtration 

buffer (150 mM NaCl) (see also 2.1.10). For complex formation of the NP with single-stranded 

RNA, the RNA was diluted in the same buffer prepared with RNAse free ddH2O. Commercially 

available RNA in highest purity was obtained from Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc., 

Leuven, Belgium. Extensive screening using the sitting-drop method in 96-well plates of 

commercially available screens (see also 2.1.5) at 20 and 4°C was performed. In contrast, non-

automated crystallization trials were done using the hanging drop vapor diffusion method in 

24-well plates. No precipitation over several days (3-5 days) was observed for the NPs at room 

temperature, indicating high stability. However, due to size limitations of initial crystals (for 

THOV NP as well as for DHOV NP), subsequent crystallization setups were done at 4°C to 

decelerate the nucleation process. Hanging drops were set up at different protein 

solution/reservoir ratios (1 µL:1 µL, 1 µL:2 µL, and 2 µL:1 µL). Concerning the automated 96-

well crystallization trials, the drop consisted of 300 nL protein solution and 300 nL reservoir 

solution. The drops were placed on the 96-well plate using the Gryphon LCP 96-Chanel 

dispenser.  
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2.4.2 Cryo-protection 

 

To avoid freezing damage of the crystals, and mitigate damage during data collection, the 

crystals were treated with suitable cryo-protectant. The cryo-solutions were composed of the 

protein solution and reservoir solution from the corresponding crystallization condition in equal 

volumes. Additionally, the concentration of PEG200, PEG400, ethylenglycol, MPD and 

glycerol was varying between 20-30%. The crystals were soaked in 2 µL of the cryo-solution 

for 5-10 sec. and flash frozen in N2,l.  

 

2.4.3 Data collection 

 

The dataset for the native THOV NPΔ188-196 crystals was recorded at BL14.1 at BESSY II, 

Berlin-Adlershof, using a Pilatus 6M detector. For data collection from a single crystal, the 

rotation method was applied with an φ increment of 0.3° at 100 K, a wavelength λ of 0.979733 

Å and a detector distance of 553 mm. 2400 images with 1 sec. exposure time were collected.  

The dataset for the selenomethione-substituted crystal of THOV NPΔ188-196 was collected at the 

DESY synchrotron radiation facility in Hamburg, Petra III (P11) at the selenium peak (see 

Table 7) with a wavelength λ of 0.98 Å and a detector distance of 622.7 mm for 2000 images 

(for one peak dataset) with 1 s exposure time and 0.1° oscillation range for each image. The 

beamline was equipped with a Pilatus 6M detector. Both peak datasets were merged, and initial 

indexing for both datasets and determination of an optimal data collection strategy was 

performed with Mosflm (155). Recorded intensities were integrated and scaled with the 

program XDS (156). 

 

2.4.4 Protein structure solution 

 

In the following chapter a brief description is given over the theoretical background of X-ray 

crystallography. For a more detailed description please be referred to (157). 

X-ray crystallography is an experimental technique allowing the determination of the three-

dimensional structure of a macromolecule by interaction of the X-rays with a scattering matter 

in a crystal. Macromolecular crystals are made up from atoms or molecules which are arranged 
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in a three-dimensionally periodic manner. Per definition, the unit cell is the building block by 

which the crystal can be generated by applying translational operations. However, the 

asymmetric unit (ASU) is the smallest unit of a crystal structure, and space group symmetry 

operations (inversion, rotation or reflection) generate the unit cell of the crystal. The unit cell 

is built up from three noncolinear vectors a, b, and c. Generally, these vectors have unequal 

magnitudes and their angles deviate from 90°. The space group is defined by the dimensions of 

the unit cell and the symmetry operations applied to the asymmetric unit. The symmetry 

operations inversion or reflection cannot be applied to chiral molecules, therefore only 65 out 

of 230 possible space groups are found in protein crystals (158). 

Diffraction of X-ray beams from the molecules within the crystal give information about the 

content of the crystal. This elastic scattering process (energy of the scattered wave is equal to 

the energy of the incident wave) is also known as Thomson scattering. In particular, the 

direction of the diffracted X-ray beams contains the information of the unit cell dimensions and 

thus the crystallographic symmetry. The intensities of the diffracted X-ray beams contain the 

information about the content of the unit cell, the spatial arrangement of the atoms of the 

crystallized molecule and therefore the information about the electron density distribution.  

Assuming the unit cell contain n atoms at positions rj (j = 1, 2, 3, . . , n) with respect to the 

origin of the unit cell. With their nuclei as origins, the atoms diffract according to their atomic 

scattering factor f. Transferring the origin to the origin of the unit cell, changes the phase angles 

by 2πrj ∙ S. Where S⃗  = s  −  s0⃗⃗  ⃗ with s  as the scattered wave vector and s0⃗⃗  ⃗ as incident wave 

vector. If summarizing all the individual atoms in the unit cell, the structure factor F⃗ (S)  can be 

described as a function of the electron density distribution in the unit cell: 

 

F⃗ (S) =  ∑ fje
(2πir⃗ j ∙S⃗ )𝑛

𝑗=1 . 

Equation 4: The structure factor 𝐅 (𝐒)  as the sum of all scattered atoms within the unit 

cell. Explanation can be found within the text. 

 

With the translational vectors a, b, and c as well as the assumption that a crystal consists of a 

large number of unit cells: n1 in direction a⃗ , n2 in direction b⃗  and n3 in direction c . To obtain the 

scattering of the whole crystal, the scattering contribution of all the unit cells with respect to a 

single origin needs to be added. The unit cell position can then be described as t ∙ a⃗ + u ∙ b⃗ +
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ν ∙ c , with t, u, and ν are whole numbers. The total wave K⃗⃗ (S) scattered by the crystal is obtained 

by summation over all unit cells: 

K⃗⃗ (S) = F⃗ (S) × ∑ e(2πit�⃗�  ∙S⃗ )n1
t=0 × ∑ e(2πiu�⃗�  ∙S⃗ )n2

u=0 × ∑ e(2πiν𝑐  ∙S⃗ )n3
ν=0 . 

Equation 5: Total wave �⃗⃗� (𝐒) scattered by a crystal. Explanation can be found within the 

text. 

 

Because n1, n2, and n3 are very large, the summation over t, u, and ν almost always equals zero 

(no scattering is observed) unless a⃗ ∙ S⃗  is an integer h, b⃗ ∙ S⃗  is an integer k, and c ∙ S⃗  is an integer 

l. This condition is also known as the Laue condition, and h, k, l are the Miller-indices, 

representing equivalent crystal lattice planes in the reciprocal space. If the Laue condition is 

fulfilled, all unit cells scatter in phase, and the amplitude of the total scattered wave K⃗⃗ (S) is 

proportional to the amplitude of the structure factor F⃗ (S) and the unit cell number in the crystal. 

As a consequence, reflections can be observed as discrete intensity maxima of the diffracted X-

ray beam on the detector. 

Instead of summing up over all the atoms, we can integrate over all electrons in the unit cell: 

 

F⃗ (S) =  ∫ ρ(r)⃗⃗  ⃗e(2πirj⃗⃗⃗  ∙S)⃗⃗⃗⃗ 
dν

𝑎

cell
. 

Equation 6: Structure factor 𝐅 (𝐒) of a unit cell as integration over all atoms. Explanation 

can be found within the text. 

 

Where ρ(r)⃗⃗  ⃗ is the electron density at position r  in the unit cell. If x, y, and z are fractional 

coordinates in the unit cell (0 ≤ x < 1; the same for y and z) and V is the volume of the unit cell, 

then is dν = V ∙ dxdydz and r ∙ S⃗  = ( a⃗ ∙ x + b⃗ ∙ y + c ∙ z) ∙ S⃗ = hx + ky + lz.  Therefore, F⃗ (S) 

can be written as F⃗ (h k l): 

F⃗ (h k l) =  V ∫ ∫ ∫ ρ(x y z)e(−2πi(hx+ky+lz))dx dy dz
1

𝑧=0

1

𝑦=0

1

𝑥=0
. 

Equation 7: Structure factor 𝐅 (𝐒) expressed as a function of h k l. Explanation can be 

found within the text. 
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To calculate now the electron density ρ at every position x, y, z in the unit cell, Fourier 

transformation has to be applied. F⃗ (h k l) is the Fourier transform of ρ (x y z), and vice versa. 

Consequently, ρ (x y z) can be expressed as a function of all F⃗ (h k l). Together with the 

information from the Laue conditions, that diffraction occurs only in discrete directions, the 

integration can be replaced by a summation. Considering F⃗ = |F|eiα we can also write:  

 

ρ(x y z) =  
1

V
∑ ∑ ∑ |F(h k l)|e−2πi(hx+ky+lz)+iα(h k l)

lkh . 

Equation 8: Electron density ρ (x y z) of a crystal according to the Laue conditions. 

Explanation can be found within the text. 

 

|F(h k l)| terms can be easily obtained experimentally from the intensities of the scattered X-

ray beam. However, the phase angles α(h k l) cannot be derived straightforward from the 

diffraction signals. This is also known as the ‘crystallographic phase problem’.  

Several methods are known to overcome this problem and obtain the phases which are lost 

during an experimental measurement. A more in-depth description can be found in (159). If the 

sequence identity of a structurally similar macromolecule is >25%, Molecular Replacement 

(MR) can be applied. Another method, the so called isomorphous replacement method implies 

the finding of heavy atoms which were added to the crystallized protein by soaking the protein 

in the heavy atom solution or co-crystallization. Differences in the reflection amplitudes of the 

heavy atom substituted and native crystal can be used to approximate the heavy atom structure 

factor amplitudes. Heavy atom positions can be determined using Patterson or direct methods. 

The protein phase angles can be estimated using the heavy atom phase angles. 

The direct incorporation of selenomethionine into the protein during cellular expression can be 

used by anomalous scattering methods to calculate the phases. This method is using a 

phenomenon called anomalous differences, resulting from differences in reflection pairs F⃗ (h k 

l) and F⃗ (-h - k - l) when the energy of incident X-ray photons is almost equal to the absorption 

edge of an atom such as selenium. The reflection with indices (-h -k -l) is referred to as the 

Friedel mate of (h k l). The positions and thus the phase angles can be calculated from these 

anomalous scatterers. 
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The calculated electron density map (from direct methods, experimental phasing or molecular 

replacement) is than used to build a reasonable macromolecular model, and several cycles of 

refinement are necessary to obtain a model which is in good agreement with the experimental 

data (160). The agreement of the observed data and the model is given by the comparison of 

the observed structure factors with those of the calculated from the model. The R-factor 

evaluates the agreement between Fobs(h k l) and Fcalc(h k l), and new phases are computed after 

each refinement step to update the electron density map. The refinement process therefore 

maximize the agreement between Fobs(h k l) and Fcalc(h k l) by varying the parameter of the 

model.  

 

2.4.4.1 Protein structure solution for the THOV NP 

 

Initial molecular replacement trials with the native dataset of the apo form of THOV NPΔ188-196 

using the crystal structures of IFAV H1N1 NP (PDB code: 2IQH) and IFBV NP (PDB code: 

3TJ0) were not successful. Consequently, SeMet-substituted protein was expressed (see 2.3.4) 

and crystallized in the apo form.  

The phases for the THOV NPΔ188-196 structure were obtained using the SAD method (single 

wavelength anomalous dispersion), and the 11 selenium atoms were found with SHELXD (161) 

using the anomalous signal of the peak data sets. Initial phases were calculated with the program 

SHELXE (161) and HKL2MAP (162).  

 

2.4.5 Atomic model building and data refinement 

 

Model building and fitting into the electron density map was done manually with COOT (154) 

using the homology model of THOV NP based on IFBV NP (PDB code: 3TJ0), and 

selenomethionine positions were used to allocate the sequence. Refinement has been done in 

Phenix (163) using TLS (Translational, libration, screw rotation displacement) refinement 

(164). 5% of the measured X-ray intensities were set aside from the refinement for cross-

validation (165).  
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2.4.6 Structure analysis and figure preparation 

 

The refinement process of the THOV NPΔ188-196 structure is still in process, and so far 305 out 

of 445 amino acid side chains could be placed into the electron density map. The electrostatic 

surface calculations were performed in Chimera (166), the missing amino acid side chains were 

placed into the THOV NPΔ188-196 structure with Swiss-PDBViewer (167), followed by an 

automated energy minimization step for local constraint release. The conservation plot was 

calculated using the Consurf server (168) and visualized with Chimera (166). Figures were 

prepared in PyMol (169) and Chimera (166). 
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3 Results 

3.1 Nucleotide binding for G domain dimerization, GTPase activation and 

antiviral activity of MxA 

 

To understand the role of nucleotide binding for the catalytic and antiviral mechanism of MxA, 

a combined biochemical and cell-based approach was chosen. Based on the crystal structure of 

the human dynamin 1 G domain dimer in the presence of a transition state mimic (88) and 

previous functional experiments (75), a systematic biochemical characterization of several 

previously described and novel MxA mutants in the G domain was performed to explore the 

mechanism of nucleotide binding and hydrolysis in MxA. For this project, I performed the 

biochemical experiments, whereas the cell-based experiments were performed by our 

collaboration partners Prof. Georg Kochs and Laura Graf, based on my cloned constructs. The 

majority of this work has been published in the Journal of Biological Chemistry (142).  

 

3.1.1 Expression of G domain mutants 

 

To generate the desired MxA point mutants for biochemical studies, a panel of MxA variants 

with mutations in the G domain were expressed as N-terminal His6-fusions in E. coli and 

purified via affinity chromatography (see 2.3.3). After the final gel filtration run, the protein 

was at least 95% pure, as analyzed by SDS-PAGE (Figure 17A, B). The protein did not contain 

nucleotide retained from the bacteria, as analyzed by HPLC analysis (Figure 17C, see 2.3.8). 

Several of the generated point mutants were introduced into the background of a monomeric 

variant of MxA, MxAM527D. This mutant harbors a mutation in the stalk domain that prevents 

higher order assembly (75), shows greater solubility than the wild-type (wt) protein and can be 

prepared in high quantities from bacterial lysates without aggregation. Nucleotide binding to 

this mutant can be measured reliably by isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC), without 

considering competing reactions such as higher order assembly via the stalk domains. A typical 

purification procedure is shown for MxAM527D in Figure 17. 
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Figure 17: Expression and purification of hsMxAM527D. 

(A) SDS-PAGE of hsMxAM527D purification. NI, whole cell E.coli lysate; I, IPTG-induced whole cell E. coli 

lysate; SN, supernatant fraction of the cell lysate; P, pellet fraction; FT, flow-through of the soluble extract 

on Ni2+-NTA column; W1, flow-through of the high-salt and ATP wash (wash 1); W2, flow-through of the 

high-imidazole wash (wash 2); E, elution fraction; S,.SEC fractions 34-40; M, protein molecular weight 

marker. (B) Gel filtration profile of MxBM527D. Pooled fractions are indicated. (C) The nucleotide-loading 

status of MxA analyzed by HPLC. The GTP standard is shown in cyan, GDP in green, buffer in black and 

purified MxA in purple. 40 µM of protein was applied. 

 

3.1.2 The GTPase mechanism of MxA 

 

To gain insights into the GTPase mechanism of MxA, I modeled the G domain dimer of MxA 

based on the structure of the GDP-AlF4
--bound dynamin (88) (Figure 18A). The majority of the 

residues in the catalytic center are highly conserved between MxA and dynamin, for example, 

the G4 loop that mediates specificity for guanine binding (Figure 18B), suggesting a conserved 

catalytic mechanism of these proteins. The modeled dimer interface was recently confirmed by 

crystal structures of a stalkless MxA construct determined in the absence of nucleotide, in the 

presence of GDP or of the non-hydrolyzable GTP analogue GMP-PCP (77). 
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Figure 18: G domain architecture of MxA.  

(A) Homology model of the MxA GTPase domain dimer (residues 69-340) based on the crystal structure of 

the human dynamin1 GTPase domain-BSE construct in the GDP-AlF4
--bound state (pdb 2X2E). (B) 

Sequence alignment of Mx and dynamin proteins in the G4 loop. Sequences of human MxA (Swiss-Prot 

accession P20591), human MxB (P20592), mouse (mm) Mx1 (P09922), mmMx2 (Q9WVP9), chicken (gg) 

Mx (Q90597), zebrafish (dr) MxA (Q8JH68), human dynamin1 (Q05193), human dynamin2 (P50570), 

human dynamin3 (Q9UQ16), Drosophila melanogaster (dm) dynamin (P27619), Caenorhabditis elegans (ce) 

dynamin (Q9U9I9) and Saccharomyces cerevisiae (sc) dynamin-related protein DNM1 (P54861) were 

aligned and manually adjusted. Residues with a conservation of greater than 70% are color-coded (D, E in 

red; R, K, H in blue; N, Q, S, T in grey; A, L, I, V, F, Y, W, M, C in green and P, G in brown). Asp250 and 

Asp253 are marked with a dot. (C) Details of the catalytic site. The red ball represents the catalytic water, 

the green ball a Mg2+- and the purple ball a Na+-ion. Asp250 stabilizes the purine base in cis and Asp253 of 

the neighboring monomer binds to it in trans. (D, left) Scheme showing the proposed binding mode of the 

guanine base by D250 in cis and D253 of the opposing molecule in trans. (Right) Xanthosine base-binding 

by N250 and envisaged binding mode of N253. Hydrogen bonds are depicted as dashed lines. 

 

For the present study, I focused on residues close to the catalytic center of the G domain (Figure 

18C): Lys83 in the highly conserved phosphate-binding loop (130), Thr103 in the switch I 

region that is crucial for stabilizing the transition-state of GTP hydrolysis (131), Asp250 which 

contacts the purine base in cis, and Asp253 stabilizing the G interface by contacting the purine 

base of the opposing G domain in trans (Figure 18C).  

Initially, I determined the nucleotide binding affinities of MxAM527D. It bound to the slowly-

hydrolysable GTP analogue GTPγS with an affinity of 15 µM (Figure 19A, Table 3 for a 

summary of all data), which was in agreement with previous measurements using fluorescence 

analysis (75).  
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Figure 19: Nucleotide binding analysis.  

1 mM solutions of the indicated nucleotide were stepwise titrated into 50 µM solutions of the indicated MxA 

mutants at 8°C in an ITC device. Resulting heat changes were integrated and the obtained values fitted to 

a quadratic binding equation. The corresponding KD values were derived from the fittings. (A) M527D for 

GTPγS: KD=15±1 µM, n=0.92±0.02, (B) M527D/K83A for GTPγS: KD=39±6 µM, n=0.42±0.03, (C) 

M527D/T103A for GTPγS: KD=28±2 µM, n=0.81±0.02, (D) M527D/D250N for XTPγS: KD=7.8±0.5 µM, 

n=0.82±0.01, (E) M527D/D253N for GTPγS: KD=9±1 µM, n=0.73±0.01 and (F) M527D/D250N/D253N for 

XTPγS: KD=5.6±0.4 µM, n=0.87±0.01. GTPγS (□), XTPγS (○). Due to the reduced heat signal upon 

nucleotide binding, higher protein and ligand concentrations were used for the T103A and K83A mutants. 

For K83A, this resulted in increased protein precipitation that may explain the lower binding number. 

 

In gel filtration experiments, the MxAM527D mutant eluted as a monomer in the presence of 

GTPγS, GDP or in the absence of nucleotide (Figure 20). However, in the presence of GDP-

AlF4
-, that mimics the transition state of GTP hydrolysis, MxAM527D dimerized, suggesting that 

trapping of the GTPase transition-state is accompanied by G domain dimerization (Figure 20A).  
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Figure 20: Analytical gel filtration analysis.  

Upon 15 min incubation with 2 mM of the indicated nucleotide solutions, 50 µl of the indicated MxA mutants 

at a concentration of 2 mg/mL were applied to an S200 gel filtration column. (A) M527D with GTPγS, GDP-

AlF4
-, GDP, AlF4

- alone or in the absence of nucleotides. (B) M527D/K83A, (C) M527D/T103A, (D) 

M527D/D250N, (E) M527D/D253N and (F) M527D/D250N/D253N in the absence and presence of the 

indicated nucleotides. 

 

 

Table 3: Summary of the biochemical and antiviral activity of the studied mutants. 

* experiments were performed with the monomeric M527D mutant 

# at 20 µM protein concentration 

n.d. – not determined 
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In agreement with previous results (75), MxAM527D showed a robust intrinsic GTPase activity 

that cooperatively increased with higher protein concentrations (Figure 21), again indicating 

that the formation of a G interface leads to stimulated GTP hydrolysis. 

 

 

Figure 21: Protein concentration-dependent GTPase/XTPase activity of MxA mutants. 

All reactions were carried out in the presence of 1 mM nucleotide at 37°C and GTP/XTP hydrolysis was 

monitored by HPLC analysis. The mean kobs was calculated from two independent experiments for each 

concentration, with the error bar showing the range of the two data points. M527D (GTP) (), M527D/K83A 

(GTP) (), M527D/T103A (GTP) (), M527D/D250N (XTP) (), M527D/D253N (GTP) (), 

M527D/D250N/D253N (XTP) (). The asterisk represents the M527D mutation. 

 

Lys83 in MxA is located in the P-loop, suggesting that it may be involved in phosphate binding. 

In dynamin, the corresponding K44A mutant was originally designed as a GTP-binding 

deficient mutant, based on homology to the Ras GTPase (170). In dynamin, the K44A mutant 

is now widely used to block clathrin-mediated endocytosis (171). Interestingly, recent cryo EM 

data show that the dynamin K44A mutant can form a super-constricted helix in the presence of 

GTP (172). This data suggested the K83A mutation might affect GTP binding in MxA (130). 

Nevertheless, the ITC assays showed binding of GTPγS by MxAM527D/K83A with a dissociation 

constant of 39 µM, i.e. with a slightly reduced affinity compared to MxAM527D (Figure 19B). 

Dimerization of this mutant in the presence of GDP-AlF4
- was greatly reduced (Figure 20B) 

and nucleotide hydrolysis was completely blocked for MxAM527D/K83A (Figure 21). 

Thr65 in dynamin is located in switch I and was shown to stabilize the attacking water molecule 

for GTP hydrolysis via a main chain interaction (88). Furthermore, the side chain of Thr65 

coordinates the catalytic Mg2+-ion. The T65A mutation was proposed to affect only GTP 

hydrolysis (173), although others suggested it may reduce nucleotide binding as well (174). The 

corresponding T103A exchange in MxA was considered to block GTP hydrolysis, but not GTP 
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binding (131). In ITC experiments, MxAM527D/T103A bound GTPγS with a slightly reduced 

affinity (KD = 28 µM) compared to MxAM527D, indicating that the T103A exchange did not 

considerably affect nucleotide binding (Figure 19C). However, this mutant did not dimerize in 

the presence of GDP-AlF4
- (Figure 20C) and showed a complete loss of basal and stimulated 

GTPase activity (Figure 21), suggesting that it cannot stabilize a GTPase transition-state. 

To create a bona-fide GTP-binding deficient mutant, I turned towards an amino acid exchange 

in the guanine-nucleotide substrate specificity (G4) motif. The mutation of an aspartate to an 

asparagine in the G4 motif of the small GTPase Ras and the signal recognition particle GTPase 

(99,175,176), abrogates GTP binding and allows binding of the related XTP. In agreement with 

these observations, also the corresponding MxA mutant MxAM527D/D250N lost its ability to bind 

GTPγS, but bound XTPγS with a dissociation constant of 7.8 µM (Figure 18D, Figure 19D), 

whereas MxAM527D did not bind to XTPγS with appreciable affinity (Figure 19A). However, 

addition of XDP-AlF4
- did not result in dimerization of MxAM527D/D250N (Figure 20D), and the 

mutant neither showed stimulated XTPase activity (Figure 21) nor GTPase activity (data not 

shown). Thus, not only nucleotide binding, but also the nature of the bound nucleotide itself 

contributes to dimerization and dimerization-stimulated GTP hydrolysis. 

In dynamin, Asp211 adjacent to the G4 motif mediates dimerization by contacting the 

nucleotide in the opposing molecule via a contact to the guanine base (88). This residue is also 

conserved in MxA (Asp253) and contacts the guanine base (Figure 18C) (77). I reasoned that 

the lack of XTPase reaction in MxAM527D/D250N mutant might be caused by the inability of 

Asp253 to contact the xanthosine base in trans. To explore this hypothesis, I sought to restore 

this putative contact in MxA by additionally introducing the D253N mutation, which in 

principle should be able to form two hydrogen bonds with the xanthosine base in trans (Figure 

18D). The MxAM527D/D253N mutant bound GTPγS with comparable affinity to MxAM527D (KD = 

9 µM) (Figure 19E), but did not dimerize in the presence of GDP-AlF4
- (Figure 20E). It also 

did not display any GTPase activity (Figure 21), indicating an involvement of D253 in 

dimerization-induced catalysis of MxA. The MxAM527D/D250N/D253N mutant bound with a 

dissociation constant of 5.6 µM to XTPγS but not to GTPγS (Figure 19F). However, also for 

this mutant, I did not observe XDP-AlF4
--induced dimerization (Fig. 3F) and no stimulated 

XTPase (Figure 21) and GTPase (data not shown) activity, indicating that the D253N mutation 

cannot restore a putative contact to XTP in trans. I speculate that the D250N mutant binds the 

xanthosine base with a slightly different geometry compared to the genuine guanine-base 

binding mode. Such a difference may then affect the overall geometry of the catalytic site in a 

way that is not compatible with G domain dimerization and initiation of nucleotide hydrolysis.  
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3.1.3 A single intact catalytic center is sufficient for nucleotide hydrolysis 

 

To further characterize the requirements for formation of the G domain interface, I analyzed 

the ability of the different mutants to stimulate the GTPase activity of the wt G domain of 

monomeric MxAM527D in a mixed GTPase assay. For these experiments, I employed a constant 

low concentration of 2.5 µM of MxAM527D and added increasing amounts of MxAM527D/T103A, a 

mutant defective in GTP hydrolysis, nucleotide binding (D250N) or G interface formation 

(D253N). Strikingly, the monomeric T103A mutant stimulated the GTPase activity of 

MxAM527D as efficiently as monomeric MxAM527D, (compare Figure 22A with Figure 21) 

whereas the G interface mutant D253N was a less potent activator, indicating that one 

functional GTPase site is sufficient for the formation of a functional G interface with a GTP-

binding competent mutant.  
 

 

Figure 22: Analysis of the GTPase activity. 

(A) The GTPase activity of M527D can be stimulated by monomeric G domain mutants of MxA. 2.5 µM of 

M527D was incubated with the indicated concentrations of the corresponding mutant (see x-axis). The mean 

kobs calculated from two independent experiments is indicated, with the error bar showing the range of the 

two data points. M527D+M527D/T103A (), M527D+M527D/D250N (), M527D+M527D/D253N (). (B) 

Mixed GTPase assays. 37.5 µM of each indicated M527D mutant was used. The mean kobs was calculated 

from two independent experiments, with the error bar showing the range of the two data points. When two 

monomeric G domain mutants were incubated together, their GTPase reactions were mostly additive, e.g. 

no significant additional GTPase stimulation was observed. 

 

The GTP-binding deficient D250N mutant showed only minor GTPase activation of MxAM527D, 

indicating that the loss of nucleotide binding (D250N) in one molecule interferes with 

dimerization-induced GTP hydrolysis. GTP hydrolysis by the monomeric T103A, D250N or 
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D253N mutants could not be restored by any of the other defective mutants (Figure 22B), 

indicating that defects in both partner molecules completely abrogate GTPase activity. 

 

3.1.4 Nucleotide binding and hydrolysis are required for the antiviral function of MxA 

 

In hand of the biochemically described set of G domain mutants, we explored the role of 

nucleotide binding and hydrolysis for the antiviral activity of MxA. Initially, the inhibition of 

the polymerase complex of THOV, which shows high sensitivity to the antiviral effect of MxA 

(177,178) was investigated. A minireplicon reporter assay was used to study the polymerase 

activity of THOV (79). For the reconstitution of vRNPs, we co-expressed the viral polymerase 

subunits and the viral NP, together with an artificial RNA minigenome encoding the firefly 

luciferase reporter gene. These vRNPs are active in transcription and replication of the 

minigenome. Additional expression of wt MxA suppressed viral polymerase activity to 2% 

relative to control (Figure 23A). Interestingly, all G domain amino acid substitutions tested led 

to a partial or complete loss of the antiviral function (Figure 23A, Table 3) indicating that the 

complete cycle of GTP binding, hydrolysis and G domain dimerization is crucial for the 

antiviral effect.  
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Figure 23: G domain mutants interact with the viral NP.  

(A) 293T cells were co-transfected with expression plasmids for the THOV-minireplicon system, consisting 

of the viral polymerase subunits (10 ng each), NP (50 ng), and the pPolI-FF-Luc minigenome encoding firefly 

luciferase (50 ng) as well as expression plasmids for MxA or MxA mutants (100 ng) for 24 h. Firefly 

luciferase activity determined in the cell lysates was normalized to the activity of Renilla luciferase encoded 

by the co-transfected pRL-SV40 plasmid (10 ng). The activity in the absence of MxA, empty vector control, 

was set to 100%. Results are presented as means of technical duplicates of three independent experiments. 

Protein expression of Flag-tagged Mx, viral NP, and β-actin were determined by Western blot analysis. (B) 

Co-precipitation of viral NP with MxA. 293T cells were transfected with Flag-tagged MxA constructs and 

infected with THOV (10 MOI). At 24 h post infection, the cell lysates were subjected to Flag-specific 

immunoprecipitation. Flag-MxA and co-precipitated THOV-NP as well as whole cell lysates (WCL) were 

analyzed by Western blot. One representative result for three individual experiments is shown. These 

experiments were performed by Laura Graf in Freiburg. 

 

A direct interaction of MxA with the NP of THOV, the major constituent of the viral RNPs, 

has been demonstrated (179). It involves loop L4 at the tip of the stalk that directly interacts 

with the viral NP (79) (see also 1.6.3). To test the influence of the G domain mutations on viral 

target interaction, cells expressing the respective Flag-tagged MxA mutants were infected with 

THOV, and viral NP was co-precipitated from the cell lysates using a Flag-specific antibody. 

Only in the presence of wt MxA, we were able to co-precipitate the viral NP, but not by an 

MxA mutant with a deletion of loop L4 (ΔL4) which represents the putative NP interaction site 

(Figure 23B, lane 9) (79). Interestingly, in pull-down experiments, the G domain mutants 

K83A, T103A, D250N, D253N, D250N/D253N efficiently precipitated THOV NP from the 

infected cells (Figure 23B). V185Y was included in the analysis because this exchange was 

recently shown to disrupt formation of the G interface (77). This mutant also bound efficiently 
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to the NP (Fig. 5B, lane 5), but showed reduced antiviral activity (Figure 23A). These results 

indicate that nucleotide binding and hydrolysis of MxA are not required for THOV RNP 

binding but are essential for executing the subsequent antiviral effect against THOV. 

Similarly, the inhibition of a highly pathogenic H5N1 influenza A virus (180) was assessed 

using a previously described minireplicon reporter assay for IFAV (138). In these assays, wt 

MxA inhibited viral replication by 80% (Figure 24A). However, all tested G domain mutations 

completely abrogated antiviral activity.  

 

 

Figure 24: A functional GTPase is crucial for antiviral activity.  

(A) 293T cells were co-transfected with expression plasmids for the IFAV minireplicon system of VN/04, 

consisting of the viral polymerase subunits (10 ng each), NP (100 ng), and the pPolI-FF-Luc minigenome 

encoding firefly luciferase under the control of the viral promoter (50 ng) as well as expression plasmids for 

MxA or MxA mutants (300 ng). After 24 h, firefly luciferase activity was determined in the cell lysates and 

normalized to the activity of Renilla luciferase encoded by the co-transfected pRL-SV40 plasmid (10 ng). 

The activity in the absence of MxA, empty vector control, was set to 100%. Protein expression of Flag-

tagged MxA, viral NP, and β-actin were determined by Western blot analysis. (B) Dominant-negative effect 

of MxA mutants on wt MxA activity. HA-tagged wt MxA (300 ng) was co-transfected with the components 

of the VN/04 minireplicon system as described for panel A and increasing amounts (50 ng, 100 ng, 200 ng) 

of the indicated Flag-tagged MxA mutants. Results are presented as means of technical duplicates of three 

independent experiments. These experiments were performed by Laura Graf in Freiburg. 

 

To further explore the effect of these mutants, co-expression of some of these mutants with wt 

MxA was performed, expecting a stimulatory effect, as detected for the stimulation of the 

GTPase activity in Figure 22A. Interestingly, the co-expressed the G domain mutants even at 

low concentrations, interfered with the antiviral activity of wt MxA in a dominant-negative 

fashion (Figure 24B). However, the oligomerization-defective mutant MxAM527D that was 
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shown to be antivirally inactive (75) did not affect the antiviral activity of wt MxA in these co-

expression experiments, presumably because it is not incorporated into wt MxA oligomers due 

to its inability to for higher-oligomers. This suggests that incorporation of GTP-binding or 

GTPase-deficient MxA molecules into a hetero-oligomeric complex hampers the antiviral 

activity of wt MxA. 

 

3.1.5 Role of nucleotide binding and hydrolysis in formation of cytoplasmic MxA 

assemblies 

 

To further characterize the role of GTP binding and hydrolysis on intracellular distribution of 

MxA, we transfected HeLa cells with the different GTP binding deficient mutants and analyzed 

their localization by immunofluorescence using a MxA specific antibody (181). In agreement 

with previous data, wt MxA showed a diffuse cytosolic staining with some punctate structures 

(Figure 25).  

 

 

Figure 25: Intracellular distribution of MxA G domain mutants.  

HeLa cells were transfected with expression plasmids for wt MxA or MxA mutants (50 ng). 24 h post 

transfection, cells were fixed and stained with a specific antibody against MxA. Results are representative 

of three individual experiments. These experiments were performed by Laura Graf in Freiburg. 

 

These structures co-localized with Syntaxin 17, a marker of the smooth ER indicating an 

association of wt MxA with this membrane compartment (Figure 26), as reported previously 

(101). In contrast, the GTPase-deficient mutants, K83A, T103A, V185Y and D253N, that 

showed GTP binding but no GTP hydrolysis, aggregated in large cytosolic clusters (Figure 25). 

These clusters also co-localized with the smooth ER marker Syntaxin 17 (Figure 26). However, 

MxAD250N, the only mutant defective in GTP binding, showed a cytosolic distribution without 
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punctate aggregates (Figure 25), pointing to a role of GTP binding for the formation of 

intracellular MxA assemblies that are associated with Syntaxin 17-positive membranes. This 

finding was supported by the observation that introduction of the D250N mutation into GTPase-

deficient MxA mutants also led to an cytoplasmic distribution, as shown for MxAT103A, 

MxAV185Y, and MxAD253N versus the respective double mutants  (Figure 25 and Figure 26). 

 

 

Figure 26: Co-localization study of MxA G domain mutants with Syntaxin 17.  

HeLa cells were transfected with expression plasmids for wt MxA or MxA mutants (50 ng). At 24 h post 

transfection, cells were fixed and stained with specific antibodies against MxA (green) and Syntaxin 17 (red). 

Immunofluorescence analysis was performed using a confocal laser-scanning microscope. These 

experiments were performed by Laura Graf. 

 

In further experiments, we tested the intracellular redistribution of the MxA mutants induced 

by LACV infection. LACV replicates in the cytoplasm, and the viral nucleoprotein (N) 

accumulates in the Golgi area at a late phase of the replication cycle (Figure 27, vector, white 

arrow).  
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Figure 27: Complex formation of MxA with the LACV nucleoprotein (N).  

Vero cells were transfected with the indicated MxA expression constructs (50 ng) and infected with LACV. 

At 18 h post infection, cells were fixed and immunofluorescence analysis was performed using specific 

antibodies against MxA (green) and LACV-N (red). The mock panel shows overlay images of transfected 

and mock-infected cells. The white arrows indicate accumulation of N protein in the Golgi area that is 

devoid of an MxA signal. In wt MxA-expressing cells, yellow arrows indicate formation of ER resident MxA-

N assemblies. Experiments were performed by Laura Graf. 

 

During the process of MxA-mediated restriction of LACV replication, MxA was able to 

associate with newly synthesized viral N protein and sequesters it into large perinuclear MxA-

N assemblies, which could be used as a readout for the antiviral effect (104). Accordingly, wt 

MxA formed the characteristic perinuclear assemblies with the viral N upon infection with 

LACV (Figure 27, wt, yellow arrow). In contrast, the GTPase-deficient mutants, MxAT103A and 
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MxAD253N, that spontaneously aggregated into MxA assemblies, did not show obvious 

redistribution upon viral infection and thus did not limit viral replication, as indicated by the 

localization of N to the Golgi area (Figure 27, white arrows). Interestingly, the GTP-binding 

deficient mutants MxAD250N and MxAD250N/D253N showed a diffuse cytoplasmic staining pattern 

and did not form a complex with viral N (Figure 27). Taken together, these results suggest that 

MxA mutants defective in GTP binding, G domain dimerization and GTP hydrolysis lose 

antiviral activity against orthomyxoviruses and LACV. 

 

3.1.6 G255E and V268M are natural genetic variations in the putative G interface  

 

Human MxA is highly conserved with only few allelic variations in the human population. A 

recent analysis of genomic DNA from healthy individuals identified some rare variants in the 

MX1 gene (182). Two of them are located in the G interface and lead to an exchange of glycine 

to glutamic acid at position 255 and valine to methionine at position 268, respectively (182) 

(Figure 28A).  

I tested whether these polymorphisms affect the catalysis and function of MxA. Interestingly, 

the MxAM527D/V268M and MxAM527D/G255E mutants displayed reduced or a complete loss of GDP-

AlF4
--induced dimerization (Figure 28B, C). Correspondingly, these polymorphisms also led to 

a reduction and a complete loss of GTPase activation, respectively (Figure 28D), suggesting 

that these mutations decrease the capacity to form a functional G interface to different extents. 

Furthermore, the G255E mutation completely abolished the antiviral activity of MxA in the 

IFAV minireplicon assay and led to cytoplasmic aggregates when expressed in HeLa cells. The 

MxAV268M mutant showed a slight, but significant reduction of antiviral activity (Figure 28E) 

and a diffuse cytosolic staining with small punctate assemblies that were different from the few 

large aggregates formed by MxAG255E. The pattern was reminiscent of that observed for wt 

MxA (Figure 28F, Figure 25). 
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Figure 28: Effects of MxA polymorphisms in the G interface.  

(A) Homology model of the MxA GTPase domain dimer as in Figure 18A. Interface residues are depicted 

as balls: V185 (purple), G255 (red), V268 (green) with the subscript indicating monomer A or B, 

respectively. (B and C) Analytical gel filtration analysis of M527D/G255E and M527D/V268M as in Figure 

20. (D) Protein concentration-dependent GTPase activities of M527D (), M527D/V268M () and 

M527D/G255E () as in Figure 21. (E) IFAV-minireplicon system of VN/04, as described in Figure 24A. 

Significance was calculated with Student’s t test (n=3). **p=0.0058; ***p=0.0002. (F) Intracellular 

distribution of G255E and V268M in HeLa cells, as in Figure 25. Experiments in E and F were performed 

by Laura Graf. 
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3.2 Biochemical characterization of the human MxB GTPase 

 

MxA and MxB share 63 % sequence identity and despite minor differences like a 43 residue 

N-terminal extension in MxB, which contains a nuclear localization signal within the first 25 

residues (NLS, nuclear MxB), they show a high degree of structural similarity (see 1.6) (80,81). 

Recently it was shown, that the myxovirus resistant protein 2 (Mx2 or MxB), but not MxA, is 

an interferon-induced potent inhibitor of the human immunodeficiency virus type I (HIV-I) (70-

72). Furthermore, it was shown that MxB inhibits HIV-I nuclear import by interacting with the 

viral capsid protein or destabilization of the nuclear viral DNA (70-72). MxA has no antiviral 

activity against HIV-I but is a potent restriction factor for DNA and RNA viruses like the 

Orthomyxoviridae family (IFAV, THOV). MxA interacts and blocks the import of vRNPs into 

the nucleus. Interestingly, it was postulated that the MxB antiviral activity is nucleotide-

independent (72), which is contrary to the GTP-dependent antiviral activity of MxA (75,76). In 

the following chapter, I sought to biochemically characterize the MxB protein to deduce 

possible differences to MxA which may be important for the differential antiviral spectrum. 

 

3.2.1 Expression of a soluble MxB construct 

 

To get sufficient amounts of a soluble MxB construct for subsequent biochemical 

characterization, the human MxB cDNA was cloned into a bacterial expression vector (see 2.2), 

expressed in E. coli  and purified via affinity chromatography and gelfiltration (see 2.3.3). Most 

of the MxB constructs listed in Table 2 (see 2.2.10) were insoluble, even in high salt conditions 

(500 mM NaCl) and therefore not suitable for biochemical characterization. Nonetheless, I 

could generate a soluble constructs, MxBΔN85/ΔL4 (L4 corresponds to amino acid 580-609), and 

the point mutant T151A of this construct. T151 in MxB corresponds to T103A in MxA, and the 

T103A exchange in MxA was shown to block GTP hydrolysis, but not GTP binding (see 3.1.2 

and 3.1.3).  

As an example, the purification of MxBΔN85/ΔL4 is illustrated in Figure 29. Figure 29C shows 

the gel filtration chromatogram of the purified protein. Despite a relatively high tendency of 

aggregation, a reasonable fraction of a lower order species could be obtained (Figure 29C, 

Fractions from 60-70 mL) for biochemical studies. The nucleotide loading status of purified 

MxB was monitored by HPLC analysis (see 2.3.8) (Figure 29D). Both MxB variants were 

nucleotide-free after purification. 
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Figure 29: Expression and purification of hsMxBΔN85+ΔL4. 

(A) SDS-PAGE of hsMxBΔN85/ΔL4 purification. I, induced whole cell E. coli lysate; SN, supernatant fraction 

of the cell lysate; P, pellet fraction; FT, flow-through of the soluble extract on Ni2+-NTA column; W1, flow-

through of the high-salt and ATP wash (wash 1); W2, flow-through of the high-imidazole wash (wash 2); 

A2-A4, elution fractions; M, protein molecular weight marker. (B) SDS-PAGE of the SEC profile seen in 

C. Fractions 25-30 were pooled for biochemical analysis. The molecular weights of the markers are 

indicated. (C) Gel filtration profile of MxBΔN85/ΔL4. (D) The nucleotide-loading status was analyzed by 

HPLC. The GTP standard is shown in cyan, GDP in green, buffer in black and purified MxB in purple. 40 

µM of protein was applied. 

 

3.2.2 The oligomerization state of MxB 

 

The human MxA protein is a tetramer in solution and further oligomerization is a prerequisite 

for its antiviral activity in the cell (75,76). To probe the oligomerization state of the expressed 

cytoplasmic MxB construct (MxBΔN85/ΔL4), gel filtration analysis combined with right angle 

light scattering (RALS) was performed (see 2.3.12 and 2.3.13).  
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Under the used conditions, the protein showed a dimeric state (Figure 30), which is in 

agreement with recently published studies, where a construct lacking the first 84 amino acids 

was used (80,81). Likewise, analytical ultracentrifugation studies of MxA lacking the loop L4 

showed a stable dimer (75). Dimeric MxB was also demonstrated to be the antiviral active form 

(80), although a construct including the L4 was used. This indicates that, in contrast to MxA 

loop L4 is not important for MxB tetramerization. 

 

 

Figure 30: Right angle light scattering analysis of MxB ΔN85/ΔL4.  

The protein was separated using a S200 10/300 gel filtration column and detected at 280 nm. The RALS 

data indicates a dimeric species for MxBΔN85/ΔL4. Experiments were performed in gel filtration buffer (500 

mM NaCl) at 4°C using a protein-concentration of 2 mg/mL. 

 

3.2.3 Concentration-dependent GTP hydrolysis of MxB 

 

GTP hydrolysis (130,131) and oligomerization of MxA via the stalk (75,76,183,184) are 

important for its antiviral activity. Furthermore, a protein concentration-dependent increase in 

GTPase activity is characteristic for the dynamin superfamily. Together with the group of Prof. 

Kochs, I could show in chapter 3.1 that nucleotide binding and formation of a G interface is 

critical for the intracellular localization and the antiviral function of MxA.  

To obtain information on the GTPase activity of the engineered cytoplasmic MxB construct 

(ΔN85/ΔL4) and on its protein concentration-dependent GTPase activity, multiple turnover 

assays were performed (see 2.3.11), using 1 mM GTP and various protein concentrations 

(Figure 31). In previous studies, it was shown that wt MxA has a kmax of approx. 6 min-1 (75), 

and a similar value was obtained here for MxB. Furthermore, MxBΔN85/ΔL4 displayed a protein-

concentration dependent GTPase activity increase (Figure 31), like MxA and other dynamin 

family members, and showed a similar GTPase activity compared to wt MxA.  
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Figure 31: GTPase activity of MxB compared to MxA. 

Protein-concentration-dependent GTPase activities of MxBΔN85/ΔL4 (■) and wt MxA (▲) were determined at 

37°C and 150 mM NaCl. 1 mM of GTP and the indicated protein concentrations were used. The mean of 

kobs calculated from two independent experiments is indicated with the error bar showing the range of the 

two data points. 

 

3.2.4 MxA stimulates the GTPase activity of MxB 

 

MxA blocks the import of viral ribonucleoprotein complexes (vRNPs) into the nucleus and an 

interaction of MxA protein with viral NPs or vRNPs was demonstrated for influenza A virus 

(IFAV), Thogoto virus (THOV) and LACV (108,111,136). In contrast, MxB has recently been 

shown to be a potent inhibitor of HIV and other lentiviruses (70-72,134). Cytoplasmic (76 kDa) 

and nuclear (78 kD) forms of MxB exist (135,185), and at least the cytoplasmic form could in 

principle interact with the highly homologues cytoplasmic MxA. Therefore, the possibility of 

a putative interaction and GTPase regulation of MxA and MxB was investigated in this chapter. 

I analyzed the ability of MxBΔN85/ΔL4 to stimulate the GTPase activity of the wt monomeric 

MxAM527D in a mixed GTPase assay according to the experiments performed in chapter 3.1.3. 

For these experiments, I employed a constant low concentration of 2.5 µM of MxAM527D and 

added increasing amounts of MxAM527D/T103A or MxBΔN85/ΔL4/T151A mutants defective in GTP 

hydrolysis (Figure 32A). As shown already in 3.1.3, the monomeric T103A mutant stimulated 

the GTPase activity of MxAM527D as efficiently as monomeric MxAM527D, whereas 

MxBΔN85/ΔL4/T151A could not stimulate the GTPase activity of MxAM527D (Figure 32A).  

Next, I used a constant low concentration of 2.5 µM of MxBΔN85/ΔL4 and added increasing 

concentrations of MxAM527D/T103A or MxBΔN85/ΔL4/T151A. Surprisingly, MxAM527D/T103A could 
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stimulate the GTPase activity of MxBΔN85/ΔL4, albeit to a lower degree compared to the 

monomeric MxA variant in Figure 32A. The addition of the GTPase-deficient 

MxBΔN85/ΔL4/T151A mutant did not show any stimulatory effect on the GTPase activity. These 

data support the hypothesis of an MxA-MxB interaction and a putative regulatory mechanism 

of their GTPase activities. However, since MxA performs its GTPase stimulation via G domain 

dimerization, and MxB was used in a dimeric state (see 3.2.2), further investigations using a 

monomeric MxB construct could shed additional light on this mechanism. 

 

  

Figure 32: Analysis of the GTPase activity of MxA and MxB. 

(A) The GTPase activity of MxAM527D can be stimulated by a monomeric MxA G domain mutant T103A 

(see also 3.1.3) but not by a dimeric MxB mutant (T151A). 2.5 µM of MxAM527D was incubated with the 

indicated concentrations of the corresponding (MxAM527D/T103A or MxBΔN85/ΔL4/T151A) mutant (see x-axis). The 

insert shows the GTPase activity of MxAM527D/T103A (a) or MxBΔN85/ΔL4/T151A (b) at 37.5 µM and 1 mM GTP. 

The mean kobs calculated from two independent experiments is indicated, with the error bar showing the 

range of the two data points. MxAM527D+M527D/T103A (), MxAM527D+MxBΔN85/ΔL4/T151A (). (B) The 

GTPase activity of MxBΔN85/ΔL4 can be stimulated by a monomeric MxA G domain mutant T103A, but not 

by the T151A variant of the dimeric MxB variant. 2.5 µM of MxBΔN85/ΔL4 was incubated with the indicated 

concentrations of the corresponding (MxAM527D/T103A or MxBΔN85/ΔL4/T151A) mutant (see x-axis). The mean kobs 

calculated from two independent experiments is indicated, with the error bar showing the range of the two 

data points. MxBΔN85/ΔL4+MxAM527D/T103A (), MxBΔN85/ΔL4+MxBΔN85/ΔL4/T151A (Δ). 

 

 

3.3 Biochemical and structural characterization of the THOV and DHOV 

NP 

 

3.3.1 Protein over-expression and solubility tests 
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Some of the Orthomyxoviridae family members including IFAV, IFBV NPs were object of 

comprehensive functional and structural investigations during the last years, and crystal 

structures of some of those (44-46) led to a better understanding of the viral replication cycle. 

However, the atomic structure of the THOV NP, which shares approximately 19% sequence 

identity with the IFV NPs, has not been elucidated. As a main target of the human MxA protein 

(108), the THOV NP was subject of biochemical and structural investigations during this study.  

At the beginning of the NP project, I sought to express the IFAV NP (H5N1 and two variations 

of H1N1, Figure 33) and the THOV NP as GST- and His6-fusions. To test the expression and 

solubility of the NPs, the cDNAs were cloned into bacterial expression vectors (see 2.2) and 

expressed in E. coli (see 2.3.2).  

 

 

Figure 33: Expression and solubility test of IFAV and THOV NPs. 

(A) SDS-PAGE of wt NPs expressed as N-terminal GST-fusion in pGEX-6P1 for over-expression and 

solubility test. NI, non-induced; I, induced whole cell E. coli lysate; SN, supernatant fraction of the cell 

lysate; P, pellet fraction; M, protein molecular weight marker. (B) SDS-PAGE of wt NPs expressed as N-

terminal His6-fusion in the pSKB-LNB vector for over-expression and solubility test. 

 

 

In test expression experiments, a clear over-expression band was visible for the GST-tagged 

H1N1 1918 NP with a size of 82 kDa including the GST tag, the H5N1 NP (82 kDa), and the 

THOV NP (78 kDa). Only low expression levels were detected for the H1N1 2009 NP (82 kD, 

Figure 33). However, all NPs expressed as a GST-fusions were insoluble and were 

consequently found in the pellet (P) fraction (Figure 33A). Dimerization of the GST protein 

may facilitate the unspecific oligomerization/aggregation of the viral NP.  
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In contrast to the GST-fusions, all NPs were highly over-expressed when expressed as His6 

fusions with the pSKB-LNB vector. The 56 kDa band represents the IFAV NPs and the 52 kDa 

band represents the THOV NP in the IPTG-induced fractions (I) (Figure 33B). Even if soluble 

protein was found in the supernatant for the IFAV NPs, the majority of the protein remained 

insoluble in the pellet (P) fraction. The THOV NP showed the highest amount of soluble protein 

in the supernatant (S) (Figure 33B), and further studies were therefore focused on the THOV 

NP. 

 

3.3.2 Large scale NP expression and purification 

 

As shown in chapter 3.3.1, the THOV NP was best expressed and showed sufficient solubility 

using the pSKB-LNB vector providing an N-terminal His6-tag. For structural studies, sufficient 

amounts of highly pure protein are indispensable. To achieve this, a large scale purification was 

performed (see 2.3.3). The purification procedure included one affinity chromatography and 

one size exclusion chromatography step (see 2.3.3). The purification resulted in NP of over 

95% purity, as assessed by SDS-PAGE (Figure 34A for THOV NP and Figure 35A for DHOV 

NP). The NPs eluted in a single peak at 150 mM NaCl on a Superdex 200 16/60 (Figure 34B 

for THOV NP, and Figure 35B for DHOV NP).  

 

 

Figure 34: Expression and purification of the wt THOV NP. 

(A) Typical SDS-PAGE of wt THOV NP purification. NI, non-induced; I, induced whole cell E. coli lysate; 

SN, supernatant fraction of the cell lysate; P, pellet fraction; FT, flow-through of the soluble extract on Ni2+-

NTA column; W1, flow-through of the high-salt and ATP wash (wash 1); W2, flow-through of the high-

imidazole wash (wash 2); A3 and A6, elution 1 fractions; PD, post digestion with PreScissionTM protease 

(visible at approx. 42 kDa); A2, B2 and B6, elution 2 fractions (removal of the GST-tagged protease via 
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GSH-column); S, SEC fraction 24 to 27; M, protein molecular weight marker. (B) Gel filtration profile of 

wt THOV NP on a Superdex 200 16/60 column. Pooled fractions are indicated. 

 

 

Figure 35: Expression and purification of the wt DHOV NP. 

(A) Typical SDS-PAGE of wt DHOV NP purification. NI, non-induced; SN, supernatant fraction of the cell 

lysate; P, pellet fraction; FT, flow-through of the soluble extract on Ni2+-NTA column; W1, flow-through of 

the high-salt and ATP wash (wash 1); W2, flow-through of the high-imidazole wash (wash 2); E1, elution 1 

fractions; PD, post digestion with PreScissionTM protease (visible at approx. 42 kDa); FT2, flow-through 2 

(removal of the GST-tagged protease via a GSH-column); E2, elution 2 fractions; S, SEC fraction 60-70mL; 

M, protein molecular weight marker. (B) Gel filtration profile of wt DHOV NP on a Superdex 200 16/60 

column. 

 

 

3.3.3 Salt and protein concentration optimization 

 

For buffer optimization of the THOV NP, the NaCl concentration was optimized (50 mM–500 

mM) using an ultracentrifugation spin assay (see 2.3.16). The stability of the protein was 

monitored by the supernatant/pellet ratio after a quick ultracentrifugation run. Unstable proteins 

tend to aggregate and can be found in the pellet (P), whereas stable proteins are present in the 

supernatant (S) fraction. Equivalent amounts of supernatant (S) and pellet (P) were loaded on 

SDS–PAGE. As can be seen in Figure 36A, the THOV NP is stable in the range of 50 mM to 

500 mM NaCl, because all of the protein was found in the soluble (S) fraction.  

Protein crystallization requires a relatively high protein concentration. To test if the THOV 

(Figure 36B) and DHOV NP (Figure 36C) fulfill this requirement without the tendency of 

aggregation, the same spin assay experiments, with varying concentrations were performed. 

Both NPs show high stability up to 15 mg/mL. In conclusion, for the crystallization trials, 

protein concentrations between 10 and 15 mg/ mL were used.  
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Figure 36: Salt and protein concentration optimization for THOV and DHOV NP. 

(A) Wt THOV NP stability under different NaCl concentration at 25°C. Wt THOV (B) and DHOV (C) NP 

stability under different protein concentrations at 25°C. S - Supernatant, P - Pellet. 

 

3.3.4 Folding status of the THOV NP 

 

For structural investigation of a protein, a homogenous and properly folded sample is a 

prerequisite for the success of the project. Therefore, qualitative CD-spectra were recorded, 

according to 2.3.7. As an example, the wt THOV NP CD spectrum is shown in Figure 37. The 

spectrum was compared to the IFAV H1N1 1918 NP (Figure 37). The crystal structure of the 

IFAV H1N1 NP was solved in 2006 (44) and is mainly α-helical, which is substantiated by the 

CD-spectrum in Figure 37 (black curve).  

The Orthomyxoviridae family shows a low sequence similarity within their NPs (see Appendix 

D - Orthomyxoviridae nucleoprotein alignment). However, the THOV NP displays a similar, 

mainly α-helical CD-profile with negative absorption bands at approximately 222 nm and 208 

nm, as well a positive absorption band at 190 nm (Figure 37, green curve). In conclusion, the 

CD-profile shows a properly folded THOV NP, confirming an appropriate expression and 

purification strategy. 
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Figure 37: CD-spectra of the wt THOV NP and wt IFAV H1N1 NP.  

Spectra were recorded on a qCD Chirascan spectrometer (Applied Photophysics) from 190 to 260 nm in a 

0.1 cm cell. 0.2 mg/mL of protein was used for the measurements in a phosphate buffer (see 2.1.10). 

Measurements were performed in triplicate and baseline-corrected by subtraction of the buffer. 

 

3.3.5 RNA and DNA binding 

 

The THOV and DHOV contain a segmented, negative strand RNA genome, like the IFA, B and 

C virus. Each RNA segment is covered by multiple copies of the NP and is associated with the 

heterotrimeric polymerase complex into viral ribonucleoprotein (vRNP) particles. At first, the 

influence of the length of a poly-uracil RNA oligomer (polyU or pU) on NP binding was tested 

calorimetrically by ITC (see 2.3.9 and 2.1.10) (

 

Figure 38). A polyU sequence was chosen to avoid possible secondary structures of the RNA. 

THOV NP showed the highest affinity towards a polyU24 molecule with a calculated 
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dissociation constant (KD) of 130 ± 20 nM. Shortening the RNA ligands resulted in a clear 

affinity decrease, with the lowest affinity for the pU14 (KD = 2 ± 1 µM) (Table 4).  

 

 

Figure 38: Wt THOV NP bound to polyU-molecules of different length. 

Integrated ITC signals for the wt THOV NP bound to different oligos. 150 µM solutions of the indicated 

RNA oligo were stepwise titrated into 10 µM solutions of wt THOV NP at 8°C in an ITC device. Resulting 

heat changes were integrated and the obtained values fitted to a quadratic binding equation. The following 

KD values were derived from the fittings. pU14: KD=2.1±1 µM, n=0.5±0.08, pU16: KD=1.2±0.4 µM, 

n=0.9±0.06, pU18: KD=427±86 nM, n=1.4±0.03, pU24: KD=133±17 nM, n=0.8±0.01. Experiments were 

performed in ITC buffer (see 2.1.10). 

 

As can be seen from the high negative ΔH-value, the binding of the THOV NP towards the 

pU24mer is mainly enthalpy-driven. This binding event requires a high extent of 

conformational changes of the RNA upon binding, indicated by the highly unfavorable entropic 

factor (Figure 39, pU24). One possible explanation is that there are RNA-induced large scale 

changes. However, another reason might be the solvent contribution in changing the free 

binding energy arises from reorganization (solvation/desolvation) of solvent-solvent or solvent 

solute (protein and RNA) interactions. Similar to the pU24mer, the pU18mer shows a mostly 

favorable enthalpic binding mechanism, although to a lower extent. The shorter the oligo, the 

less entropically unfavorable conformational changes are required upon binding as can be seen 

for the pU16 and pU14 oligo. 
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Figure 39: Thermodynamic parameters for the wt THOV NP bound to different polyU 

oligos. 

The thermodynamic binding parameters obtained from the ITC measurements in Figure 38. 

 

Next, I also tested the ability of THOV NP binding to ssDNA. Accordingly, ssDNA (polyT) 

was used as a ligand, and a 5-fold lower affinity for the wt THOV NP towards pT24 was 

observed (Figure 40A). Finally, DHOV NP was tested for its binding affinity towards the 24mer 

pU molecule. Wt DHOV NP bound to pU24 with a similar affinity as wt THOV NP (Figure 

40B).  
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Figure 40: RNA binding assays for THOV and DHOV NP. 

150 µM solutions of the indicated RNA oligo were stepwise titrated into 10 µM solutions of THOV or DHOV 

NP at 8°C in an ITC device. Resulting heat changes were integrated and the obtained values fitted to a 

quadratic binding equation. The following KD values were derived from the fittings. (A) RNA vs. DNA 

binding for the wt THOV NP. pU24: KD=133±17 nM, n=0.8±0.01, pT24: KD=598±107µM, n=0.60±0.02. (B) 

Wt DHOV NP binds to a pU24mer with similar affinity like THOV NP. pU24 (DHOV NP): KD=50±10 nM, 

n=1.0±0.01 (see 2.1.10). 

 

IFAV NPs are believed to bind nonspecifically to the single-stranded viral RNA genome (186). 

The only viral protein with sequence specificity is the viral polymerase that binds the 5′ viral 

RNA and the 5′-3′ panhandle structure (26,187-190). Sequence analysis indicates that the first 

12 nucleotides from the 3’ end and the first 13 nucleotides from the 5’end are highly conserved 

among the eight IFAV segments (191). These regions are termed the untranslated regions 

(UTRs), and form the promotor for the transcription and replication. These conserved regions 

are bound by the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp), whereas the rest of the pseudo-

circularized vRNA is coated with NP. Recently, structural information was obtained on the 

mechanism of promotor binding (192,193).  

To analyse if the THOV NP can discriminate between the coding and non-coding (UTRs) 

regions of the viral segment, binding affinities towards RNA oligos comprising the first 10 

nucleotides from the 3’ and 5’ends of segment 5, which encodes the NP itself, were tested for 

THOV NP. Surprisingly, THOV NP bound these sequence with a 10-fold (for the 3’ sequence) 

and a 6-fold (for the 5’ sequence) lower affinity compared to the pU18-ssRNA (Figure 41A). 
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Using DNA instead of RNA, the effect was less obvious (Figure 41B). However, more 

experiments are inevitable to get a more detailed view on this mechanism of binding.  

 

Figure 41: Integrated ITC graphs for the wt THOV bound to viral UTRs. 

150 µM solutions of the indicated RNA oligo were stepwise titrated into 10 µM solutions of wt THOV NP at 

8°C in an ITC device. Resulting heat changes were integrated and the obtained values fitted to a quadratic 

binding equation. The following KD values were derived from the fittings. (A) RNA sequence specificity of 

wt THOV NP towards segment 5 (encodes the NP). pU18: KD=427±86 nM, n=1.4±0.03, 3’S5-pU18ssRNA: 

KD=4.1±0.6 µM, n=1±0.03, 5’S5-pU18ssRNA: KD=2.3±0.2 µM, n=1.5±0.01. (B) DNA sequence specificity of 

wt THOV NP towards segment 5. pT24: KD=598±107 µM, n=0.6±0.02, 3’S5-pU18ssRNA: KD=1.06±0.14 µM, 

n=0.5±0.02 (see 2.1.10). 

 

Analysis of the thermodynamic profiles of the binding to the 3’ and 5’ ends of segment 5 

indicates an endothermic character of RNA binding (Figure 42, compare A, B and C with D). 

This can be interpreted by the ability of the THOV NP to unwind possible secondary structures 

of the used RNA. Furthermore, the calorimetric data suggests a so called “enthalpy-entropy 

compensation”. This means that favorable changes in binding enthalpy are compensated by 

opposite changes in binding entropy and vice versa. This results in very small changes in the 

overall free binding energy. The sequences used and the binding affinities together with the 

stoichiometry are summarized in Table 4. 
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Figure 42: Thermodynamic parameters for the wt THOV NP bound to viral UTRs. 

The thermodynamic binding parameters obtained from the ITC measurements in Figure 41. 

 

Oligo Sequence Binding 

affinity (KD) 

Stoichiometry  

(n) 

pU14 UUUUUUUUUUUUUU 2.1±1.0 µM 0.5±0.08 

pU16 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU 1.2±0.4 µM 0.9±0.06 

pU18 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU 427±86 nM 1.4±0.03 

pU24 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU 133±17 nM 0.8±0.01 

pT24 TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT 598±107 nM 0.6±0.02 

    

3’S5-24ssDNA CCAAAAAACTGCCTTGATTTCTCT 1.06±0.14 µM 0.5±0.02 

3’S5-

pU18ssRNA 

UUUUUUUUUGAUUUCUCU 4.1±0.6 µM 1.0±0.03 

5’S5-

pU18ssRNA 

AGCAAAAACAUUUUUUUU 2.3±0.2 µM 1.5±0.01 

Table 4: RNA/DNA sequences and binding parameters for the wt THOV NP. 
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3.3.6 Oligomeric state of the NPs 

 

The IFAV NPs are mainly trimeric in solution (44,45,194) and IFBV NP shows a tetrameric 

character (46). To investigate the oligomerization state of the expressed THOV and DHOV 

NPs, the NPs were subjected to analytical gel filtration coupled to an “in-line” RALS device 

(see 2.3.13) and sedimentation velocity analytical ultracentrifugation experiments (see 2.3.14) 

to determine their relative molecular mass.  

A RALS device measures the scattered laser light intensity at 90° to the incident beam. From 

the measured intensity and the sample concentration, the sample’s molecular weight and 

oligomeric state can be directly calculated. Using RALS analysis, THOV NP showed a mainly 

trimeric character in the absence of RNA (Apo) (Figure 43A). An apparent molecular mass of 

160 kDa corresponds to a THOV NP trimer (MW of a monomer is 52 kDa). DHOV NP (MW 

of a monomer is 52 kDa) elutes at the same retention volume (12.5 mL) as the THOV NP, 

indicating the same oligomeric state for the DHOV NP (Figure 43B). 

In sedimentation velocity analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC), the movement of solutes in a 

centrifugal field is interpreted using hydrodynamic theory to define the size, shape and 

interactions of macromolecules. In agreement with the analytical gel filtration/RALS 

experiments, the AUC results indicate a trimeric species for both NPs in the apo form (Figure 

43C). 

 

 

Figure 43: Oligomeric state of the wt THOV and wt DHOV NP in solution. 

(A) 50 µl of THOV NP at a concentration of 4 mg/mL was applied on a S200 10/300 gel filtration column 

connected to a RALS detector in gel filtration buffer (150 mM NaCl). The purple curve refers to the right 

y-axis and indicates the average molecular mass within the eluted peak. (B) Retention volume comparison 

on a S200 10/300 column of THOV (green curve) and DHOV NP (blue curve) at an initial concentration of 

2 mg/mL (C) Analytical ultracentrifugation sedimentation velocity experiments of THOV and DHOV NP 

at 0.5 mg/mL in gel filtration buffer (150 mM NaCl). The relative protein concentration c(s) as a function 

of the normalized sedimentation coefficient s20,w is plotted. 
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To test if RNA binding causes THOV NP self-association, the NP was incubated with a 

pU24mer ssRNA (1:0.5, NP:RNA) and RALS experiments were performed. RNA-binding to 

an NP trimer did not affect NP-NP association or further oligomerization (compare Figure 43A 

with Figure 44). 

 

 

Figure 44: Trimeric form of wt THOV NP bound to a pU24mer ssRNA. 

(A) Upon preincubation of THOV NP at a concentration of 2 mg/mL with a pU24mer ssRNA oligo (1:0.5, 

NP:RNA), 50 µL were applied on a S200 10/300 gel filtration column connected to a RALS detector in gel 

filtration buffer (150 mM NaCl). The blue curve indicates the average molecular mass within the eluted 

peak. 

 

3.3.7 The isolated MxA loop L4 does not bind THOV NP in vitro 

 

Previous in vivo studies showed that the human MxA protein interacts with the nucleocapsids 

of the THOV (179) and prevents the intracellular transport of the nucleocapsids into the cell 

nucleus, blocking viral transcription and replication (108). The disordered loop L4 which 

protrudes from the stalk is a key determinant of antiviral specificity against orthomyxoviruses 

such as IFAV and THOV (75,76) (see also 1.6.3). Furthermore, key residues within this loop 

L4 were identified being responsible for the antiviral activity of the MxA protein (73,79).  

To identify a possible interaction of the loop L4 of MxA with the THOV NP in vitro, 

commercially synthesized peptides (see Table 5) of the loop L4 were subjected to ITC 

experiments with THOV NP (see 2.3.9 and 2.3.10). 
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Peptide Sequence 

Peptide-1 533CQDQVYRGALQKVREKELEEEKKKKSWDFGAFQSSSATD571 

Peptide-2 560DFGA563 

Peptide-3 560DFGAFQ565 

Table 5: Peptides used in this study for ITC experiments. 

 

Initially, a peptide comprising amino acids 533-571 (peptide-1) of the loop L4 in MxA was 

used (Table 5). No binding signal was detected for peptide-1 in a 1:5 (NP:peptide-1) ratio 

(Figure 45A).  

 

 

Figure 45: Loop L4-peptide-1 binding analysis.  

(A) 0.5 mM loop L4 (peptide-1) was stepwise titrated into 100 µM solution of the THOV NP at 8°C in an 

ITC device. (B) 1.8 mM loop L4 (peptide-1) was stepwise titrated into 50 µM solution of THOV NP at 8°C. 

(C) 1 mM loop L4 (peptide-1) was stepwise titrated into 15 µM solution of the wt THOV NP-pU24 complex 

at 8°C. The NP-RNA complex was prepared by mixing NP and pU24ssRNA in a 1:0.5 molar ratio prior the 

ITC experiment. Thermograms (upper box) and integrated heat signals (lower box) are depicted. Due to 

the low heat signal, data fitting was not possible. 

 

Consequently, a higher excess of peptide-1 over NP (1:36) was used. However, even at such 

high peptide-1 concentrations, no binding signal could be observed (Figure 45B). 

Next, I tried to decorate the NP with ssRNA (pU24mer, see Table 4) prior subjecting it to ITC. 

Excess of ssRNA was removed by applying the complex on a gel filtration S200 10/300 column. 

No binding of peptide-1 to the NP-RNA complex was detectable (Figure 45C).  

Assuming that the length of peptide-1 influences the binding to the NP or NP-RNA complex 

negatively, shorter peptides were used (see Table 5, peptide-2 and peptide-3). Phe561 and 
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Gly562 were recently identified as key residues in the antiviral activity against 

orthomyxoviruses (73,79), and therefore are included in the used peptides.  

However, also peptide-2 and-3 did not bind to the wt THOV NP under these conditions (Figure 

46A and B, respectively). This indicates that the isolated loop L4 (residues 533-571) or portions 

of it (residues 560-563/565) are not sufficient to bind to the wt apo or RNA-bound THOV NP 

in vitro under these conditions.  

 

 

Figure 46: Loop L4-peptide-2 and-3 binding analysis.  

(A) 5 mM loop L4 (peptide-2 and -3) was stepwise titrated into 50 µM solution of the wt THOV NP at 8°C 

in an ITC device. The peptide sequence is shown in the lower box. Thermograms (upper box) and integrated 

heat signals (lower box) are depicted. Due to the low heat signal, data fitting was not possible. 
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3.4 Structure of the THOV NP 

3.4.1 Crystallization 

 

To get insight into the three-dimensional architecture of the native THOV and DHOV NPs, 

purified NPs were subjected to crystallization trials (see 2.4.1).  

Extensive screening at 20 and 4°C (see 2.1.5) was not successful for the apo form of the THOV 

NP. Consequently, the NP was mixed with different ssRNA oligos described in Table 4 (see 

3.3.5 for stochiometry) (Figure 47A-D).  

 

 

Figure 47: Examples of THOV NP crystals.  

(A) Initial crystals of wt THOV NP bound to a pU24mer (24-well plates). (B) Optimized wt THOV NP bound 

to a pU24mer crystals (24-well plate). (C) Optimized wt THOV NP bound to a pU24mer crystals (96-well 

plate). (D) Optimized wt THOV NP bound to a pU18mer crystals (96-well plate). (E) Optimized native 

THOV NPΔ188-196 in the apo form (24-well plate) and (F) SeMet-substituted (96-well plate). 

 

Crystals only appeared for the THOV NP bound to pU24mer and pU18mer. For the NP-

pU24mer complex, crystals appeared after one hour at 4°C in 8 % PEG 4000, 100 mM Sodium 

acetate, pH 4.6, but the size of the crystals was to small for structural analyses (Figure 47A). 

Thus, the same NP:RNA complex was subjected to 24-well plate crystal screening using a 1:1, 

1:2 and 2:1 ratio of protein and precipitant for size optimization. Also in 24-well plates, crystal 

size could not be increased. Consequently, optimizations using glycerol, sucrose, ethylenglycol 

and MPD in concentrations (w/v) between 4 and 12% were used to slow down the nucleation 

process. Bigger crystals were obtained using 12% glycerol and 8% sucrose in addition to the 
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original condition (Figure 47B). The single crystals showed a clear tetragonal-bipyramidal 

shape, surrounded by a slight precipitation (Figure 47B). Further optimization by varying the 

PEG and the sodium acetate concentration as well as the pH was not successful. Therefore, an 

additive screen was performed for the NP:pU24mer complex to improve the quality of the 

crystals. Single crystal grew upon addition of 3 mM of the reducing agent TCEP-HCl (Figure 

47C).  

The NP bound to a pU18mer crystallized with 16 % PEG 3350, 100 mM Sodium acetate pH 

4.6, 0.3% (v/v) DMSO, at 4°C after one day and the crystals had a tetragonal-pyramidal shape 

(Figure 47D). The same screening procedure was performed for the full-length DHOV NP. In 

contrast to the THOV NP, DHOV NP did crystallize in the apo form (9 % (w/v) PEG 8000, 200 

mM MgCl2, 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4°C within 3 days) (Figure 48A), but also in complex with 

a pU24mer (10 % (w/v) PEG 4000, 200 mM MgCl2, 100 mM MES sodium salt pH 6.5, 4°C, 2 

weeks, Figure 48B or in 8 % (w/v) PEG 8000, 200 mM LiCl, 50 mM MgSO4, 4°C, 3days, 

Figure 48C). Many crystals could be obtained from the DHOV NP construct and some could 

be optimized in their shape. Three are depicted in Figure 48.  

 

 

Figure 48: Examples of wt DHOV NP crystals.  

(A) Initial wt DHOV NP crystals in the apo form (24-well plate). (B) Initial wt DHOV NP crystals bound to 

a pU24mer crystals (96-well plates). (C) Optimized wt DHOV NP bound to a pU18mer crystals (96-well 

plate).  

 

However, the crystals composed of NP and RNA were highly fragile and very difficult to 

handle. Therefore, only the apo form of the DHOV NP crystals could be tested at the BESSY 

synchrotron radiation facility in Berlin. To reduce radiation damage during X-ray exposure, the 

crystals were transferred into a cryo-solution composed of the mother liquor and glycerol, MPD 

or ethylenglycol in concentration from 20 to 30% (w/v) as cryoprotectants. Crystals were 

immediately cryo-cooled in liquid nitrogen (N2,l) according to (195). However, all the crystals 

obtained from the full-length NPs diffracted X-ray only up to 6-7 Å at a synchrotron source.  
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Deletion constructs, lacking flexible regions of both NPs were designed based on secondary 

structure prediction (predicted with Jpred3, (196)) and the known crystal structures of the IFAV 

(44), (45) and IFBV NPs (46). The constructs which crystallized with or without RNA are 

depicted in Table 6. From all the constructs tested, only crystals of the THOV NPΔ188-196 in the 

apo form diffracted X-rays to a maximum resolution of 3.2 Å (native, Figure 47E) and 3.8 Å 

(SeMe- substituted, Figure 47F), and a complete X-ray data set could be collected (see 3.4.3). 

Native crystals appeared in 20% (w/v) PEG 3350, 200 mM ammonium citrate pH 7.0 after 2 

weeks at 4°C. SeMet-substituted crystals grew in 20% (w/v) PEG 3350, 200-300 mM NaCl 

after 1 week at 4°C.  

 

Construct Apo or RNA bound 

THOV NPΔ7 Apo & RNA 

THOV NPΔ14 Apo & RNA 

THOV NPΔ22 Apo & RNA 

THOV NPΔ188-196 Apo & RNA 

  

DHOV NPΔ28 Apo & RNA 

DHOV NPΔ194-200 Apo 

DHOV NPΔ28+Δ194-200 Apo 

Table 6: Crystallizable deletion constructs of the THOV and DHOV NP. 

All ssRNA oligos from Table 4 were used for complex preparation. 

 

3.4.2 Structure determination of the THOV NPΔ188-196 

 

Initially, only the native dataset (BESSY II synchrotron radiation facility in Berlin, BL14.1) 

was collected and molecular replacement was applied using the IFAV (44) and IFBV NP (46) 

structures as a search-model. However, due to the low sequence similarity (19% to IFAV and 

28% to IFBV NP), no suitable structure solution could be obtained. Consequently, the crystals 

were soaked in different lanthanides like Ce(SO4)2, Sm(CH3CO2)3, EuCl3, YbCl3, GdCl3 or 

heavy atom components like K2PtCl3 or Amino-2,4,6-triiodoisophthalic acid (I3C, JBS Phasing 

Kit) varying the concentration (0.5-50 mM) and incubation time. However, experimental phase 

determination using the anomalous signal of these compounds was not successful, likely due to 

insufficient heavy atom incorporation. Therefore, SeMet-substituted crystals were produced 
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and an anomalous dataset recorded for initial phase determination (see 2.4.4, with the data 

statistics shown in Table 7).  

 

Data collection Native SeMeta peak  

Space group R3 (146) R3 (146)  

Unit cell dimensions    

a, b, c (Å) 119.7, 119.7, 88.5 119.4, 119.4, 85.2  

, ,  (°) 90, 90,120 90, 90,120  

Wavelength (Å) 0.979733 0.98  

Resolution (Å)* 44.69 (3.18) - 3.0 50.00 (3.72) - 3.63  

Unique reflections 18,917 (2993) 10,149 (733)  

Completeness (%)* 99.7 (98.3) 98.8 (92.1)  

Rmeas
* 9.9 (164.3) 9.2 (78.8)  

I/σ(I)* 16.4 (1.55) 9.0 (1.76)  

Redundancy* 10.4 (9.9) 2.9 (2.2)  

Table 7: Data collection statistics of native and SeMet THOV NPΔ188-196 crystals. 

* Numbers in brackets represent values from the highest resolution shell. 
a For the SeMet data, Friedel pairs were treated as separate observations. 

 

The crystals belong to space group R3 (146) with a solvent content of 47.3% based on the 

Matthews coefficient corresponding to 1 molecule in the asymmetric unit (ASU). 11 Selenium 

atoms were found in the ASU of the crystals (see Figure 49) using the anomalous signal. For 

structure determination, an experimental map was calculated using a SAD protocol (Map-

model CC = 0.58, FOM (figure of merit) = 0.38) (see Figure 50). However, these phases were 

not accurate enough to allow automated model building.  

Subsequently, a THOV NP homology model was derived from the influenza B virus NP (46) 

(see 2.3.17) and fitted into the experimental map. Together with the determined positions of 11 

selenium atoms, the backbone of the model could be placed manually in some regions of the 

electron density map. This was followed by iterative model building and refinement, using 

experimental phase restraints to avoid model bias. The partial model was further refined against 

the native 3.2 Å dataset, using positional, grouped B-factors and TLS refinement protocols, 

until a preliminary model with an Rwork value of 34.3% and an Rfree value of 35.8% was obtained 

(Table 8). 
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Refinement Native 

Resolution (Å) 44.69 - 3.0 

Unique reflections 14,155 

Rwork
a / Rfree

b [%] 34.3/35.8 

Molecules / asymmetric unit 1 

Number of atoms  

Protein 2,922 

Ligand / Ion - 

Water - 

Average B-factors (Å2)  

Protein 88.6 

Water - 

R.m.s.deviations  

Bond lengths (Å) 0.005 

Bond angles (°) 1.257 

Table 8: Refinement statistics for the THOV NPΔ188-196. 

a Rwork = 
𝛴ℎ,𝑘,𝑙ǀǀ𝐹𝑜𝑏𝑠(ℎ,𝑘,𝑙)ǀ−ǀ𝐹𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐(ℎ,𝑘,𝑙)

𝛴ℎ,𝑘,𝑙ǀ𝐹𝑜𝑏𝑠(ℎ,𝑘,𝑙)ǀ
. 

b Rfree was calculated with 5% of the data excluded from the refinement. 

 

The preliminary model includes amino acids 20-454 of THOV NPΔ188-196. Residues 1-19 are 

predicted to be disordered and no electron density was found for them. Residues 188-196 were 

deleted to facilitate crystallization. From the electron density map, it was apparent that the 

THOV NPΔ188-196 trimerized via the 3-fold crystallographic symmetry axis (Figure 51). So far, 

89.4% of all residues are in the favored regions of the Ramachandran plot (Figure 52).  
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Figure 49: Anomalous difference map of the THOV NPΔ188-196. 

Selected region of the model, with the anomalous difference map is shown in brown mesh at 3σ. The fitted 

methionines are labelled. 

 

 

Figure 50: Initial 2Fo-Fc, Fo-Fc and anomalous difference map of THOV NPΔ188-196 

crystal.  

The 2Fo-Fc map is shown in blue mesh at a contour level of 1.0σ, the Fo-Fc map is shown in green (positive) 

and red (negative) mesh at 3σ. 
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Figure 51: Three-fold symmetry of the THOV NPΔ188-196 within the crystal lattice  

Refined 2Fo-Fc electron density, contoured at 1σ, is shown as blue mesh. The refined working model is 

shown as green Cα-trace. The crystallographic 3-fold symmetry is indicated by a triangle. 

 

 

 

Figure 52: Ramachandran plot of the THOV NPΔ188-196 structure. 

79.0% of all residues are in the most favoured region and 10.4% in allowed regions of the Ramachandran 

plot. 10.6% of the residues (45) are still in the disallowed region. 
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3.4.3 Structural analysis of the THOV NPΔ188-196 structure 

 

In agreement with the CD-spectroscopy data (see 3.3.4), the structure of the THOV NP is 

mainly α-helical. The separation into a body and a head domain and the tail loop at the tip of 

the head are clearly apparent (Figure 53).  

 

 

Figure 53: THOV NPΔ188-196 monomer. 

Rainbow colored ribbon type representation of the THOV NP Δ188-196 monomer. From the N-terminus (N, 

blue) to the C-terminus (C, red). The putative RNA-binding site, the head and the body domain, and the 

tail loop (orange box) are indicated. 
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The head and body domain are connected by non-contiguous regions in two segments, a helix-

loop-helix motif (α4-loop-α5, amino acid 116-140) and an elongated loop (residues 227-238). 

The polypeptide chain goes back and forth between the head and body domain, providing 

stability to the whole globular molecule. 

The head domain is formed by residues 135–252 and 398–424, and the body domain consists 

of the three polypeptide segments 20-134, 253-363 and 425-454. The tail loop (amino acids 

364-397) is located at the tip of the head domain (Figure 54).  

 

 

Figure 54: Structure and domain architecture of the THOV NPΔ188-196.  

(A) Schematic representation of the domain architecture of THOV NPΔ188-196 (deleted residues 188 to 196 

are indicated). The Classical/Bipartite NLS (cNLS) is indicated in grey, amino acid 179-193 and the nuclear 

accumulation signal (NAS) in white, amino acid 313-322 (197). (B) Cylinder representation of the front (left) 

and side (right) views of THOV NPΔ188-196. The N- and C-terminus is labelled in orange. The first visible 

amino acid is Thr20. B: Body domain, H: Head domain, T: Tail loop. 
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THOV NPΔ188-196 crystallized as a trimer. The positively charged tail loop, which is located at 

the C-terminus of the molecule, is facing into the groove between the head and the body domain 

of the neighboring molecule. In addition to the tail loop, helix α15 is in close proximity for 

putative inter-subunit contacts with the neighboring helix α14 in the crystal (Figure 55). 

 

 

Figure 55: The crystallographic trimer of THOV NPΔ188-196. 

(A) Front and (B) side view of the crystallographic trimer. The NP protomer in the asymmetric unit forms 

a crystallographic trimer with its symmetry-related counterparts. Each NP molecule in the trimer inserts 

its tail loop into the neighboring protomer. 

 

The positively charged groove between the head and the body domain is the putative RNA-

binding site in IFAV, IFBV and ISAV NP (45-47). However, there are no structures of these 

NPs bound to RNA. In the crystal structure of the THOV NPΔ188-196, many basic residues are 

located in this region, including Arg67, Arg70, Lys74, Lys109, Lys111, Lys126, Lys128, 

Lys135, Lys158, Arg160, Lys162, Arg213, Arg248 (Figure 56A). Additionally, basic residues 

are found in the body domain (α1), Lys26, Arg32, Arg36 and in the helix α11, Lys269, Lys273, 

Lys277, Lys278. Altogether, this may suggest an involvement of the groove in binding the 

RNA backbone. Tyr148 in IFAV NP is known to abolish RNA binding and to stabilize the 

trimeric form (194). In the THOV NPΔ188-196 structure, Trp133 at one end of helix α4 could 

have a similar function (Figure 56B). Moreover, Tyr115, Phe117 together with Trp133 and 

Tyr136, some of them are conserved (see Appendix D - Orthomyxoviridae nucleoprotein 
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alignment) and may function as two gates (each on one side) for RNA binding, providing 𝜋-𝜋-

stacking interactions with the RNA bases. There was clear electron density for these four 

residues. 

 

 

Figure 56: Electrostatic surface potential of THOV NPΔ188-196.  

(A) Front view (center) and side views (left and right). The RNA-binding side between the head and the 

body domain is highlighted in light grey and the tail loop is within the orange box. The color range is from 

-10 kcal/mole*e (red) to +10 kcal/mole*e (blue). (B) Detailed view of the aromatic gate in the RNA binding 

groove of THOV NPΔ188-196. The four aromatic residues (Tyr115, Phe117, Trp133 and Tyr136) are located 

at each side of the RNA-groove. The electrostatic surface calculation was done with Chimera (166). 
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3.4.4 Structural comparison with negative-sense single-stranded RNA viruses (NSRVs) 

 

Knowledge of vRNP formation and function is essential to understand the mechanisms of the 

NSRV life cycle. Structural comparisons of the THOV NPΔ188-196 structure with other known 

crystal structures of the Orthomyxoviridae family members shows remarkable structural 

similarities despite the very low sequence homology of their NPs (19% to IFAV, 28% to IFBV 

and 12% to ISAV (Figure 57).  

 

 

Figure 57: Structural comparison of orthomyxovirus NPs. 

Topology-based structural Cα atom alignment of the know crystal structures of the Orthomyxoviridae 

family, together with r.m.s.d values obtained from structural comparison. Front view (A) and side view (B). 

The tail loop region is highlighted with an orange box. IAFV H1N1 NP (R416A, monomeric, in blue) (50) 

vs. THOV NPΔ188-196 (r.m.s.d of 2.9 Å over 322 residues)). IABV NP (in purple) (46) vs. THOV NPΔ188-196 

(r.m.s.d of 2.9 Å over 345 residues). ISAV NP (in fawn) (47) vs. THOV NPΔ188-196 (r.m.s.d of 2.9 Å over 298 

residues). The C-terminal region (429-498 in red) of the IFAV H1N1 (R416A, monomeric) folds back into 

the RNA binding groove and the last residue (Asn498) is indicated by a red dot. 
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The NPs are all composed of two (head and body) helical domains, which form a banana-shaped 

molecule. A long tail loop, which is important for NP oligomerization and therefore for vRNP 

assembly, is located at the C-terminal end of the head domain and interacts with the adjacent 

protomer in the trimeric (IFAV and THOV) or in a tetrameric form (IFBV) (Figure 57). 

However, it folds back into the RNA binding groove in the monomeric state (IFAV). 

Furthermore, there is a different orientation of the tail loop in the present THOV NPΔ188-196 

structure compared with the IFBV NP (46). 

Moreover, comparisons with other segmented (La Crosse virus, LACV, Bunyaviridae), or non-

segmented (Vesicular Stomatitis Virus (VSV) and rabies virus, both Rhabdoviridae) NSRV 

NPs show similar topology of the NPs despite differences in size (LACV NP: 235 residues, 

VSV NP: 422 residues, Rabies virus NP: 398 residues, THOV NP 454 residues). The head and 

body domain are connected via a loop region and a central helix-loop-helix (HLH) motif 

surrounding the RNA binding groove (amino acid 116-140 in THOV NPΔ188-196) (Figure 58, 

indicated in purple). These regions are spread throughout the whole sequence. Furthermore, a 

C-terminal tail loop region for oligomerization is present in all of the NPs. Together, similarity 

and structural conservation of the NSRV NPs indicate an important role of this architecture for 

vRNA encapsidation. 

 

 

Figure 58: Structural comparison of NSRV NPs. 

All NPs are composed of a head and a body domain which are connected via a loop region and a helix-loop-

helix-motif (purple). The tail region is indicated with an orange box located near the C-terminus. 
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3.4.5 Functional analysis of the THOV NPΔ188-196 structure 

 

3.4.5.1 Single-stranded RNA/DNA binding 

 

To characterize the role of the flexible regions, Δ188-196 in THOV NP and the corresponding 

Δ194-200 deletion in DHOV NP in RNA binding, I subjected this mutants to ITC experiments 

with a pU24mer oligo (Figure 59A, Table 9).  

 

 

Figure 59: Binding to ssRNA/ssDNA of internal and N-terminal deletion constructs. 

(A) Integrated ITC signals for the THOV NPΔ188-196 (Δ, blue curve, KD=1.1±0.1 µM, n=0.8±0.02), wt THOV 

NP (, green curve, KD=133±17 nM, n=0.8±0.01), DHOV NPΔ194-200 (, purple curve, no binding) and wt 

DHOV NP (○, red curve, KD=51±9 nM, n=1.0±0.01) bound to a pU24mer. (B) Integrated ITC signals for the 

wt THOV NP (Δ, green curve, KD=598±107 nM, n=0.6±0.02), THOV NPΔN7 (○, red curve, KD=404±83 nM, 

n=0.7±0.02), THOV NPΔN22 (, blue curve, KD=555±123 nM, n=0.9±0.02) bound to a pT24mer. Resulting 

heat changes were integrated and the obtained values fitted to a quadratic binding equation. The indicated 

KD values were derived from the fittings. 150 µM solutions of the pU24mer or pT24mer oligo were stepwise 

titrated into 10 µM solutions of the indicated mutant at 8°C in an ITC device. Experiments were performed 

in ITC buffer (see 2.1.10) 

 

Both deletions were introduced to facilitate crystallization, but only in the case of the THOV 

NP, the structure could be obtained. Lys190, Lys192 and Lys193 (within Δ188-196) located in 

the upper part of the RNA binding groove influence THOV NP RNA binding, because deletion 
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of these residues reduced the binding affinity of the mutant to a pU24mer oligo approximately 

8-times compared to wildtype (wt) THOV NP (Figure 59A). Moreover, the DHOV NPΔ194-200 

mutant (including the deletion of Lys196, Arg198 and Lys199) completely lost its ability to 

bind to ssRNA, indicating a more important role of this region on RNA binding (Figure 59). 

Next, I was also interested in the role of the flexible N-terminus of the THOV NP for binding 

to RNAs/DNAs. Two lysine residues are found at the N-terminus, Lys14 and Lys15. However, 

deletion of the first 7 or 22 residues did not influence the pT24mer binding of the THOV NP 

(Figure 59B). The KD values and the stoichiometry are summarized in Table 9. 

 

Mutant Oligo Binding affinity 

(KD) 

Stoichiometry  

(n) 

Wt THOV NP pU24 133±17 nM 0.8±0.01 

Wt THOV NP pT24 598±107 nM,  0.6±0.02 

THOV NPΔ188-196 pU24 1.1±0.1 µM 0.8±0.02 

THOV NPΔN7 pT24 404±83 nM 0.7±0.02 

THOV NPΔN22 pT24 555±123 nM 0.9±0.02 

    

Wt DHOV NP pU24 51±9 nM 1.0±0.01 

DHOV NPΔ194-200 pU24 No binding No binding 

Table 9: Binding characteristics of the deletion mutants of THOV and DHOV NP. 

 

3.4.5.2 Oligomerization  

 

The internal deletion of residues 188 to 196 in the THOV NP did not interfere with trimerization 

as proven by the crystal structure (see 3.4.3). Furthermore, THOV NPΔ188-196 eluted at the same 

retention volume compared to the wt protein in analytical gel filtration experiments (Figure 

60A, compare purple with green curve, see also Figure 43).  

The crystal structure of the ISAV NP, a member of the orthomyxovirus family was solved by 

deleting an acidic patch at the very C-terminal tail of the protein (47). Consequently, Glu415 

and Glu416 in THOV NP, and Glu420, Phe421, Glu422 and Glu423 in DHOV NP were 

mutated to alanine’s for crystallization at the beginning of the project. Crystals never appeared 

for both of the NPs. Interestingly, in gel filtration experiments THOV NPE415, 416-2A eluted in a 

monomer/trimer equilibrium (Figure 60A, red curve). The additional deletion of THOV NP 

residues 378 to 387 within the tail loop in the Δ188-196 and EE415-416AA background 

disrupted trimerization completely and the protein eluted as a monomer (Figure 60A, black 
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curve), indicating an important role of the tail loop in trimerization. In IFAV NP, Glu449 

(Glu415 in THOV NP) is known to make a salt bridge to Arg422 of the adjacent NP (in the 

trimer) in IFAV H1N1 NP and to Lys430 of the same NP in IFAV H5N1 NP (45). Mutating 

Glu449 to alanine in IFAV H5N1 NP resulted in a mixture of different types of higher-

oligomers (198). 

Mutating residues Glu420, Phe421, Glu422 and Glu423 to alanine’s in the DHOV NP, 

however, were sufficient to disrupt trimerization and the protein eluted as a monomer (Figure 

60B, orange curve). These results indicate an involvement of these acidic residues in 

trimerization of the THOV and DHOV NP but in comparison to the IFAV H5N1 NP did not 

form higher-oligomers. However, in the present THOV NPΔ188-196 crystal structure Glu415 and 

Glu416 is not resolved. 

 

 

Figure 60: Analytical gel filtration analysis.  

(A) Wt THOV NP (trimer, green curve), THOV NPΔ188-196 (trimer, purple curve), THOV NPE415, 416-2A 

(trimer/monomer, red curve), THOV NPΔ188-196, Δ378-387, E415, 416-2A (monomer, black curve). (B) Wt DHOV NP 

(trimer, blue curve), DHOV NPE420-, F421-, E422-, D423-4A (monomer, orange curve). 50 µl of NP at a concentration 

of 2 mg/mL was applied to an S200 10/300 gel filtration column. System was equilibrated with gel filtration 

buffer (150 mM NaCl, see 2.1.10) and runs were performed at 0.5 mL/min and 4°C. 
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3.4.5.3 Electron microscopy (EM) analysis of THOV/DHOV-RNPs 

 

For the visualization of THOV and DHOV NPs in the apo form or bound to a 8-kb long ssRNA 

(152), I reconstituted these RNPs in vitro and observed the particles by negative-stained 

electron microscopy (see 2.3.15). Different molar ratios (5:1 and 10:1, NP:ssRNA) were used 

for complex preparation. Wt THOV and wt DHOV NP images are shown here as a reference 

for NP trimers before addition of ssRNA (Figure 61C and Figure 62A). Nevertheless, upon 

addition of ssRNA in a 5:1 molar ratio (Figure 61D), THOV NPs formed small ring-like 

structures with a diameter between 25 and 35 nm and the electron micrographs are distinct from 

the apo trimeric NP. The size of the rings indicated binding of NP to fractions of degraded 

ssRNA. Therefore, no accurate NP number could be derived for the rings. Nevertheless, the 

formation of ring-like NP structures is in agreement with reconstituted IFAV RNPs, where 9 

NPs formed a mini-RNP together with the heterotrimeric polymerase subunits (PB1, PB2 and 

PA) (199,200).  

The crystallized mutant THOV NPΔ188-196, which exhibits defects in RNA-binding (Table 9), 

still showed ring-like structures (Figure 61E), indicating that these residues are not essential for 

oligomerization. Surprisingly, when using a 10:1 molar ratio (NP:ssRNA), aggregated 

structures for the THOV NP were observed, as shown in Figure 61F and G (two representative 

spots on the grid). Similarly to the THOV NP, also DHOV NP showed ring-like (Figure 62B 

and C, 5:1 ratio) and filamentous (Figure 62D, 10:1 ratio) structures in the electron micrographs 

when incubated with ssRNA. Furthermore, I visualized purified RNPs extracted from THOV 

virions. They are similar in architecture compared to the IFAV vRNPs (52,53,190), showing a 

rod-like structure with a loop region visible on one side (Figure 61H).  

Altogether, EM analysis hints at oligomer formation, depending on the NP:nucleic acid ratio, 

which suggests cooperative effects on long RNA fragments if a sufficient NP concentration is 

provided. 
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Figure 61: NP visualization on ssRNA by electron microscopy.  

(A) EM buffer (see 2.1.10). (B) 8-kb long ssRNA (152). (C) Wt THOV NP (Apo). Circles highlight the 

trimeric protein. (D) Wt THOV NP + ssRNA (5:1). (E) THOV NPΔ188-196 + ssRNA (5:1). (F, G) Wt THOV 
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NP + ssRNA (10:1) at two different grid positions. (H) Purified RNPs extracted from virions of the THOV. 

The samples were negatively stained with 2% uranyl acetate. The scale bar in nm is indicated. 

 

 

Figure 62: Electron microscopy of wt DHOV NP at different NP:nucleic acid ratios. 

(A) Wt DHOV NP (Apo). Circles highlight the trimeric protein. (B, C) Wt DHOV NP + ssRNA (5:1). (D) 

Wt DHOV NP + ssRNA (10:1). The samples were negatively stained with 2% uranyl acetate. The scale bar 

in nm is indicated. 
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4 Discussion 

4.1 G domain dimerization of MxA and its role for the antiviral activity 

 

The dynamin superfamily is characterized by their concentration-dependent increase of GTPase 

activity. For dynamin and dynamin-related proteins, such as MxA or the guanylate binding 

protein 1, GTPase activation is mediated by nucleotide-dependent dimerization of the G 

domains via the G interface which induces rearrangements of catalytic residues in the active 

site (77,84,88). In dynamin and dynamin related-proteins, the GTPase activity has been 

implicated in the nucleotide-dependent remodeling of cellular membranes. However, the exact 

function of the GTPase activity for the antiviral action of MxA has remained unclear. Current 

knowledge indicates that the antiviral activity of MxA is dependent on GTP hydrolysis 

(130,131) and oligomerization via the stalk (75,76,183,184). In this doctoral thesis, a panel of 

G domain mutants was used to demonstrate that nucleotide binding and formation of the G 

interface are critical for the intracellular localization and the antiviral function of MxA.  

Structure analysis indicates that the G domain dimer of dynamin and MxA is formed by direct 

contacts between the two switch regions and the trans stabilizing loop (77,88). Additionally, 

Asp253 from the G4 loop stabilizes this interaction by contacting the guanine base of the 

opposite G domain in trans. The nucleotide base, in turn, is bound in cis by the highly conserved 

Asp250 in the G4 loop which determines nucleotide-binding specificity (see also 1.6.2.2 and 

3.1.2). Accordingly, the D250N mutation switched the nucleotide binding preference from 

guanosine to xanthosine triphosphates, as described previously for Ras-like GTPases and the 

signal recognition particle (176,201,202). MxAK83A was previously annotated as a nucleotide-

binding deficient mutant (130). However, in this study this mutant was still able to bind 

nucleotide (see Table 3), albeit with reduced affinity. However, MxAK83A was deficient for GTP 

hydrolysis, and essentially behaved as MxAT103A (131) in all assays carried out. These two 

mutants were previously used to assess the effects of GTP binding and hydrolysis for the 

antiviral effect of MxA against IFAV and vesicular stomatitits virus (130,131) and recently of 

the MxA paralog MxB against HIV-1 (70,72). In light of the biochemical results of this doctoral 

thesis, some of the interpretations previously drawn from analysis of the K83A mutant may 

have to be revisited or experiments repeated using, for example, the nucleotide-binding 

deficient D250N mutant. 

In agreement with the recently published result from Rennie et al. (77), the monomeric 

MxAM527D (75) dimerized in solution via the G domain in the presence of the transition state 
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analogue GDP-AlF4
- (see also 3.1.2). However, MxAM527D did not dimerize in the presence of 

GTPγS, GDP, AlF4
- alone, or GMP-PCP (data not shown), indicating that a high affinity dimer 

is only formed in the transition state of GTP hydrolysis, and that dimer formation via the G 

interface is generally a low affinity, transient process. Furthermore, the MxA mutants MxAD250N 

and MxAD253N, with defects in binding the guanine base in cis or in trans lost their GDP-AlF4
-

-induced dimerization via the G interface, as recently described for the V185Y mutation at the 

center of the G interface (77). In native assemblies, MxA may oligomerize via the stalk region 

(75,76), and the G interfaces may be stabilized by the simultaneous formation of multiple 

interactions within the large oligomers.  

In mixed GTPase assays G domain mutants, with defects in their own hydrolysis, could still 

effectively stimulate the GTPase activity of an opposing wt G domain (see also 3.1.3). The 

T103A mutant, deficient in GTP hydrolysis, stimulated the GTPase of an opposing wt G domain 

to a similar extent as wt MxA. However, losing the capability for GTP binding, like shown for 

the D250N mutant, greatly reduced GTPase stimulation.These data demonstrate a crucial role 

of GTP binding for the induction of a G domain dimerization-competent conformation in MxA. 

Furthermore, the analysis of the MxAT103A mutant indicates no coupling between the GTPase 

activity of two interacting G domains, and each G domain can independently hydrolyze GTP 

upon dimerization. 

All G domain mutants in the context of the oligomerization-competent wt MxA protein lost 

their antiviral activity against THOV and IFAV (see also 3.1.4). In addition, the formation of 

MxA assemblies with the viral N protein in LACV-infected cells, a measure of MxA-mediated 

block of viral replication (104), was not observed for the G domain mutants. Interestingly, all 

G domain mutants had a dominant-negative effect on the antiviral activity of wt MxA. This 

supports a model wherein the incorporation of a small number of GTP-binding or GTPase-

deficient mutants into wt MxA oligomers impedes MxA activity that requires formation of 

MxA oligomers around viral nucleocapsids, coordinated GTP hydrolysis and structural 

transformations in the MxA oligomers. In pull-down experiments, the binding of the viral NP 

in THOV-infected cells was not affected by introducing mutations in the G domain. This 

indicates that the recognition of the viral target by MxA is uncoupled from the GTPase cycle. 

Nucleotide binding facilitates the oligomerization of MxA (76,203), probably by the additional 

nucleotide-driven association between G domains stabilizing the MxA oligomer. Accordingly, 

wt MxA that cycles between GTP and GDP-bound states showed a typical dispersed 

cytoplasmic localization with a few small assemblies that co-localized with markers of the 

smooth ER (101,183) (see also 3.1.5). However, the intracellular localization/distribution of the 
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G domain mutants showed significant differences compared to wt MxA. Nucleotide-binding 

competent but hydrolysis-defective mutants such as K83A, T103A and D253A formed few 

large intracellular aggregates which co-localized with the smooth ER marker Syntaxin 17 (204). 

In contrast, the nucleotide-binding deficient D250N mutant was uniformly dispersed 

throughout the cytoplasm of the transfected cells. The G domain mutants that prevent hydrolysis 

were combined with the D250N mutant that prevents GTP binding, to exclude the possibility 

that the formation of the large MxA granules is not a consequence of structural disturbance of 

the mutant proteins but rather a function of the nucleotide-binding status of MxA. Intriguingly, 

the double mutants showed the same diffuse distribution as previously observed for the 

nucleotide-binding deficient mutant, indicating that constant GTP binding stabilizes 

membrane-associated MxA aggregates. GTP hydrolysis and possibly release of the nucleotides 

is thus a prerequisite for dissociating these assemblies. As previously suggested (75,90), 

dimeric or tetrameric forms of MxA might be released from these membrane-associated stores 

to initiate the antiviral action. 

Only a few single nucleotide polymorphisms are described in the human population of the 

highly conserved MX1 gene (205). However, a recent study analyzed variations in the MxA 

genes of 267 healthy individuals and identified two rare nucleotide changes that result in amino 

acid exchanges at positions 255 and 268 (182). The structural information of the G domain 

dimer indicates, that these exchanges are localize in the G interface and might influence its 

formation or function. Interestingly, the V268M substitution showed diminished GTP 

hydrolysis, but only a slightly reduced antiviral activity (see also 3.1.6). The V268M variation 

was found homozygotic in a single individual (182). However, the G255E mutation completely 

abolished GTPase and antiviral activity of MxA in our analysis. Gly255 is closely located to 

Asp250 and Asp253, and raises the possibility that the G255E mutation interferes with the 

formation of the G interface. The rare occurrence of polymorphic changes in the G domain of 

MxA like the G255E mutation that was found only heterozygotic in two individuals (182) 

underlines the importance of this structural element for the antiviral function of MxA and 

suggests a central role of MxA for the antiviral host defense in humans. Therefore, it would be 

very interesting for a future study whether such polymorphisms are enriched in patients 

suffering from severe influenza symptoms as it has been described recently for IFITM3, another 

IFN-induced antiviral restriction factor against influenza A virus (206). 

In summary, the present biochemical data suggest a dual role for the GTPase activity in MxA 

function and leads to the following proposed model (Figure 63). Viral infection leads to the 

induction of MxA by interferons, newly synthesized MxA is initially deposited close to ER 
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membranes. Upon GTP hydrolysis, dynamic redistribution of MxA from these depots to the 

viral RNPs or nucleocapsids takes place, which represent the target of MxA action. In the 

absence of GTPase activity, this release is prevented and MxA, most likely in its GTP-bound 

state, stays inactive in the membrane-associated deposits. The regular oligomerization of MxA 

molecules into ring-like structures around the viral RNPs allows multiple contacts with viral 

NPs as a main component of the RNPs. The affinity for these RNPs might cooperatively 

increase, facilitated by multiple interactions of MxA. GTP binding may not be necessary for 

the initial recognition of viral targets, but might stabilize the MxA-NP complex (Figure 63). 

How nucleotide hydrolysis is additionally required for inactivation of the viral target structure 

or for the recycling of RNP-bound MxA is a matter of future investigations. 

 

 

Figure 63: Role of nucleotide in the antiviral activity of human MxA. 

The description of the figure is described in the text above. 

 

4.2 MxA as a regulator of the MxB GTPase 

 

The role of the interferon-induced cytoplasmic MxA protein in restricting a broad spectrum of 

ssRNA and DNA viruses has been subject of numerous investigations over the last decades. Its 

antiviral activity seems to depend on its cellular localization (see 1.6, and Table 1). For 
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example, MxA locates to the cytosol and interferes with nuclear translocation of IFAV vRNPs, 

and in this way inhibits secondary transcription and replication of IFAV genomes. Membrane 

binding, however, may be important for inhibiting viruses that replicate on membrane sites, 

such as bunyaviruses, positive-strand RNA viruses, the African Swine Fever virus, and 

poxviruses (102-104). The formation of higher-order oligomers, as well as GTP binding and 

hydrolysis seems to be a prerequisite for antiviral activity (75,76,142) (see also 3.1), with the 

only exception of hepatitis B virus restriction, which was demonstrated to be GTPase-

independent (122).  

The closely related human MxB protein was recently identified as a potent restriction factor for 

HIV-1 and other lentiviruses, in addition to its already known involvement in regulating 

nucleocytoplasmic transport and cell-cycle progression (70-72,106,132,134,207). However, no 

antiviral activity against the MxA-sensitive viruses was observed (70-72). In contrast to MxA, 

the MxB protein was shown to target the assembled capsid (CA) of HIV-1 (80). The antiviral 

mechanism is still poorly understood, but studies suggest that MxB prevents integration of the 

viral DNA into the host genome by interfering with uncoating (132), nuclear uptake (70,72), or 

integration by the viral pre-integration complex (PIC) (71,72) (see also 1.6.3 and 1.6.2). In 

contrast to MxA, oligomerization and GTPase activity are not critical for HIV-1 restriction. 

MxB exist in a long nuclear 78 kDa (+NLS), and a short cytoplasmic 76 kDa (-NLS) isoform. 

No antiviral or cellular activity has yet been described for the short 76 kDa isoform. However, 

hetero-oligomerization with the long 78 kDa isoform was observed (135), indicating that the 

short isoform may regulate the function of the long isoform. No interaction of the long 78 kDa 

isoform with the cytoplasmic MxA protein was observed (135), suggesting that nuclear MxB 

does not co-translocate MxA into the nucleus.  

In the present study (see 3.2), a soluble dimeric MxB construct (MxBΔN85/ΔL4) was generated, 

representing the short cytoplasmic 76 kDa isoform of MxB. RALS analysis confirmed that this 

mutant is a dimeric protein. Dimerization of MxB was shown to be crucial for antiviral activity, 

as proven by other groups (80,81). Furthermore, in mixed GTPase assays, I found that a 

monomeric MxA mutant could stimulate the basal GTPase activity of MxB by approximately 

12-fold (see 3.2.4, Figure 32B). However, no stimulatory effect of MxB on the GTPase of MxA 

could be observed (see Figure 32A). These results indicate that at least in vitro an interaction 

of MxA with the MxB protein takes place. It likely involves the G interface, as observed for 

MxA homo-dimers (see also 3.1). Whether this interaction is crucial for the antiviral activity is 

still not clear. For example, it could play a role in uncoating of the HIV-1 capsids, since this 
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process takes place in the cytoplasm of infected cell, and an interaction of the short MxB variant 

with the HIV-1 capsid was demonstrated, although to a lower extent compared to the long MxB 

variant (80). 

The antiviral activity of MxB seems to be independent of nucleotide binding and hydrolysis. 

However, there is evidence suggesting that MxB plays a role in regulating nucleocytoplasmic 

transport and/or cell-cycle progression in a nucleotide dependent manner, since GTP binding 

was crucial for localization to the cytoplasmic face of the nuclear pore (106).  

A GTPase-deficient MxB mutant (T151A) did also disrupt the nuclear import of a reporter 

protein, indicating that GTP hydrolysis is required for nuclear import (106). It can be speculated 

that the modulation of the GTPase activity of MxB by MxA may have an influence on the 

nucleocytoplasmic transport mechanism. 

Furthermore, cells expressing the GTPase deficient mutant (T151A) showed a significant delay 

in progression from G0/G1 into S phase in the cell-cycle (106). The MxA-MxB interaction and 

the resulting increase in the GTPase activity of MxB may possibly have a regulatory effect on 

the cell-cycle progression of a dividing cell.  

Retroviruses like HIV-1 are dependent on host resources, in particular on cellular proteins that 

are expressed at specific stages of the cell-cycle. Infection of human T cells (CD4+) with HIV-

1 causes cell-cycle arrest or delay in the G2 phase, and leads ultimately to the cell death. 

Accessory proteins such as Vpr and Vif are known to be key players in this arrest (208). The 

GTPase coupling between MxA and MxB and the resulting increase in GTPase activity of MxB 

may be part of a complex machinery to overcome this cell-cycle arrest.  

Finally, it remains an open question to date how potent the human MxB GTPase is against HIV-

1 compared to other known restriction factors such as SAMHD1 or APOBEC, and how 

important the here presented observation in stimulating the GTPase activity of MxB by MxA 

is in vivo. 
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4.3 Structural comparison of the THOV NP within the Orthomyxoviridae 

family 

 

The Orthomyxoviridae family belongs to the segmented negative-strand RNA viruses (sNSVs) 

(see 1.3 and Figure 2). This family is characterized by its segmented ssRNA genome which is 

decorated with viral NP, and which forms the vRNP together with the heterotrimeric 

polymerase. The vRNPs act as an independent molecular entity, providing a template for 

transcription and replication in the nucleus. In the last years, atomic resolution structures of 

RNA-free NPs became available for several of these NPs (44-47).  

In the present work I determined the crystal structure of the RNA-free orthomyxovirus NP from 

THOV. The structural analysis indicates a similar overall architecture compared to IFA/BV NP 

(44-46), and the ISAV NP (47). A putative RNA-binding groove between head and body 

domain, and a C-terminal tail loop region responsible for oligomerization were identified (see 

also 3.4.3). Surface conservation analysis of THOV NP revealed high conservation within the 

members of its own genus Thogoto virus (including DHOV, see Appendix D - 

Orthomyxoviridae nucleoprotein alignment) (Figure 64A) and within the Orthomyxoviridae 

family (including IFA/B and C virus) (Figure 64B). Two prominent regions with high 

conservation are present in the structure: (1) the positively charged RNA-binding groove 

between the head and the body domain, and (2) the C-terminal tail loop. These observations 

indicate an important functional role of these elements throughout the Orthomyxoviridae family 

for RNA binding and oligomerization, respectively. 

A B-factor (Debye-Waller factor) analysis revealed that the present THOV NPΔ188-196 structure 

comprises a high flexible tail loop region (Figure 65), allowing the formation of irregular, 

supercoiled structures of the THOV RNPs (see 3.4.5.3, and Figure 61D-H), consistent with 

observations of other segmented NRVs, such as IFAV (see 1.1, and Figure 8C, D and E). The 

region between the head and the body domain shows low B-factors, reflecting a more rigid 

region of the molecule. 

Crystallization trials of the wildtype THOV NP were successful, however, these crystals 

diffracted poorly. Generating a construct lacking amino acid 188-196 resulted in crystals that 

diffracted X-ray well enough to allow the structure determination. Even without these 9 residues, 

the solvent-exposed region surrounding this stetch shows still high flexibly (Figure 65, dashed 

box marked with an asterisk). Interestingly, the conventional NLS (cNLS, amino acid 179-193) 

of the THOV NP was reported to be located in this region (see also 3.4.3, and Figure 54A). 
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With the present structure, it is obvious that this cNLS is exposed and accessible for putative 

import machineries, such as importin-α. Deletion of these residues (188NPKTKKPLE196) also 

reduced the RNA-binding affinity for a pU24mer by approximately 10-fold (see also 3.4.5.1, 

and Table 9), suggesting a dual role of this region in cNLS-mediated nucleocytoplasmic 

transport and RNA-binding of THOV NP/vRNPs. 

 

 

Figure 64: Surface conservation plot of THOV NPΔ188-196. 

Surface conservation plot (see 2.4.6) of the THOV NPΔ188-196. Conserved residues are highlighted in purple 

and non-conserved residues in cyan. (A) Sequence conservation of the genus THOV mapped on the solvent-

accessible surface of the THOV NPΔ188-196 structure (see also Figure 5, excluding IFA, B and CV). (B) 

Sequence conservation of the whole Orthomyxoviridae family (including IFA (H1N1 & H5N1), B and C 

virus). 
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Figure 65: Surface B-factor plot of THOV NPΔ188-196.  

Regions with low B-factors are represented in blue and high B-factors in red. The asterisk highlights the 

cNLS (see also 3.4.3 and Figure 54A). 

 

4.4 THOV NP sensitivity towards the antiviral MxA GTPase 

 

Zoonotic transmission of influenza A virus from waterfowls, the natural host, into the human 

population is rare. However, in the last century, two dramatic cases were reported, 1918 

(‘Spanish’ H1N1) and 2009 (pH1N1, reassortant virus from two swine influenza viruses) 

introducing a novel NP segment, resulting in pandemics with thousands of deaths. In 2013, a 

new H7N9 variant was transmitted from birds to humans (209). Multiple adaptations are 

necessary to overcome the interspecies barrier and establish a human lineage (210). This 

includes the adaptation to cellular factors such as the hemagglutinin (211), altered binding to 

cellular importins (212), but also adaptation to host restriction factors, such as the human MxA 

protein, to overcome the innate defense system. Host adaptation (viral mutations) of viral strains 

provides hints which viral structures are targeted by the human MxA protein. In Table 10, 

several surface-exposed amino acid adaptions to MxA in the body domain of the IFAV NP are 

summarized (140,213).  
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Amino acid positions 

H1N1 

1918 

  I/V100 P283   Y313      

pH1N1 

2009 

 D53 I/V100  H289 K305  M316 K350 K351 I353 K357 

H7N9 N52            

THOV I44 P45 V90 N262   L289   R328  R332 

DHOV I52 D53 V90 V267   I292   V331  R335 

BOUV V54 D55 V100 V269   I294   E333  R337 

Table 10: Amino acids responsible for MxA resistance. 

Amino acids responsible for MxA resistance in the IFAV H1N1 NP (1918 & 2009), in the corresponding 

THOV/DHOV and bourbon virus (BOUV) NP. Amino acids which are linked to strong MxA resistance are 

underscored, and amino acids with a minor contribution to MxA resistance are shown in black (140,213). 

Residues from the THOV NP (Arg328 and Arg332) are highlighted in orange and may have the same role 

as Lys351 and Lys 357 in H1N1 2009 NP due to similar chemical properties. For the THOV/DHOV and 

BOUV NP, no experimental data are available. Consequently, the MxA resistance contribution is only an 

assumption.  

 

The human MxA protein also inhibits the replication of the THOV (see also 1.6.3, and Table 

1) (108,179,214), however, MxA shows higher sensitivity to THOV than to IFAV 

(177,178,215). Clearly, additional cellular host factors play an important role in determining 

the NP sensitivity of MxA, but nevertheless, the present THOV NP structure provides a possible 

explanation for the increased sensitivity. The pandemic influenza strains H1N1 1918 and 

pH1N1 2009 display surface-exposed residues on the backside of the NPs body domain which 

have been shown to be important for MxA resistance, these include Ile/Val100, Pro283 and 

Tyr313 in H1N1 1918, Asp53 and Ile/Val100 in pH1N1 2009 (216). Additionaly, Asn52 was 

identified on the body domain of the recently identified H7N9 NP (213) Figure 66A.  
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Figure 66: Amino acid cluster mediating MxA resistance. 

(A) Amino acids important for MxA resistance in IFAV NP H1N1 1918 (A/Brevig Mission/1/1918, in red) 

and 2009 (A/Hamburg/4/2009, in green). The position of the recently identified H7N9 (A/Shanghai/1/2013) 

MxA resistance mutation is shown in blue. Minor contributing amino acids shown in black (140,213). (B) 

The corresponding amino acids on the THOV NPΔ188-196 surface (grey dashed box). Val90 was present on 

the NP surface (shown in magenta). The orange highlighted residues correspond to IFAV NP amino acids 

with minor contribution to MxA resistance (see also Table 10).  

 

However, the THOV NP structure exposes a corresponding Val90 together with Arg328 and 

Arg332 that were shown to contribute minorly to MxA resistance (Arg328 and Arg332) (Figure 

66B). The DHOV NP, which is not MxA-sensitive (177), however, carries an Asp53 at this 

position (comparable to pH1N1 2009 NP).  

The bourbon virus, a member of the THOV genus, was responsible for the death of a man in 

2014 (31). The bourbon virus NP shares 45% sequence identity with the THOV NP, and 

sequence analysis revealed that the bourbon virus NP possess an Asp at position 55, comparable 

with the corresponding Asp53 in IFAV H1N1 2009. This MxA-resistant mutation in the 

bourbon virus NP may also be responsible for the severe course of the disease.  

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bourbon_virus
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4.5 Oligomeric model of the THOV-RNP 

 

Segmented negative-sense RNA viruses (sNSVs) encapsulate their genomic RNA with multiple 

copies of the NPs, leading to formation of the transcriptionally active vRNPs together with the 

heterotrimeric polymerase (see also 1.4). vRNPs are irregular, flexible, supercoiled structures. 

They are responsible for the transcription and replication of the virus during the life-cycle in 

the host cell. Cryo-EM analysis revealed the architecture of several RNPs including native (52), 

reconstituted RNPs (53) or mini-RNPs (200). On the basis of native RNPs (PDB code: 4BBL) 

isolated from virions, and the electron microscopy data, I modeled the central filamentous 

region of the THOV-RNP (see also 3.4.5.3, Figure 61H), and mapped the amino acids 

responsible for MxA resistance on this model (Figure 67).  

 

 

Figure 67: Model of the THOV-RNP. 

(A) Side and front view of the central filament region of the THOV-RNP in surface representation (rainbow 

colored). Single-stranded RNA (polyU) is shown in black. The antiparallel orientation of the NPs is indicated 

by the arrows. In the left-handed helix, 12 NPs are required to form one turn. (B) Detailed view of one 

monomer. The dashed orange boxes indicate the MxA resistance amino acid positions (magenta for major 

MxA resistance, and orange for minor MxA resistance). The dashed red box shows the cNLS, and the yellow 

dashed box the N-terminal region. The cryo-EM structure of the IFAV RNP (PDB code: 4BBL, (52)) was 

used to model the THOV-RNP. 

 

The NPs in the helical model arrange in an antiparallel fashion (indicated by the arrows) and 

bind to ssRNA (polyU) with the RNA-binding site facing to the outside. The RNA is therefore 
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partially exposed. The MxA-sensitive amino acids in the body domain of the THOV NP are on 

the outer surface of the model and therefore accessible for putative interactions with cellular 

factors such as the human MxA protein. Furthermore, a DEAD box RNA helicase, UAP-56, 

which prevents dsRNA formation might interact with the THOV NP N-terminal region (Figure 

67B, dashed yellow box), as shown for the IFAV NP. UAP-56 has also been shown to interact 

with MxA and the IFAV NP (137). In the IFAV NP, Lys351 and Lys357 are minor MxA-

resistance determinants (Table 10). The corresponding Arg328 and Arg332 (Figure 67B, in 

orange) are located close to the RNA and might have a second role in RNA binding in addition 

to determining MxA sensitivity. 

Using electron microscopy, I visualized THOV and DHOV NP bound to 8-kb long ssRNA. 

When using a 5:1 ratio (see 3.4.5.3, Figure 61D-E and Figure 62B-C) ring-like structures 

varying in diameter from 25-35 nm were the main species visible on the electron micrographs. 

However, larger aggregates were observed using a higher NP:ssRNA ratio (10:1). The ring-like 

structures might be explained by binding of the NPs to degraded fractions of ssRNA. 

Nevertheless, ring-like structures were predominantly found and might represent a stable NP-

ssRNA structure. 

In addition to the central filament region and the polymerase region of the viral RNP as 

described in chapter 1.4, a loop region can be found at one end of the RNP (see also 1.4, Figure 

9). The ring-like structures observed in this thesis support the model of ring/loop formation in 

THOV RNPs. On the basis of a biologically active IFAV miniRNP cryo-EM structure, where 

9 NPs bound to 248 nucleotides, I docked the THOV NP structure to model a THOV 9mer 

shown in Figure 68. In this arrangement, the tail loop (amino acid 361-396) could connect to 

the adjacent NP so that the backside of the NP is facing into the inside of the ring (Figure 68B), 

exposing the ssRNA to the outside of the ring. 
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Figure 68: Model of the THOV-miniRNP. 

(A) Front view of the of a THOV miniRNP (9mer) model in ribbon-type representation (rainbow colored). 

(B) Side view of the miniRNP. The dashed box shows one monomer with the inserted tail loop (amino acids 

361-396) from the adjacent NP. The model was manually adjusted based on the cryoEM structure of an 

IFAV miniRNP (PDB code: 2WFS, (45,200)). 

 

Both models, the helical RNP in Figure 67 and the ring-like mini-RNP in Figure 68 demonstrate 

the capability of the THOV NP to form structural diverse assemblies. This diversity is mainly 

facilitated by the flexibility of the C-terminal tail loop of the NP. The helical arrangement of 

the NP together with the heterotrimeric polymerase represents the native and biological active 

form, whereas the formation of the ring-like structures might be an artifact, and it remains 

speculative if such structures are of biological importance. Finally, the visualization of such 

THOV- or IFV-RNP structures in complex with the human MxA GTPase is of great importance 

for possible drug design efforts in the future. 
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Appendix A – Instruments 

 

Instrument       Manufacturer (location) 

Agarose Gel Electrophoresis System   OLS, Bremen, Germany 

Amicon centrifugal filter devices   Millipore, Billerica, USA 

Analytical Ultracentrifuge XL-1   Beckman Coulter, Krefeld, Germany 

Automated imaging and storing system (Rock Imager) Formulatrix, Waltham, Germany 

Benchtop Centrifuge 5415 R     Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany 

Benchtop Centrifuge 5804 R     Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany 

Binocular Microscope MZ 7.5     Leica, Wetzlar, Germany 

Blockheater Rotilabo H250    Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany 

Chromatography column    GE Healthcare, Piscataway, USA 

GSTrap HP 1 ml       

Chromatography column material   GE Healthcare, Piscataway, USA 

GSH Sepharose 4B 

Chromatography columns Superdex   GE Healthcare, Piscataway, USA 

200 16/60, 26/60 

Centrifuge Avanti J-26 XP     Beckman Coulter, Krefeld, Germany 

Fluidizer       Microfluidics, Newton, USA 

FPLC Äkta Prime Plus      GE Healthcare, Piscataway, USA 

FPLC Äkta Purifier      GE Healthcare, Piscataway, USA 

HPLC 1260 Infinity LC Agilent, Santa Clara, USA 

Imaging system LAS4000 mini    FujiFilm, Düsseldorf, Germany 

Isothermal Titration Calorimeter VP-ITC  GE Healthcare, Piscataway, USA 

Isothermal Titration Calorimeter iTC200   GE Healthcare, Piscataway, USA 

Nanodrop 2000      Thermo Scientific, Wilmington, USA 

Nucleosil 100 C18 HPLC precolumn    Knauer, Berlin, Germany 

PCR Thermocycler      Biometra, Göttingen, Germany 

C1000 Touch™ Thermal Cycler   Bio-Rad, München, Germany 

Peristaltic Pump ISM 827 B    Ismatec, Glattbrugg, CH 

pH-Meter       Mettler-Toledo, Gießen, Germany 

Pipetting robot Hydra-Plus-One    Thermo Scientific, Dreieich, Germany 

Pipetting robot Gryphon LCP    Art Robbins Instruments, Sunnyvale, USA 

RALS 270 dual detector    Malvern Instruments, Worcestershire, U.K. 

Refrective index detector VE 3580   Malvern Instruments, Worcestershire, U.K. 

Reversed-phase ODS-2 hypersil   Thermo Scientific, Dreieich, Germany 

Scales        Sartorius, Göttingen, Germany 

SDS PAGE System Xcell Sure Lock   Invitrogen, Darmstadt, Germany 

Shaker Incubator      New Brunswick Scientific, Edison, USA 

Thermoblock MKR13     HLC Biotech, Bovenden, Germany 

Ultracentrifuge Optima L-100 K   Beckman Coulter, Krefeld, Germany 

Vacuum pump      Vacuubrand, Wertheim, Germany 

Vortex Genie 2     Bender+Hobien, Zurich, CH 
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Appendix B – Chemicals 

 

Chemical/ Enzyme/ Kit   Cat.-No.   Manufacturer (location) 

 

10 x cloned Pfu reaction buffer   600153-82   Stratagene (La Jolla, USA) 

Acetic Acid     3783.5    Roth (Karlsruhe) 

Acetonitrile     CN20.2   Roth (Karlsruhe) 

ATP     NU-1010-10G  Jena Bioscience (Jena) 

β-Mercaptoethanol   4227.3   Roth (Karlsruhe) 

Chloramphenicol    3886.3    Roth (Karlsruhe) 

Coomassie brillant blue R 250  3862.2    Roth (Karlsruhe) 

dATP     NU-1001  Jena Bioscience (Jena) 

dCTP     NU-1002  Jena Bioscience (Jena) 

dGTP     NU-1003  Jena Bioscience (Jena) 

dTTP     NU-1003  Jena Bioscience (Jena) 

di-Potassium hydrogen phosphate  P749.2    Roth (Karlsruhe) 

anhydrous 

DMSO     D8418   Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim) 

DNAse I     04 716 728 001  Roche (Mannheim) 

DOGS-NTA     790528   Avanti (Alabaster, USA) 

DpnI      R0176S   New England Biolabs 

(Frankfurt am Main) 

DTT      6908.2    Roth (Karlsruhe) 

Ethanol     5054.2    Roth (Karlsruhe) 

GDP      NU-1172S   Jena Bioscience (Jena) 

GeneAmp© dNTPs    N8080007   Roche Molecular Systems 

(Branchburg, USA) 

Glutathione SepharoseTM 4B  27-4574-01 Amersham (Piscatawy, USA) 

Glycerol     3783.1    Roth (Karlsruhe) 

GTP      NU-1012-1G   Jena Bioscience (Jena) 

Guanidinehydrochloride   0037.1    Roth (Karlsruhe) 

HEPES     9105.4    Roth (Karlsruhe) 

hsMxA cDNA ImaGenes (Berlin, Germany)  

Imidazole     3899.3    Roth (Karlsruhe) 

IPTG     CN08.2   Roth (Karlsruhe) 

Isopropanol     9866.5   Roth (Karlsruhe) 

Kanamycinsulfate    T823.4    Roth (Karlsruhe) 

Mark12TM unstained standard   LC5677   Invitrogen (Karlsruhe) 

Magnesium chloride Hexahydrate 63065   Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim) 

Fermentas unstained standard SM0431 Fermentas GmbH (St. Leon-Rot) 

NuPAGE© LDS Sample Buffer (4x)  NP0007   Invitrogen (Karlsruhe) 

NuPAGE© MOPS SDS Buffer Kit  NP0050   Invitrogen (Karlsruhe) 

NuPAGE© Novex 4-12% Bis-Tris  NP0335BOX /  Invitrogen (Karlsruhe) 

Gel 1,5 mm, 10 / 15 well   NP0336BOX 

Pefabloc© SC-Protease inhibitor  A154.2   Roth (Karlsruhe) 

Pfu DNA polymerase    00153    Stratagene (La Jolla, USA) Potassium 

dihydrogen phosphate    3904.1    Roth (Karlsruhe) 

PreScissionTM Protease    27-0843-01   GE Healthcare (München) 

Primers diverse       EurofinsMWG (Ebersberg) 

QIAprepTM Spin Miniprep Kit   27106    Qiagen (Hilden) 

Sodium chloride   9265.2   Roth (Karlsruhe) 

Terrific-Broth medium    HP61.1   Roth (Karlsruhe) 

Tetrabutylammonium bromide   86860-500G   Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim)
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Appendix C – Dynamin superfamily alignment 

 

Deletion ΔN85 (MxB) 

                  *********************************************************************** 

hsMxA   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------MV VSEVDIAKAD  12    

hsMxB   MSKAHKPWPY RRRSQFSSRK YLKKEMNSFQ QQPPPFGTVP PQMMFPPNWQ GAEKDAAFLA  60    

mmMx1   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  1     

mmMx2   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----MVLST  5     

ggMx    ----MNNPWS NFSSAFGCPI QIPKQNSNVP PSLPVPVGVF GVPLRSGCSN QMAFCAPELT  56    

drMxA   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  1     

hsDyn1  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  1     

hsDyn2  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  1     

hsDyn3  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  1     

 

        *************************** 

                                                   1B 
 

hsMxA   PAAASHPLLL NGDATVAQKN PGSVAENNLC SQYEEKVRPC IDLIDSLRAL GVEQDLALPA  72    

hsMxB   KDFNFLTLNN QPPPGNRSQP RAMGPENNLY SQYEQKVRPC IDLIDSLRAL GVEQDLALPA  120   

mmMx1   ---------- ---------- --MDSVNNLC RHYEEKVRPC IDLIDTLRAL GVEQDLALPA  38    

mmMx2   EENTGVDSVN LPSGETGLGE KDQESVNNLC SQYEEKVRPC IDLIDSLRAL GVEQDLALPA  65    

ggMx    DRKPEHEQKV SKRLNDREED KDEAAACSLD NQYDRKIQPC IDLVDSLRKL DIGNDLMLPA  116   

drMxA   ---------- ---------- -MEKLSYTFS QQYEEKIRPC IDTIDNLRSL GVEKDLALPA  39    

hsDyn1  ---------- ---------- -------MGN RGMEDLIPLV NRLQDAFSAI GQNADLDLPQ  33    

hsDyn2  ---------- ---------- -------MGN RGMEELIPLV NKLQDAFSSI GQSCHLDLPQ  33    

hsDyn3  ---------- ---------- -------MGN REMEELIPLV NRLQDAFSAL GQSCLLELPQ  33    

 

             P loop              Switch I 

        1G           1G                         

                   ●K83A                  ●T103A (T151A in MxB) 

hsMxA   IAVIGDQSSG KSSVLEALSG -VALPRGSGI VTRCPLVLKL KKLV------ ----------  115   

hsMxB   IAVIGDQSSG KSSVLEALSG -VALPRGSGI VTRCPLVLKL KKQ------- ----------  162   

mmMx1   IAVIGDQSSG KSSVLEALSG -VALPRGSGI VTRCPLVLKL RKLK------ ----------  81    

mmMx2   IAVIGDQSSG KSSVLEALSG -VALPRGSGI VTRCPLVLKL RKLN------ ----------  108   

ggMx    IAVIGDRNSG KSSVLEA-LS GVALPRDKGV ITRCPLELKL KKMTAP---- ----------  161   

drMxA   IAVIGDQSSG KSSVLEA-LS GVPLPRGSGI VTRCPLELKM IRTKDQ---- ----------  84    

hsDyn1  IAVVGGQSAG KSSVLENFVG RDFLPRGSGI VTRRPLVLQL VNAT------ ----------  77    

hsDyn2  IAVVGGQSAG KSSVLENFVG RDFLPRGSGI VTRRPLILQL IFSK------ ----------  77    

hsDyn3  IAVVGGQSAG KSSVLENFVG RDFLPRGSGI VTRRPLVLQL VTSK------ ----------  77    

 

                                       E1G                  EG 
 

hsMxA   ---------- ---------- ----NEDKWR GKVSYQDYEI EISDASEVEK EINKAQNAIA  151   

hsMxB   ---------- ---------- ----PCEAWA GRISYRNTEL ELQDPGQVEK EIHKAQNVMA  198   

mmMx1   ---------- ---------- ----EGEEWR GKVSYDDIEV ELSDPSEVEE AINKGQNFIA  117   

mmMx2   ---------- ---------- ----EGEEWR GKVSYDDIEV ELSDPSEVEE AINKGQNFIA  144   

ggMx    ---------- ---------- ------QEWK GVIYYRNTEI QLQNASEVKK AIRKAQDIVA  195   

drMxA   ---------- ---------- ------DRWH GRISYKTCEE DFDDPAEVEK KIRQAQDEMA  118   

hsDyn1  ---------- ---------- ------TEYA EFLHCK--GK KFTDFEEVRL EIEAETDRVT  109   

hsDyn2  ---------- ---------- ------TEHA EFLHCK--SK KFTDFDEVRQ EIEAETDRVT  109   

hsDyn3  ---------- ---------- ------AEYA EFLHCK--GK KFTDFDEVRL EIEAETDRVT  109   

  

 

 

 

 

 

1G 1G 

1B 

2G 

E1G EG 
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  Cis stabilizing loop                  Switch II 

                    E2G        3G                     2G 
                                            ●V185Y 

hsMxA   GEGMGISHEL ITLEISSRDV PDLTLIDLPG ITRVAVGNQP ADIGYKIKTL IKKYIQRQET  211   

hsMxB   GNGRGISHEL ISLEITSPEV PDLTIIDLPG ITRVAVDNQP RDIGLQIKAL IKKYIQRQQT  258   

mmMx1   GVGLGISDKL ISLDVSSPNV PDLTLIDLPG ITRVAVGNQP ADIGRQIKRL IKTYIQKQET  177   

mmMx2   GVGLGISDKL ISLDVSSPNV PDLTLIDLPG ITRVAVGNQP ADIGRQIKRL IKTYIQKQET  204   

ggMx    GTNGSISGEL ISLEIWSPDV PDLTLIDLPG IAREAVGNQP QDNGQQIKTL LKKYIGCKET  255   

drMxA   GAGVGISEEL ISLQITSADV PDLTLIDLPG IARVAVKGQP ENIGDQIKRL IRKFVTRQET  178   

hsDyn1  GTNKGISPVP INLRVYSPHV LNLTLVDLPG MTKVPVGDQP PDIEFQIRDM LMQFVTKENC  169   

hsDyn2  GTNKGISPVP INLRVYSPHV LNLTLIDLPG ITKVPVGDQP PDIEYQIKDM ILQFISRESS  169   

hsDyn3  GMNKGISSIP INLRVYSPHV LNLTLIDLPG ITKVPVGDQP PDIEYQIREM IMQFITRENC  169   

 

          Trans stabilizing loop                G4 loop  

        4G                 3G            5G 

                                                       ●G255E 

                                            D250N●   ●D253N          ●V268M 

hsMxA   ISLVVVPSNV DIATTEALSM AQEVDPEGDR TIGILTKPDL VDKGTEDKVV DVVRNLVFHL  271   

hsMxB   INLVVVPCNV DIATTEALSM AHEVDPEGDR TIGILTKPDL MDRGTEKSVM NVVRNLTYPL  318   

mmMx1   INLVVVPSNV DIATTEALSM AQEVDPEGDR TIGVLTKPDL VDRGAEGKVL DVMRNLVYPL  237   

mmMx2   INLVVVPSNV DIATTEALSM AQEVDPEGDR TIGILTKPDL VDRGTEDKVV DVVRNLVYHL  264   

ggMx    IIVVVVPCNV DIATTEALKM AQEVDPTGER TLGVLTKPDL VNEGTEETVL KIIQNEVIPL  315   

drMxA   INLVVVPCNV DIATTEALQM AQAEDPDGER TLGILTKPDL VDKGTEGTVV DIVHNEVIHL  238   

hsDyn1  LILAVSPANS DLANSDALKV AKEVDPQGQR TIGVITKLDL MDEGTD--AR DVLENKLLPL  227   

hsDyn2  LILAVTPANM DLANSDALKL AKEVDPQGLR TIGVITKLDL MDEGTD--AR DVLENKLLPL  227   

hsDyn3  LILAVTPANT DLANSDALKL AKEVDPQGLR TIGVITKLDL MDEGTD--AR DVLENKLLPL  227   

 

               G5 motif 

           6G                   4G                            5G 
 

hsMxA   KKGYMIVKCR GQQEIQDQLS LSEALQREKI FFENHPYFRD LLEEGKATVP CLAEKLTSEL  331   

hsMxB   KKGYMIVKCR GQQEITNRLS LAEATKKEIT FFQTHPYFRV LLEEGSATVP RLAERLTTEL  378   

mmMx1   KKGYMIVKCR GQQDIQEQLS LTEAFQKEQV FFKDHSYFSI LLEDGKATVP CLAERLTEEL  297   

mmMx2   KKGYMIVKCR GQQDIQEQLS LTEALQNEQI FFKEHPHFRV LLEDGKATVP CLAERLTAEL  324   

ggMx    RKGYMIVKCY GQMDFCNELS FTSAIQQERE FFETHKHFST LLDENKATIP HLANKLTDEL  375   

drMxA   TKGYMIVRCR GQKEIMDQVT LNEATETESA FFKDHPHFSK LYEEGFATIP KLAEKLTIEL  298   

hsDyn1  RRGYIGVVNR SQKDIDGKKD ITAALAAERK FFLSHPSYRH LADR--MGTP YLQKVLNQQL  285   

hsDyn2  RRGYIGVVNR SQKDIEGKKD IRAALAAERK FFLSHPAYRH MADR--MGTP HLQKTLNQQL  285   

hsDyn3  RRGYVGVVNR SQKDIDGKKD IKAAMLAERK FFLSHPAYRH IADR--MGTP HLQKVLNQQL  285   

 
                                         L1BS  

         6G              2B                              1NS 

 

hsMxA   ITHICKSLPL LENQIKETHQ RITEELQKYG VDIPEDENEK MFFLIDKINA FNQDITALMQ  391   

hsMxB   IMHIQKSLPL LEGQIRESHQ KATEELRRCG ADIPSQEADK MFFLIEKIKM FNQDIEKLVE  438   

mmMx1   TSHICKSLPL LEDQINSSHQ SASEELQKYG ADIPEDDRTR MSFLVNKISA FNRNIMNLIQ  357   

mmMx2   ISHICKSLPL LENQIKESHQ SASEELQKYG MDIPEDDSEK TFFLIEKINA FNQDITALVQ  384   

ggMx    VGRIIKTLPA IEKQVHDALQ QAKKELQKYT QSTHPTVSDK TIFLVGLIKA FNEDI-SQTM  434   

drMxA   VHHIQKSLPR LEEQIETKLA ETQKELEAYG NGPPSEPAAR LSFFIDKVTA FNQDM-LNLT  357   

hsDyn1  TNHIRDTLPG LRNKLQSQLL SIEKEVEEYK NFRPDDPARK TKALLQMVQQ FAVDFEKRIE  345   

hsDyn2  TNHIRESLPA LRSKLQSQLL SLEKEVEEYK NFRPDDPTRK TKALLQMVQQ FGVDFEKRIE  345   

hsDyn3  TNHIRDTLPN FRNKLQGQLL SIEHEVEAYK NFKPEDPTRK TKALLQMVQQ FAVDFEKRIE  345   

           G-domain◄ ►middle domain 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

E2G 3G 

4G β5G 

β6G 

2G 

α3G 

4G 5G 

1NS 6G 2B 
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             L1S                                                 L2S 

                                        1CS                        

 

hsMxA   GEE--TVGEE DIRLFTRLRH EFHKWSTIIE NNFQEGHKIL SRKIQKFENQ YRGRELPGFV  449   

hsMxB   GEE--VVREN ETRLYNKIRE DFKNWVGILA TNTQKVKNII HEEVEKYEKQ YRGKELLGFV  496   

mmMx1   AQE--TVSEG DSRLFTKLRN EFLAWDDHIE EYFKKDSPEV QSKMKEFENQ YRGRELPGFV  415   

mmMx2   GEE--NVAEG ECRLFTRLRK EFLSWSKEIE KNFAKGYAVL YNEVWAFEKQ YRGRELPGFV  442   

ggMx    -HGKESWFGN EIRLFPKIRR EFRTWGVKLL ESSAKVEEIV CSKLPKYEDQ YRGREFPDFI  493   

drMxA   -TGEDVKCTT DLLLFPELRQ EFAKWSHILD RSGDSFNKKI EKEVDNYEVK YRGRELPGFI  416   

hsDyn1  GSG-DQIDTY ELSGGARINR IFHERFPFEL VKMEFDEKEL RREISYAIKN IHGIRTGLFT  404   

hsDyn2  GSG-DQVDTL ELSGGARINR IFHERFPFEL VKMEFDEKDL RREISYAIKN IHGVRTGLFT  404   

hsDyn3  GSG-DQVDTL ELSGGAKINR IFHERFPFEI VKMEFNEKEL RREISYAIKN IHGIRTGLFT  404  

 
                                                        L3 

                               2S                               3S 

 

hsMxA   NYRTFETIVK QQIKALEEPA VDMLHTVTDM VRLAFTDVSI KNFEEFFNLH RTAKSKIEDI  509   

hsMxB   NYKTFEIIVH QYIQQLVEPA LSMLQKAMEI IQQAFINVAK KHFGEFFNLN QTVQSTIEDI  556   

mmMx1   DYKAFESIIK KRVKALEESA VNMLRRVTKM VQTAFVKILS NDFGDFLNLC CTAKSKIKEI  475   

mmMx2   NYKTFENIIR RQIKTLEEPA IEMLHTVTEI VRAAFTSVSE KNFSEFYNLH RTTKSKLEDI  502   

ggMx    SYWTFEDIIK EQITKLEEPA VAMLNKVIYM VEEKFLQLAN KRFANFQNLN NAAQARIGCI  553   

drMxA   NYKTFEGLVR DQIKLLEEPA LKTLKTVSDV VRKKFIQLAQ CSFIGFPNLL KIAKTKIEGI  476   

hsDyn1  PDMAFETIVK KQVKKIREPC LKCVDMVISE LISTVRQC-T KKLQQYPRLR EEMERIVTTH  463   

hsDyn2  PDLAFEAIVK KQVVKLKEPC LKCVDLVIQE LINTVRQC-T SKLSSYPRLR EETERIVTTY  463   

hsDyn3  PDMAFEAIVK KQIVKLKGPS LKSVDLVIQE LINTVKKC-T KKLANFPRLC EETERIVANH  463   

 
                                 * 

                          ●M527D(M574D in MxB)  

                                  

hsMxA   RAEQEREGEK LIRLHFQMEQ IVYC------ ---------- ---------- ----------  533   

hsMxB   KVKHTAKAEN MIQLQFRMEQ MVFC------ ---------- ---------- ----------  580   

mmMx1   RLNQEKEAEN LIRLHFQMEQ IVYC------ ---------- ---------- ----------  499   

mmMx2   RLEQEKEAEM SIRLHFKMEQ IIYC------ ---------- ---------- ----------  526   

ggMx    SDRQATTAKN CILTQFKMER IIYC------ ---------- ---------- ----------  577   

drMxA   KLNKESLAES MLKTQFKMEL IVYS------ ---------- ---------- ----------  500   

hsDyn1  IREREGRTKE QVMLLIDIEL AYMNTNHEDF IGFANAQQRS NQMNKKKTSG NQDE------  517   

hsDyn2  IREREGRTKD QILLLIDIEQ SYINTNHEDF IGFANAQQRS TQLNKKRAIP NQGE------  517   

hsDyn3  IREREGKTKD QVLLLIDIQV SYINTNHEDF IGFANAQQRS SQVHKKTTVG NQGTNLPPSR  523   

 
                 Deletion ΔL4(580-609) (MxB) 

                               ******************************    

                                           Loop L4 (533-572) (MxA) 
 

hsMxA   ---------- ---------- -QDQVYRGAL QKVREKELEE EKKKKSWDFG AFQSSSATD-  571   

hsMxB   ---------- ---------- -QDQIYSVVL KKVREEIFNP LGTPSQNMKL NSHFPSNESS  619   

mmMx1   ---------- ---------- -QDQVYKETL KTIREKEAEK EKTKALINPA TFQNNSQFPQ  538   

mmMx2   ---------- ---------- -QDQIYRGAL QKVREEEAEE EKKTKHGTSS SSQSQDLQT-  564   

ggMx    ---------- ---------- -QDNIYADDL KAARAEGISK DTKIKDLAFG CASRQCP---  613   

drMxA   ---------- ---------- -QDGTYSQSL KHAKDKLEEM EKERPQPKIK LPLLSSFDLG  539   

hsDyn1  ILVIRKGWLT INNIGIMKGG SKEYWFVLTA ENLSWYKDDE EKEKKYMLSV DNLKLRDVEK  577   

hsDyn2  ILVIRRGWLT INNISLMKGG SKEYWFVLTA ESLSWYKDEE EKEKKYMLPL DNLKIRDVEK  577   

hsDyn3  QIVIRKGWLT ISNIGIMKGG SKGYWFVLTA ESLSWYKDDE EKEKKYMLPL DNLKVRDVEK  583   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1CS 

2S 3S 

3S 
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hsMxA   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  571   

hsMxB   V--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  620   

mmMx1   KG-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  540   

mmMx2   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  564   

ggMx    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  613   

drMxA   TDNH------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  543   

hsDyn1  GFMSSK--HI FALFNTEQRN VYKDYRQLEL ACETQEEVDS WKASFLRAGV YPERVGDKEK  635   

hsDyn2  GFMSNK--HV FAIFNTEQRN VYKDLRQIEL ACDSQEDVDS WKASFLRAGV YPE------K  629   

hsDyn3  SFMSSK--HI FALFNTEQRN VYKDYRFLEL ACDSQEDVDS WKASLLRAGV YPD------K  635   

 

                                                     4S 

 

hsMxA   ---------- ---------- -SSMEEIFQH LMAYHQEASK RISSHIPLII QFFMLQTYGQ  610   

hsMxB   ---------- ---------- -SSFTEIGIH LNAYFLETSK RLANQIPFII QYFMLRENGD  659   

mmMx1   ---------- ---------- -LTTTEMTQH LKAYYQECRR NIGRQIPLII QYFILKTFGE  579   

mmMx2   ---------- ---------- -SSMAEIFQH LNAYRQEAHN RISSHVPLII QYFILKMFAE  603   

ggMx    ---------- ---------- -SFALEMVSH VKAYFTGASK RLSNQIPLII LSTVLHDFGN  652   

drMxA   ---------- ---------- -ATLREMRLH LKSYYTIASK RLADQIPMVI RYMLLQEAAL  582   

hsDyn1  ASETEENGSD SFMHSMDPQL ERQVETIRNL VDSYMAIVNK TVRDLMPKTI MHLMINNTKE  695   

hsDyn2  DQAENEDGAQ ENTFSMDPQL ERQVETIRNL VDSYVAIINK SIRDLMPKTI MHLMINNTKA  689   

hsDyn3  SVAENDENGQ AENFSMDPQL ERQVETIRNL VDSYMSIINK CIRDLIPKTI MHLMINNVKD  695   

 
                              L2BS 

           4S          5S                   3B                  

 

hsMxA   QLQKAMLQLL QDKDTYSWLL KERSDTSDKR KFLKERLARL TQARRRLAQF PG--------  662   

hsMxB   SLQKAMMQIL QEKNRYSWLL QEQSETATKR RILKERIYRL TQARHALCQF SSKEIH----  715   

mmMx1   EIEKMMLQLL QDTSKCSWFL EEQSDTREKK KFLKRRLLRL DEARQKLAKF SD--------  631   

mmMx2   RLQKGMLQLL QDKDSCSWLL KEQSDTSEKR KFLKERLARL AQARRRLAKF PG--------  655   

ggMx    YLQTSMLHLL QGKEEINYLL QEDHEAANQQ KLLTSRISHL NKAYQYLVDF KSL-------  705   

drMxA   ELQRNMLQLL QDKDGVDNLL KEDCDIGQKR ENLLSRQTRL IEGTQPLGHL LEVTFIDYCN  642   

hsDyn1  FIFSELLANL YSCGDQNTLM EESAEQAQRR DEMLRMYHAL KEALSIIGDI NTTTVSTPMP  755   

hsDyn2  FIHHELLAYL YSSADQSSLM EESADQAQRR DDMLRMYHAL KEALNIIGDI STSTVSTPVP  749   

hsDyn3  FINSELLAQL YSSEDQNTLM EESAEQAQRR DEMLRMYQAL KEALGIIGDI STATVSTPAP  755   

 
hsMxA   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  662   

hsMxB   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  715   

mmMx1   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  631   

mmMx2   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  655   

ggMx    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  705   

drMxA   ILMQ------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  646   

hsDyn1  PPVDDSWLQV QSVPAGRRSP TSSPTPQRRA PAVPPARPGS RGPAPGPPPA GSALGGAPPV  815   

hsDyn2  PPVDDTWLQS ASSHSPTPQR RPVSSI-HPP GRPPAVRGPT PGPPLIPVPV GAAASFSAPP  808   

hsDyn3  PPVDDSWIQH SRRSPPPSPT TQRRPTLSAP LARPTSGRGP APAIPSPGPH SGAPPVPFRP  815   

 

hsMxA   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  662   

hsMxB   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  715   

mmMx1   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  631   

mmMx2   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  655   

ggMx    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  705   

drMxA   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  646   

hsDyn1  PSRPGASPDP FGPPPQVPSR PNRAPPGVPS RSGQASPSRP ESPRPPFDL- ----------  864   

hsDyn2  IPSRPGPQSV FANSDLFPAP PQIPSRPVRI PPGIPPGVPS RRPPAAPSRP TIIRPAEPSL  868   

hsDyn3  GPLPPFPSSS DSFGAPPQVP SRPTRAPPSV PSRRPPPSPT RPTIIRPLES SLLD------  869   

 
 

 

 

 

 

4S 4S 

4S 
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hsMxA   ---------- - 662   

hsMxB   ---------- - 715   

mmMx1   ---------- - 631   

mmMx2   ---------- - 655   

ggMx    ---------- - 705   

drMxA   ---------- - 646   

hsDyn1  ---------- - 864   

hsDyn2  LD-------- - 870   

hsDyn3  ---------- - 869   

 

Sequence alignment of Mx and human dynamin proteins. Amino acid sequences of human MxA (Swiss-

Prot accession P20591), human MxB (P20592), mouse (mm) Mx1 (P09922), mouse Mx2 (Q9WVP9), 

chicken (gg) Mx protein (Q90597), zebrafish (dr) MxA protein (Q8JH68), human dynamin1 (Q05193), 

human dynamin2 (P50570), human Dynamin3 (Q9UQ16) were aligned using CLUSTAL W (145) and 

manually adjusted. Residues with a conservation of greater than 70% are color-coded (D, E in red; R, 

K, H in blue; N, Q, S, T in grey; A, L, I, V, F, Y, W, M, C in green and P, G in brown). α-helices are 

shown as cylinders and β-strands as arrows, and the MxA stalk was depicted as gray cylinders under the 

sequences. Mutations within the G domain and the G interface as described in 3.1 for MxA (black dot) 

and 3.2 for MxB (in brackets, and deletions represented by blue asterisk) are specified at the 

corresponding positions. Sequence alignment was modified from (75,76). 
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Appendix D - Orthomyxoviridae nucleoprotein alignment 
 

THOV             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  1    

DHOV             ---------- ---------- ---------- -----MSSTT PKRSEP----  11   

BOUV             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---MQSSRKA PNPRSS----  13   

BKNV             ---------- ---------- ---------- -----MSSTT PKRSEP----  11   

JOSV             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  1    

ABV              ---------- ---------- ---------- -----MRMAS PAKLPS----  11   

UPOV             ---------- ---------- ---------- -------MAA PAKPSS----  9    

IFCV             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  1    

IFBV             MSNMDIDSIN TGTIDKTPEE LTPGTSGATR PIIKPATLAP PSNKRTRNPS  50   

IFAV H1N1(2009)  ---------- ---------- ---------- -------MAS QGTKRS----  9    

IFAV H1N1(1918)  ---------- ---------- ---------- -------MAS QGTKRS----  9    

IFAV H5N1        ---------- ---------- ---------- -------MAS QGTKRS----  9    

IFAV H7N9(2013)  ---------- ---------- ---------- -------MAS QGTKRS----  9    

 

 

THOV             ---------- -MATDQMDIS GPPPKKQHVD TESQIPKMYE MIRDQMRTLA  39   

DHOV             -----ADEDM EVEVKRSK-- -------VET DPKSTQRKYE DFKAQMVTLA  47   

BOUV             -----NDEEM EIDTKRSK-- -------IEV DPLANKRKYE EFKAQMVSLA  49   

BKNV             -----ADEDM EVEVKRPK-- -------VET DPKSTQRKYE DFKAQMVTLA  47   

JOSV             ---------- ------MELD KPKRPRFDKT TENQVPKMYE QFQTQMKALA  34   

ABV              -----DESSM EVAYFPVKKA KIGERASSGH TENLVPRMYE EFRAQMISLA  56   

UPOV             -----DESSM EVSFLPIKRV RTGERSSTGQ TENLVPRMYE EFRAQMFSIA  54   

IFCV             ---------- -MSDRRQNRK TPDEQ--RKA NALIINENIE AYIAICKEVG  37   

IFBV             PERTTTSSET DIGRKIQKKQ TPTEI--KKS VYKMVVKLGE FYNQMMVKAG  98   

IFAV H1N1(2009)  ---------Y EQMETGGERQ DATEI--RAS VGRMIGGIGR FYIQMCTELK  48   

IFAV H1N1(1918)  ---------Y EQMETDGERQ NATEI--RAS VGRMIGGIGR FYIQMCTELK  48   

IFAV H5N1        ---------Y EQMETGGERQ NATEI--RAS VGRMVGGIGR FYIQMCTELK  48   

IFAV H7N9(2013)  ---------Y EQMETGGERQ NATEI--RAS VGRMVSGIGR FYIQMCTELK  48   

 

 

THOV             STHKIPLNID HNCEVIGSII MAACTNNRDL R----PV--- ----------  72   

DHOV             NQLKIDLKVK HNADIIGSIV MAACTGN-AI R----ET--- ----------  79   

BOUV             NKAKVDMTVH YNASVIGTLC LSACTDG-TL R----DG--- ----------  81   

BKNV             NQLKIDLKVK HNADIIGSIV MAACTGN-AI R----ET--- ----------  79   

JOSV             QQGNIDITID HNADVIGSIV MAACTDNREL R----AK--- ----------  67   

ABV              ASADIPLEID HNADVVGSIV MAACTDNREL R----AK--- ----------  89   

UPOV             TSADIPLEID HNAEVVGSIV MAACTDNKEL R----AK--- ----------  87   

IFCV             LNGD-EMLIL ENGIAIEKAI RICCDGK--- YQEKREKKAR EAQRADSNFN  83   

IFBV             LNDDMERNLI QNAQAVERIL LAATDDKKTE YQKKRNAR-- DVKEGKEEID  146  

IFAV H1N1(2009)  LS-DYDGRLI QNSITIERMV LSAFDERRNK YLEEHPS--- ------AGKD  88   

IFAV H1N1(1918)  LS-DYEGRLI QNSITIERMV LSAFDERRNK YLEEHPS--- ------AGKD  88   

IFAV H5N1        LS-DQEGRLI QNSITIERMV LSAFDERRNR YLEEHPS--- ------AGKD  88   

IFAV H7N9(2013)  LS-DNEGRLI QNSITIERMV LSAFDERRNR YLEEHPS--- ------AGKD  88   

 

 

THOV             --DKYWFLMG PAGAE-VM-- TEVEIDI--Q -----PQLQW AKGAV-HDPK  109  

DHOV             --GKYSFFFN DEKDGWKL-- REVELNC--K -----PVIDW ANQTL-T-DE  116  

BOUV             --SKYSFFFK TQDNEWEM-- KEVVIDC--S -----SVQEW AKTTI-N-DA  118  

BKNV             --GKYSFFFH DEKDGWKL-- REVELNC--K -----PVIDW ANQTL-T-DE  116  

JOSV             --DSYYFYI- KDGSEWKY-- TAVELDT--S -----TVTQW AKTTV-QTPE  104  

ABV              --DVYHIYRP SDGGVLEY-- ASVEIDT--S -----ALQQW AKIHV-QTDE  127  

UPOV             --DTYHVYMP TEGNAFEY-- VPVEIDT--T -----ALQQW AKTHV-QTDE  125  

IFCV             ADSIGIRLVK RAGSGTNITY HAVVELTSRS RIVQILKSHW GNELNRAKIA  133  

IFBV             HNKTGGTFYK MVRDDKTIYF SPIKITFLKE E----VKTMY K-TTM-GSDG  190  

IFAV H1N1(2009)  PKKTGGPIYR RVDGKW---- MRELILYDKE E----IRRVW RQANN-GEDA  129  

IFAV H1N1(1918)  PKKTGGPIYR RIDGKW---- MRELILYDKE E----IRRIW RQANN-GEDA  129  

IFAV H5N1        PKKTGGPIYR RRDGKW---- VRELILYDKE E----IRRIW RQANN-GEDA  129  

IFAV H7N9(2013)  PKKTGGPIYR RRDGKW---- VRELILYDKE E----IRRIW RQANN-GEDA  129  
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THOV             YKGQWYPFLA LLQISNKTKD TILWQKYPVT QELEISNSLE IYANGHGIKD  159  

DHOV             QKREWYPFLA SLQLCVKTED AILWQRNPVT RELQVSPVCE PFATGYNIKD  166  

BOUV             TRKDWYPFLS SLQLCVKSED AILWQRNVVT KNLGVSPVCE PYAVGYNIKD  168  

BKNV             QKREWYPFLA SLQLCVKTED AILWQRNPVT QELQVSPVCE PFATGYNIKD  166  

JOSV             NKGMWYPFLA LLQISSKTKE TILWQKYPVT MELELNPTLE VYANGHSIKD  154  

ABV              ARGRWYPFLA LVQLSSKTKD SILWQKSSVT QELEVSPSLE VYACGHNIKD  177  

UPOV             ARGRWYPFLA LVQLSSKTKD SILWQKSSIT QELEVSPSLE VYACGHNIKD  175  

IFCV             GK-----RLG FSALFASNLE AIIYQRGRNA ARRNGSAELF TLTQGAGIET  178  

IFBV             FS-----GLN HIMIGHSQMN DVCFQRSKGL KRVGLDPSLI STFAGSTLPR  235  

IFAV H1N1(2009)  TA-----GIT HIMIWHSNLN DATYQRTRAL VRTGMDPRMC SLMQGSTLPR  174  

IFAV H1N1(1918)  TA-----GLT HMMIWHSNLN DATYQRTRAL VRTGMDPRMC SLMQGSTLPR  174  

IFAV H5N1        TA-----GLT HMMIWHSNLN DATYQRTRAL VRTGMDPRMC SLMQGSTLPR  174  

IFAV H7N9(2013)  TA-----GLT HLMIWHSNLN DATYQRTRAL VRTGMDPRMC SLMQGSTLPR  174  

 

 

THOV             RLKNSRPRSV GPLVHLLHLK RLQENPP--- KNPKTKKPLE SPAVNGIRKS  206  

DHOV             KLKKSRPLSV GPLNHLLHWV NLQTEK---- -SVGKGRKLS PRAAAGIRKR  211  

BOUV             KLKKSRPLSI GPLNHLDHWL GLYTER---- -SVGKGKKLS QRAAAGIRER  213  

BKNV             KLKKSRPLSV GPLNHLLHWV NLQTEK---- -TVGKGRKLS PRAAAGIRKR  211  

JOSV             RLKNSRPRSV GPLVHLLHLK RLSKAVP--- KNSKTKRPLE SSALHGIKKS  201  

ABV              RLKNSRPRSI GPLVHLVHLK RIMSTNP--- KNSKTKRPLE SSALHGIKKS  224  

UPOV             RLKNSRPRSI GPLVHLVHLK RIMSTNL--- KNSKTKRPLE SSALHGIKKS  222  

IFCV             RYKWIMEKHI GIGVLIADAK GLINGKREGK RGVDANVKLR AGTTGSPLER  228  

IFBV             RSGTTGVAIK GGGTLVDEAI RFIGRAM-AD RGLLRDIK-- ---AKTAYEK  279  

IFAV H1N1(2009)  RSGAAGAAVK GVGTIAMELI RMIKRGI-ND RNFWRGEN-- GRRTRVAYER  221  

IFAV H1N1(1918)  RSGAAGAAVK GVGTMVMELI RMIKRGI-ND RNFWRGEN-- GRRTRIAYER  221  

IFAV H5N1        RSGAAGAAIK GVGTMVMELI RMIKRGI-ND RNFWRGEN-- GRRTRIAYER  221  

IFAV H7N9(2013)  RSGAAGAAVK GIGTMVMELI RMIKRGI-ND RNFWRGEN-- GRRTRIAYER  221  

 

 

THOV             IVGHLKRQCI GETQKAMINQ FEMG------ RWESLSTFAA SLLAIKPRIE  250  

DHOV             LEATLMRQTI GQSQKAMLRQ IFDG------ KLAYVRTLAH SYCSIKPHIE  255  

BOUV             LEKNLMRQTI GQSQKAMLRQ IFDG------ KTSYIRTLAH SYCSIKPHIE  257  

BKNV             LEATLMRQTI GQSQKAMLRQ IFDG------ KLAYVRTLAH SYCSIKPHIE  255  

JOSV             IVGHLKRQCI GDTQRMMINQ FETG------ DWSALSTFAA SLLAIKPRIE  245  

ABV              IVGHLKRQCI GDTQKMMINQ FESG------ NWSALSTFAA SLLAIKPRIE  268  

UPOV             IVGHLKRQCI GDTQKVMINQ FESG------ NWSALSTFAA SLLAIKPRIE  266  

IFCV             AMQGIEKKAF PGPLRALARR VVKA--NYND AREALNVIAE ASLLLKPQIT  276  

IFBV             ILLNLKNKCS APQQKALVDQ VIGSRNPGIA DIEDLTLLAR SMVVVRPSVA  329  

IFAV H1N1(2009)  MCNILKGKFQ TAAQRAMMDQ VRESRNPGNA EIEDLIFLAR SALILRGSVA  271  

IFAV H1N1(1918)  MCNILKGKFQ TAAQRAMMDQ VRESRNPGNA EIEDLIFLAR SALILRGSVA  271  

IFAV H5N1        MCNILKGKFQ TAAQKAMMDQ VRESRNPGNA EIEDLIFLAR SALILRGSVA  271  

IFAV H7N9(2013)  MCNILKGKFQ TAAQRAMMDQ VRESRNPGNA EIEDLIFLAR SALILRGSVA  271  

 

 

THOV             NHFVLTYPLI ANCEDFAGAT LSDEWVFKAM E-----KISN K--------K  287  

DHOV             NQFVLPYSVI AVTDSFENAD MSSEWVYKKL C-----EAS- ---------K  290  

BOUV             NQFVLPYSVI AVTDNFDGAN MSDEWVFKKI S-----EAS- ---------E  292  

BKNV             NQFVLPYSVI AVTDSFEDAD MSSEWVYKKL S-----EAS- ---------K  290  

JOSV             NHFVLPYPLL AVCPSFEGAS MSSEWVFTTL E-----QISA L--------K  282  

ABV              NHFVLNYPLI AACTNFKDAT MSSEWVYQTM E-----DIAS H--------Q  305  

UPOV             NHFVLNYPLI AACTNFKDAT MSSEWVYETM E-----TIAT N--------Q  303  

IFCV             NKMTMPWCMW LAARLTLKDE FTNFCAYAGR RAFEVFNIAM EKIGICSFQG  326  

IFBV             SKVVLPISIY AKIPQ--LGF NTEEYSMVGY EAMALYNMAT P~~~~~~~~~  368  

IFAV H1N1(2009)  HKSCLPACVY GLAVASGHDF EREGYSLVGI DPFKLLQNSQ V~~~~~~~~~  312  

IFAV H1N1(1918)  HKSCLPACVY GPAVASGYDF EREGYSLVGI DPFRLLQNSQ V~~~~~~~~~  312  

IFAV H5N1        HKSCLPACVY GPAVASGYDF EREGYSLVGI DPFRLLQNSQ V~~~~~~~~~  312  

IFAV H7N9(2013)  HKSCLPACVY GLAVASGYDF EREGYSLVGI DPFRLLQNSQ V~~~~~~~~~  312  
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THOV             TLRVCGPDEK WISFMNQIYI HSVFQTTGED LGVLEWVFGG RFCQRKEFGR  337  

DHOV             KILLTGPNES WKSFMAQMLI YCTFRCLHED LGVLTSMFGM VFEPRKSKGK  340  

BOUV             KILLTGPSQE WKPFMAQILI HCTFRSMHED LGVLSAMFGM EFQPRKAFGK  342  

BKNV             KILLTGPNES WKTFMAQMLI YCTFRCLHED LGILTSMFGM VFDPRKSKGK  340  

JOSV             SLKMFGPDAS WKAFLEEIYI HSVFQSSGED LGVLDWMFDR VFHQRRELPK  332  

ABV              YVIVMGPDPK WYEFLNEIYI HCVFQSAGED LGLLTWMFGK QFHQRRDYGR  355  

UPOV             IVVVMGPDPK WYEFLNEIYI HCVFQSAGED LGLLSWMFDR QFHQRRDYGR  353  

IFCV             TIMNDDEIES -IEDKAQVLM MACFGLAYED FSLVSAMVSH PLKLRNRMKI  375  

IFBV             ~VSILRMGDD -AKDKSQLFF MSCFGAAYED LRVLSALTGT EFKPRSALKC  416  

IFAV H1N1(2009)  ~VSLMRPNEN -PAHKSQLVW MACHSAAFED LRVSSFIRGK KVIPRGKLST  360  

IFAV H1N1(1918)  ~YSLIRPNEN -PAHKSQLVW MACHSAAFED LRVSSFIRGT RVVPRGKLST  360  

IFAV H5N1        ~FSLIRPKEN -PAHKSQLVW MACHSAAFED LRVSSFIRGT RVIPRGQLST  360  

IFAV H7N9(2013)  ~FSLIRPNEN ~PAHKSQLVW MACHSAAFED LRVSSFIRGT RMVPRGQLST  360  

 

 

THOV             --YCKKSQT- -KVIG--LFT FQYEYWSKPL KS-APRSIEG SKRGQISCRP  380  

DHOV             --YCKSSEL- -QVLG--SQE ITYKFWSKPQ RG-APRNLGG ARRGQICTRP  383  

BOUV             --FCSSSDL- -KVLG--SQK IQYHFWSKPQ RG-APRNLGG ARRGQISTRP  385  

BKNV             --YCKSSEL- -QVLG--PQE ITYKFWSKPQ RG-APRNLGG ARRGQICTRP  383  

JOSV             --YNKKSDL- -RPLG--VFQ FKYKYWSKPL KA-APRTVEG VKRGQISCRP  375  

ABV              --FCKKSEL- -KPLG--RFK FNYKYWSKPL KS-APRSIQG VKRGQISCRP  398  

UPOV             --FCKKSEL- -KPLG--RFK FNYKYWSKPL KS-APRSIQG VKRGQISCRP  396  

IFCV             GNFRVGEKV- -STVLSP--L LRFTRWAAFA QRFALQANTS REGTQISNSA  421  

IFBV             KGFHVPAKEQ VEGMGAALMS IKLQFWAPMT RSGGNEVSGE GGSGQISCSP  466  

IFAV H1N1(2009)  RGVQIASNEN VEIMDSNTLE LRSRYWAIRT RSGGNTNQQK ASAGQISVQP  410  

IFAV H1N1(1918)  RGVQIASNEN METMDSSTLE LRSRYWAIRT RSGGNTNQQR ASAGQISVQP  410  

IFAV H5N1        RGVQIASNEN VEAMDSTTLE LRSRYWAIRT RSGGNTNQQR ASAGQISVQP  410  

IFAV H7N9(2013)  RGVQIASNEN MEAMDSNTLE LRSRYWAIRT RSGGNTNQQR ASAGQVSVQP  410  

 

 

THOV             SFKGKRPSYN NFTSIDALQS ASGSQT---V -SFYDQVREE CQKYMDLKVE  426  

DHOV             SFRGVRATYN QYSSLEQLEK ACGNPT---S ENVVEALNAE FEEYSKLTTE  430  

BOUV             SFRGVRTTYN QYSSLEQLEK ACGTGT---S ESLVDALNAE FEEYSRLTQE  432  

BKNV             SFRGVRATYN RYSSLEQLER ACGNPT---S DNVVEALNAE FEEYSKLTTE  430  

JOSV             SFKGKRPSYN NFTSIEALQM GSSSST---S -TLFEQVQEE CQKYMDLKEE  421  

ABV              SFKGKRTSFN NFTSLDDLQV GSSSSG---L -DLFSQVQEE CRKYMDLETE  444  

UPOV             SFKGKRASFN NFTSLDDLQV GSTSSG---L -DLFSQVQEE CKKYMDLETE  442  

IFCV             VFAVERKITT DVQRVEELLN KVQAHEDEPL QTLYKKVREQ ISIIGRNKSE  471  

IFBV             VFAVERPIAL SKQAVRRMLS MNVEGRDADV KGNLLKM--- MNDSMAKKTS  513  

IFAV H1N1(2009)  TFSVQRNLPF ERATVMAAFS GNNEGRTSDM RTEVIRM--- MESAK---PE  454  

IFAV H1N1(1918)  TFSVQRNLPF ERATIMAAFT GNTEGRTSDM RTEIIRM--- MESAR---PE  454  

IFAV H5N1        TFSVQRNLPF ERVTIMAAFK GNTEGRTSDM RTEIIRM--- MESAR---PE  454  

IFAV H7N9(2013)  TFSVQRNLPF ERATIMAAFT GNTEGRTSDM RTEIIRM--- MESAR---PE  454  

 

 

THOV             GT-----TCF YRK--GGHVE VEFPGSAHCN TYLFG----- ----------  454  

DHOV             GT-----GAF YER--GSTNE YKGN-VQATG QLLFEV---- ----------  458  

BOUV             GT-----GHF FEK--GGENE FKGS-VVASG RLLFEA---- ----------  460  

BKNV             GT-----GIF YEK--GSTNE YKGN-VQATG QLLFEI---- ----------  458  

JOSV             GT-----TCF YQK--GSET- PAVPNIINGN RYLFG----- ----------  448  

ABV              GT-----TDF YAK--GGNTV VPVPEGVMTN TYLLG----- ----------  472  

UPOV             GT-----TDF YSK--GGTTV VPVPDGVMSN MYLLG----- ----------  470  

IFCV             IKEFLGSSMY DLNDQEKQNP INFRS--GAH PFFFE--FDP DYNPIRVKRP  517  

IFBV             GNAFIGKKMF QISDKNKVNP IEIPIKQTIP NFFFGRDTAE DYDDLDY---  560  

IFAV H1N1(2009)  DLSFQGRGVF ELSDEKATNP IVPSFDMSNE GSYFFGDNAE EYDS------  498  

IFAV H1N1(1918)  DVSFQGRGVF ELSDEKATSP IVPSFDMSNE GSYFFGDNAE EYDN------  498  

IFAV H5N1        DVSFQGRGVF ELSDEKATNP IVPSFDMSNE GSYFFGDNAE EYDN------  498  

IFAV H7N9(2013)  DVS-FQ---G RGVFELSDEK ATNPIVPSFD MNNEGSYFFG DNAEEYDN--  498  
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THOV             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  454  

DHOV             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  458  

BOUV             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  460  

BKNV             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  458  

JOSV             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  448  

ABV              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  472  

UPOV             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  470  

IFCV             KKPIAKRNSN ISRLEEEGMD ENSEIGQAKK MKPLDQLAST SSNIPGEN--  565  

IFBV             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  560  

IFAV H1N1(2009)  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  498  

IFAV H1N1(1918)  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  498  

IFAV H5N1        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  498  

IFAV H7N9(2013)  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  498  

 

 

THOV             ---- 454  

DHOV             ---- 458  

BOUV             ---- 460  

BKNV             ---- 458  

JOSV             ---- 448  

ABV              ---- 472  

UPOV             ---- 470  

IFCV             ---- 565  

IFBV             ---- 560  

IFAV H1N1(2009)  ---- 498  

IFAV H1N1(1918)  ---- 498  

IFAV H5N1        ---- 498  

IFAV H7N9(2013)  --   498  

 

Sequence alignment of THOV NP and other NP members of the orthomyxovirus family. Amino 

acid sequences of THOV NP (Swiss-Prot accession A0A0B6VKB5), DHOV NP (D6PT87), 

Bourbon virus (BOUV) NP (A0A0C5I425), Batken virus (BKNV) NP (Sequence derived from 

Prof. Dr. Georg Kochs), Jos virus (JOSV) NP (H6SW55), Aransas Bay virus (ABV) NP 

(X2CUE7), Upolu virus (UPOV) NP (X2CWU1), influenza C virus (IFCV) NP (P08028), 

influenza B virus (IFBV) NP (P04665),  influenza A virus H1N1 (2009) (IFAV) NP (C4RU37), 

influenza A virus H1N1 (1918) (IFAV) NP (Q5UEW0),  influenza A virus H5N1 (IFAV) NP 

(O92784), influenza A virus H7N9 (2013) (IFAV) NP (A0A067Y7E0) were aligned using 

CLUSTAL Omega (145) and manually adjusted. Residues with a conservation of greater than 

70% are color-coded (D, E in red; R, K, H in blue; N, Q, S, T in grey; A, L, I, V, F, Y, W, M, 

C in green and P, G in brown).  
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Appendix E – Abbreviations 

 

''     Minute 

Å     Ångström (0.1 nm) 

ABV    Aransas Bay virus 

AC     Affinity chromatography 

AIDS    Acquired immune deficiency syndrome 

AIM    Absent in melanoma 

Amp     Ampicillin 

AUC     Analytical ultracentrifugation 

ASFV    African swine fever virus 

ASU    Asymmetric unit 

BKNV    Batken virus 

BSE    Bundle signaling element 

C-terminus    Carboxy-terminus 

CCHFV   Crimean-congo hemorrhagic fever virus 

CD    Circular dichroism 

cGAS    cyclic GMP-AMP synthase 

COOT    Crystallographic Object-Oriented Toolkit 

cRNA    copyRNA 

DAI    DNA-dependent activator of IRF 

dd     Double deionised 

DHOV    Dhori virus 

DMSO    Dimethyl sulfoxide 

DNA    Deoxyribonucleic acid 

DNAse    Deoxyribonuclease 

DTT     Dithiothreitol 

dNTP     Deoxynucleotide triphosphate 

Dpn     Diplococcus pneumonia 

EBV    Epstein-bar virus 

E. coli     Escherichia coli 

EDTA    Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid 

EM    Electron microscopy 

ER     Endoplasmic reticulum 

EtOH     Ethanol 

fr.     Fraction 

fw.     Forward 

G domain    Guanine nucleotide binding domain 

G protein    Guanine nucleotide binding protein 

GAP     GTPase-activating protein 

GBP    Guanylate binding protein 

GDP     Guanosine-5'-diphosphate 

GED    GTPase effector domain 

GIMAP    GTPase of immunity-associated proteins 

GTP    Guanosine-5'-triphosphate 

GMP-PCP   Guanosine-5′-[(β,γ)-methyleno]triphosphate 

GMP-PNP    Guanosine-5’-[(β,γ)-imido]triphosphate 

GNBP     Guanine Nucleotide Binding Protein 

GSH    Reduced Glutathione 

GST    Glutathione-S-transferase 

GTP    Guanosine-5'-triphosphate 

GTP-γ-S    Guanosine-5’-O-[(γ)-thio]triphosphate 
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GTPase    Guanosine-5'-triphosphate hydrolase 

HA    Hemagglutinine 

HEPES    4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid 

HPLC    High Performance Liquide Chromatography 

HPV    Human papillomavirus 

Hs    Homo Sapiens 

kb    Kilobase 

kDa    Kilodalton 

kobs    observed turnover number 

IFITM(P)   IFN-induced transmembrane (protein) 

IFN    Interferon 

IFNAR    IFN α/β receptor 

IF(A/B/C)V   Influenza (A/B/C) virus 

IL     Interleukine 

IPTG    Isopropyl (β)-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside 

IRF    IFN-regulatory factor 

ISAV    Infectious salmon anemia virus 

ISG    IFN-stimulated gene 

ITC    Isothermal titration calorimetry 

IRG     Immunity-related GTPases 

Jak    Janus kinase 

JOSV    Jos virus 

Kan     Kanamycin 

λ   Wavelength 

LACV    La Crosse virus 

LB    Luria Bertani 

M1/2    Matrix protein 1/2 

M7G    7-Methylguanylate 

mAU    Milli absorbance unit 

MDA5    Melanoma differentation-associated protein5 

MDC     Max-Delbrück-Centrum für Molekulare Medizin Berlin-Buch 

MOPS    3-(N-morpholino) propanesulfonic acid 

MPD    2-Methyl-2,4-pentanediol 

min(s)    Minute(s) 

MxA/B    Myxovirus resistance protein A/B 

N    Nucleocapsid 

N-terminus    Amino-terminus 

NS1/2    Non-structural protein 1/2 

NA    Neuroaminidase 

NAS    Nuclear accumulation signal 

NF-κB     Nuclear factor κB 

NLR(P)   Nucleotide-binding and oligomerization leucine-rich (protein) 

NLS    Nuclear localization signal 

NP    Nucleoprotein 

(s/ns)NSV   (segmented/non-segmented) Negative strand RNA virus 

OD    Optical density 

P-loop     Phosphate-binding loop 

PA    Poly acidic 

PAMP    Pathogen associated molecular pattern 

PB    Poly basic 

PCR    Polymerase Chain Reaction 

PDB    Protein Data Bank 

PEG     Polyethylene glycol 

Pfu    Pyrococcus furiosus 

PRR    Pattern recognition receptor 

RALS    Right Angle Light Scattering 
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Ras     Rat sarcoma 

RdRp    RNA-dependent RNA polymerase 

RIG-I    Retinoic acid-inducible gene-I 

rv.    Reverse 

RVFV    Rift valley fever virus 

SA    Sialic acid 

SDS PAGE    Sodiumdodecylsulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 

SEC     Size-exclusion chromatography 

SeMet     Selenomethionine 

SFV    Semliki forest virus 

SRP    Signal recognition particle 

SR    Signal recognition particle receptor 

STAT     Signal transducer and activator of transcription 

STING    Stimulator of IFN genes 

TB    Teriffic-Broth 

TBA(B)   Tetrabutylammonium (bromide) 

THOV   Thogoto virus 

TLR   Toll-like receptor 

TLS   Translation, libration screw rotation displacement 

UPOV   Upolu virus 

vRNP   Viral ribonucleoparticle 

VSV    Vesicular stomatitis virus 

XDP    Xanthosine-5’diphosphate 

XTP    Xanthosine-5’triphosphate 

 

For amino acids, the one and three letter code was used 

 

A Ala alanine   I Ile isoleucine   R Arg arginine 

C Cys cysteine   K Lys lysine   S Ser serine 

D Asp aspartate  L Leu leucine   T Thr threonine 

E Glu glutamate  M Met methionine  V Val valine 

F Phe phenylalanine  N Asn asparagine  W Trp tryptophane 

G Gly glycine   P Pro proline   Y Tyr tyrosine 

H His histidine   Q Gln glutamine  x any amino acid 
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Abstract 

 

The human Mx protein family is composed of two interferon-inducible dynamin-like large GTPases 

named MxA and MxB which represent a potent barrier of the innate immune system against viral 

infections. The cytosolic MxA protein shows broad antiviral activity against several single-stranded 

RNA viruses, like the orthomyxovirus family, including influenza A, B, C and the closely related 

Thogoto virus (THOV). In contrast, the human MxB protein acts as a post entry inhibitor of the human 

immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) and the simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV). The target 

structures of Mx may be the viral nucleoproteins (NPs), which oligomerize around the viral genome to 

form the so-called viral ribonucleoprotein particles (vRNPs). This vRNPs serve as a template for viral 

transcription and replication. However, the exact mechanism how vRNPs are inhibited by Mx proteins 

is not well understood.  

Large GTPases are mechano-chemical enzymes, which bind and hydrolyze guanosine-5'-triphosphate 

(GTP) in the GTPase (G) domain to perform its biological function. It was previously demonstrated that 

dimerization via the G domains leads to stimulation of the GTPase activity. The formed interface 

between the G domains is named G interface. To clarify the role of GTP binding and the importance of 

the G interface formation for the catalytic and antiviral function of MxA, several G domain mutants 

were characterized. I showed that residues in the catalytic center and the nucleotide itself were crucial 

for G domain dimerization and catalytic activation. Furthermore, in pulldown experiments, it was 

demonstrated that binding of MxA to THOV NPs is independent of the nucleotide loading state of MxA. 

However, nucleotide binding and hydrolysis were essential for the antiviral activity against Thogoto, 

Influenza and La Cross viruses. In cell-based assays, it was demonstrated that GTP binding facilitates 

the formation of MxA assemblies associated to ER membranes, and GTP hydrolysis leads to dynamic 

redistribution to viral target sites. 

In the second part of this study, I determined the crystal structure of the THOV NP in the RNA-free 

state, and biochemically characterized its RNA binding and oligomerization properties. The NP 

crystallized in a trimeric form, which was also the predominant species in solution, as shown by 

analytical gel filtration and right-angle light scattering analysis. The structure revealed a crescent-shaped 

and mainly α-helical molecule with a head and a body domain forming a positively charged RNA-

binding groove. A prominent C-terminal extension, referred as to the tail loop, was inserted into the 

adjacent monomer, indicating its important role for oligomerization. The atomic structure of the Thogoto 

virus NP provides an additional model for the viral RNP formation within the orthomyxovirus family 

and is useful for future investigations for the clarification of the viral transcription and replication 

mechanism. 
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Zusammenfassung 

 

Die Familie der humanen Mx Proteine besteht aus zwei interferon-induzierten dynamin-ähnlichen  

großen GTPasen namens MxA und MxB. Beide Proteine gehören zum angeborenen Immunsystem und 

bilden eine effiziente Barriere gegen eine Vielzahl von viralen Infektionen. Das im Zytosol lokalisierte 

MxA kennzeichnet sich durch ein breites antivirales Spektrum gegen einzelsträngige RNA Viren aus. 

Dies beinhaltet das Influenza Virus A, B und C sowie das Thogoto Virus (THOV). MxB hingegen zeigt 

antivirale Aktivität gegenüber dem humanem Immunschwäche Virus 1 (HIV-1) und dem simianem 

Immunschwäche Virus (SIV). Als Zielstruktur von MxA wurde das virale Nukleoprotein (NP) 

ausgemacht, welches sich um das virale Genom assembliert und zusammen mit der viralen Polymerase 

die sogenannten viralen Ribonukleopartikel (vRNPs) bildet die wiederrum essentiell für Transkription 

und Replikation des Virus sind. Der exakte antivirale Mechanismus der Mx Proteine ist zurzeit jedoch 

nicht bekannt. Um deren biologische Funktion zu erfüllen, binden und hydrolysieren große GTPasen 

Guanosine-5‘-Triphosphat (GTP) in ihrer GTPase (G) Domäne. Studien konnten zeigen, dass die 

Dimerisierung der G Domänen zur einer Stimulation der GTPase Aktivität führt. Die dabei entstehende 

Kontaktfläche heißt G-Domänen-Kontaktfläche.  

In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurde die Rolle dieser GTP Bindung und die Bildung der G Domänen-

Kontaktfläche für die katalytische und antivirale Funktion untersucht. Hierzu wurden mehrere G 

Domänen Mutanten generiert und biochemisch charakterisiert. Ich konnte mit diesen Mutanten zeigen, 

dass wichtige Aminosäuren im katalytischen Zentrum der G Domäne sowie das gebundene Nukleotid 

selbst von zentraler Bedeutung ist für die Dimerisierung der G-Domänen und deren katalytische 

Aktivierung. Weiterhin konnte in Pulldown-Experimenten gezeigt werden, dass MxA Nukleotid-

unabhängig THOV NPs binden kann, wohingegen die antivirale Aktivität gegen Thogoto, Influenza und 

La Cross Viren eine Nukleotidbindung voraussetzt. In Zell-basierten Experimenten konnte ebenfalls 

gezeigt werden, dass GTP Bindung die Assemblierung von MxA an Membranen des endoplasmatischen 

Retikulums begünstigt und die darauffolgende GTP Hydrolyse führt zur einer dynamischen 

Umverteilung an die viralen Strukturen.  

Im zweiten Teil der vorliegenden Doktorarbeit wurde mittels der Röntgenkristallographie die Struktur 

des THOV NP im RNA-freien Zustand gelöst und mit biochemischen Experimenten deren RNA 

Bindungs- und Oligomerisationsverhalten analysiert. Im Kristall lag das THOV NP als Trimer vor. 

Diese Anordnung konnte ebenfalls durch analytische Gelfiltration sowie optische 

Lichtstreuexperimente auch in Lösung identifiziert werden. Strukturelle Untersuchungen des NPs haben 

ergaben, dass das Protein ein halbmondartige vorwiegend α-helikal und globuläre Form aufweist. 

Weiterhin konnte ein positivgeladener RNA-Bindebereich zwischen einer Kopf- und Körperdomäne 

identifiziert werden. In dem kristallographischen Trimer reicht ein C-terminaler Schwanz in das 
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benachbarte NP. Diese Anordnung  zeigt, dass diese C-terminale Region eine wichtige Funktion für die 

Oligomerisierung des THOV NP innehat. Die hier präsentierte atomare Struktur des THOV NP bietet 

ein weiteres Model für die Assemblierung der viralen RNPs innerhalb der orthomyxovirus Familie und 

schließt mit dem Ausblick auf weitere Aufklärung des viralen Transkriptions- und 

Replikationsmechanismus. 
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